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1 - INTRODUCTION 

1. 1 -   The team   of   experts wai   entrusted with   carrying   out   a 

preliminary mission in nine countries of ECAFEIor the purpose of 

studying problems of the design and construction of Wet-land 

mechanization machinery in those countries.  In particular, it was 

charged with and made responsible for the following tasks : 

- to prepare a study on the status of agricultural machinery and 

implement manufacture and their allied facilities and services, 

such as design, adaptation,  testing,  repair and maintenance, with 

specific reference to rice mechanization,  the nature of specific 

problems of their development and use and development of storage 

and transport equipment for use in agriculture; 

. to identify local manufacturers who may be interested in product 

diversification and expansion of their manufacturing facilities; 

- to brief the participants chosen to attend the Expert Group Meeting 

on the subject to be discussed,  and assist them in preparation of 

the reports which each country is expected to submit prior to the 

meeting. 

This because, following up the mission,  an Expert Group Meeting, 

organized by UNIDO and the International Rice Research Institute, 

will be held at Los Banos, the Philippines,  during the second week 

in March,  1973.   The purpose of this meeting Is to discuss the main 

objective« of the mission. 

1. 2 - The mission visited the following countries : India (July 14, 

| 1972 - July 21,   1972); Nepal (July 21,  1972 - July 27,   1972); Burma 

(July 29,   1972 - August 3,   1972); Thailand (Auguat 3,   1972 - August 

U,  1972); Korea (August 12,   1972 - August 19,   1972); the Philippines 

(August 19,   1972- September 3,   1972); Indonesia (September 3,  1972- 

September 9,   1972); West Pakistan (September 10,   1972 - September 

17,  1972); Iran (September 18,   1972 - September 23,   1972). In 

t 
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addition, it «pent four day* briefing (July 10-14,   1972) and three 

days debrief in g (September 25-27,   1972) at UNIDO Headquarters 

in Vienna. 

The Mission was made responsible for preparing the country 

reports by October 31,   1972 and a regional report by November 

30,   1972.   Both are to be presented at the Expert Group Meeting in 

1973. 

1. 3 - In order to obtain comparable information for each of the 

countries,  two questionnaires were made available to each of the 

participating groups.  The first is more general,  and deals with 

the state of agriculture in the country,  its socio-economic deve- 

lopment, infra-structure,  mechanization, and incentives provided 

by e ah Government both for the development of agricultural mecha- 

nisation,  and for new industrial investments in the sector of 

construction of agricultural machines and tractors.   The second 

questionnaire is more specific.  It serves to sound out the current 

situation and future prospectives in the manufacturing sector both 

as regards tractors and other agricultural machines of specific 

interest to mechanization of Wet-lands,  and as regards the local 

situation (current and future) of ancillary industries and raw ma- 

terials.   The schemes of the prepared questionnaire follow : 

1.4 - Questionnaire A 

1 • Total country area (Hectares) 
2 - Total arable area (hectares) 
3 - Total cultivated area : - today (hectares) 

- estimated in 1980 (hectares) 
4 - Total irrigated area : - today (hectares) 

- estimated in 1980 (hectares) 
5 • Total area under two crops per year (hectares) and kind of 

crops,  today and in the future 
6 • Total paddy area (hectares) 
7 - Average paddy yield production (ton/hectare) today and esti- 

mated in 1980 
8 - Average use of fertilizer per hectare (kg/hectare) 
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9 - Total population (no. ) and year growth 
10 - Total active population (no. ) 
11 - Total active population in agriculture : - today (no. ) 

- estimated in 1980 (no. ) 
12 - Number of farms (no. ) 
13 - Average size of farms (hectares) 
14 - Average size of paddy farms (hectares) 
15 - Percentage of farms v. it h size more than 4 hectares (%) 
16 - Percentage of cultivated area covered by farms of more than 4 

hectares (%) 
17 - Population of tractors (no. ); size of tractors (HP) 
18 - Present annual demand of tractors (no. ) and size (HP) 
19 - Future estimated annual demand of tractors in 1975 and in  1980 

(size and no. ) 
20 - Population of power-tillers (no. ) 
21 - Present annual demand of power-tillers (no. ) 
22 - Future estimated annual demand of power-tillers in 1975 and in 

1980 (no. ) 
23 - Population of farm machinery and implements (engines,  plows, 

harrows, pumps,   rotary tillers,  cultivators,   seeders, transplan- 
ters,  fertilizer distributors,  sprayers,  harvesters,  threshers, 
combine-harvesters,  dryers,   cleaners,  hullers,  storage equipment, 
etc. ) by commodity group and size (no. ) 

24 - Present annual demand of farm machinery and implements by commo- 
dity group (no, ) 

25 - Future estimated annual demand of farm machinery and implements 
in 1975 and in 1980, by commodity group (no. ) 

26 - Manufacturers of tractors (no. , yearly capacity, today's production, 
size and type of tractors) 

27 - Manufacturers of power-tillers (no.  yearly capacity,  today's pro- 
duction,   size and type of power-tillers) 

28 - Manufacturers of farm machinery and implements (no., yearly ca- 
pacity, models and today's production) 

29 - Manufacturers of spare parts and special parts (i.e.  fuel injection 
pumps, batetteries, typres,  gears,  etc.) : no., yearly capacity, 
today's production 

30 - Research,  testing,  design,  adaptation and standardization facilities 
on farm machinery and tractors : no.     of units, principle field of 
research, principle equipment 

31 - Repair and maintenance organization and facilities 
32 - Extension service for agricultural mechanization and technical trai- 

ning-facilities for farmers 
33 - Organization of sales of agricultural machinery and tractors 
34 - Credit facilities for purchase of agricultural machinery and tractors 

(loans, no.  of years, interest rate,  etc.) 
35 - Farmers' cooperatives; agricultural machinery and tractor service 

sassi 
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centers, etc. 
36 - Incentives for local and foreign investments, priorities and con- 

ditions 
37 - CD. P. per capita 
38 - Yearly growth of G. D. P. in the past years and estimated in the 

future 
39 - Percentage of G. D. P.  represented by agriculture, by mechanical 

and metallurgical industry and by mining 
40 - Yearly growth of agriculture and industry in the past year and 

estimated in the future. 

1. 5 - Questionnaire B 

1 - 4»wheel tractors 
- Agricultural population in 1971         less than 20 HP no. ............. 

20 to 35 HP no  
more than 35 HP no. ....... 

- Agricultural sales in 1971                    less than 20 HP no  
20 to 35 HP no  
more than 35 HP no  

- Manufacturers no  
- Annual manufacturing production in 1971 no.  
- Manufacturing capacity in 1971 no  
- Estimated manufacturing production in 19?5 «©  
- Estimated manufacturing production in 19§0 no  

2 - Power-tillers 
- Agricultural population in 1971 no  
- Agricultural sales in 1971 n©  
-Manufacturers no ••* 
- Annual manufacturing production in 1971 no  
- Manufacturing capacity in 1971 no. ....... 
- Estimated manufacturing production in 1975 no  
- Estimated manufacturing production in 19W no  

J - Diesel and gasoline engine« mors than 5 HP 
- Agricultural population in 1971 no  
- Agricultural sales in 1971 no  
- Manufacturers no  
• Annual manufacturing production in 1971 no  
- Manufacturing capacity in 1971 no. ...... 
- Estimated manufacturing production in 19T5 no, . 
- Estimated manufacturing production in 19W no, . 

4 . Diesel and gasoline engine a less than 5 HP 
- Agricultural population in 1971 no. . 
- Agricultural sales in 1971 no. . 
- Manufacturers BO« • 

..*••> i 
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Annual manufacturing production in 1971 
Manufacturing capacity in 1971 
Estimated manufacturing production in 1975 
Estimated manufacturing production in 1980 

no. 
no. 
no. 
no. 

5 - Pump» 

. Agricultural population in 1971 
- Agricultural tale« in 1971 
- Manufacturers 
- Annual manufacturing pro- 

duction in 1971 
- Manufacturing capacity in 1971 
• Estimated manufacturing 

production in 1975 
- Estimated manufacturing pro- 

duction in 1980 

6 » Plows 

no. 
no. 
no. 

no. 
no. 

no. 

no. 

Hand o- 
perated 

Power operated 

Centri- 
fugals 

Deep- 
wells 

ft 

Agricultural population in 1971 
Agricultural sales in 1971 
Manufacturers 
Annual manufacturing pro- 
duction in 1971 
Manufacturing capacity in 1971 
Estimated manufacturing pro- 
duction in 1975 

> Estimated manufacturing pro* 
auction in 1980 

Antan ai Tractor or power- 
drawn* tiiier drawn« 

Disc Mould-board 

no. 
no. 
no. 

MS* 

no. 

no. 

-. 
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7 - Sprayer» and duatera 

- Agricultural population in 1971 
- Agricultural sales in 1971 
« Manufacturers 
- Annual manufacturing pro- 

duction in 1971 
- Manufacturing capacity in 1971 
- Estimated manufacturing pro- 

duction in 1975 
- Estimated manufacturing pro- 

duction in 1980 

8 - Transplantera 

- Agricultural population in 1971 
- Agricultural sales in 1971 
- Manufacturers 
- Annual manufacturing pro- 

duction in 1971 
- Manufacturing capacity in 1971 
- Estimated manufacturing pro- 

duction in 1975 
- Estimated manufacturing pro- 

duction in 1980 

Hand o- 
perated 

Knapsack 
power as- 
perated 

Tractor or 
power-tiller 
p. t. o. driven 

no. 
no. 
no. 

no. 
no. 

no. 

no. 

Hand operated Power operated 

no. 
no. 
no. 

no. 
no. 

no. 

no. 

9 - Thresher« 

Agricultural population in 1971 
Agricultural sales in 1971 
Manufacturers 
Annual manufacturing pro- 
duction in 1971 
Manufacturing capacity in 1971 
Estimated manufacturing pro- 
duction in 1975 
Estimated manufacturing pro- 
duction in 1980 

Hand operated Power operated 

no. 
no. 
no. 

no. 
no. 

no. 

no. 
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10 - Dryers 

- Agricultural population in 1971 and average size 
- Agricultural sales in 1971 
« Manufacturers 
« Annual manufacturing production in 1971 
- Manufacturing capacity in 1971 
- Estimated manufacturing production in 1975 
- Estimated manufacturing production in 1980 

11 . Hullera 

- Agricultural population in 1971 and average aise 
- Agricultural sales in 1971 
- Manufacturers 
- Annual manufacturing production in 1971 
- Manufacturing capacity in 1971 
- Estimated manufacturing production in 1975 
• Estimated manufacturing production in 1980 

no. 
no. 
no. 
no. 
no. 
no. 
no. 

no. 
no. 
no. 
no. 
no. 
no. 
no. 

12 - Ancillary facilities production 

Tyres 

Pi stona 

Gears 

Bearings 

Chaina 

Batteries 

Fuel injection pumps 

YES NO 

adequate inadequate 

(to local i 
chinery a 
producilo 

gric. ma- 
nd tractors 
n) 

1971 
1980 

1971 
1980 

1971 
19S0 

1971 
19W 

1971 
19W 

1971 
1980 

1971 
1990 
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YES NO 

adequate    1 inadequate 

1971 
1980 

(to local agrie, machi- 
nery and tractor i pro- 
duction 

+      . 

Carburettors 
• 

Tool Machinet 1971 
1980 

Hot*rolled carbon »teel     ._ 1971 
1980 

Hot«rolled alloy steel 1971 
1980 *t 

Cold drawn carbon eteel 1971 
1980 

Hot-rolled platee, eheete 
and »trips 

1971 
1980 

Gray iron malleable 1971 
1980 

Rubber parte and gaskets 1971 
1980 

Hydraulic parte 1971 
I9t0 

Foundry 1971 
19M 

Steel cattine 1971 
1980 

Non-fer roue catting ltîl 
1980 

Steel forging 1971 
1980 

# 

Heat treatment» 1971 
1980 
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SUMMARY 

1 - The rice-growing development is mainly based on production im- 

provements (better »eeds, fertilizers and agronomical practices) 

and on losses reduction in processing. 

2 - The agricultural machines actual population is a very modest one 

with a density of 0. 46 tractors per 1000 ha.   and 0. 8 power-tiller» 

per 1000 ha..  Almost all works are - especially in paddy lands - 

hand or with animals help made. 

The mechanization development is going to be very slow, and the 

priority will be given to machines for industrial crops. 

In the paddy growing sector,  mechanization of primary and se- 

condary tillage,  of anti-parasites distribution and threshing will be 

shortly realized,  while the use of modern hullers is gradually sprea- 

ding in order to reduce product losses.   A complete mechanization 

will not certainly be realized before 30 years from now.   The pro- 

blem of rational mechanization has not been faced yet and it depends 

on the cooperatives development. 

In such case,  it can be foreseen the use of : 14-16 HP power-tillers 

(to be transformed in 4-wheel drives tractors), which can be utilized 

on 10-15 ha.; 25-35 HP tractors,  simple,  low cost,   easy to maintain, 

both 2 and 4-wheel drives,  articulated,  equipped with mounted imple- 

ments like plows,  harrows, puddlers,   rotary tillers and spading ma- 

chines,  the last two p. t. o. driven. 

It should also be considered the problem concerning power opera- 

ted pumps and self-propelled reaper binders to improve harvesting in 

time,  and the one concerning repair, maintenance and extension ser- 

vices development. 

3 -   Agricultural machinery local manufacturing concerns : tractor o- 

ver 50 HP;  7 HP power-tiller»;  power threshers', pump»; primary and 

secondary tillage machines; hullers and trailers. Tki» »actor i» now 

developing following the Government's policy. Existing factorie» cover 
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a large range of agricultural machinery production but realize «mall 

•cries not standardizazed in the common part«, with production costa 

higher that it would be possible to obtain.  It is foreseen manufacturing 

of self-propelled reaper binders and transplanters.  Later within this 

decade the problem of combine harvesters manufacturing will have 

be faced.   There is a considerable gap between small power-tillers 

and big tractors production and it wruld be useful to consider the op- 

portunity to cover this gap producing medium size tractors which 

will be optimal for the mechanization levels that will be startely rea- 

ched in the country.   The main problem is the standardization and the 

defining of economies of scale in manufacturing sector. 

4 - Ancillary industries and raw materials are considerably develo- 

ping and in a few year will reach levai able to greatly reduces importa 

of machines and materials. 

5 - The Governments policy aim to realize a farm ceiling policy 

creating 4-12. 5 ha. farms and constituting cooperatives for using 

machinée,  processing and outputs commercializing.  For this aim 

the Government will allow interesting faculties also for the agricul- 

tural structures and the rural road system adequacy. 

ft - Research sector on agricultural mechanization is scarcely de *- 

lopsd and «very now and than is done by the Institute of Technology 

and the Agricultural Mechanization Dept..  There is testing unit and 

no researches are developed to define optimum agricultural mechani- 

zation. 

7 - The Government's policy is in favour of big development in the 

secondary sector to be realized also through joint-ventures. 

Research sector in the agricultural machinery manufacturing is un. 

derdeveloped  and it is suggestable to constitute a design, prototypes, 
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construction, adaptation,   standardisation and tenting unit to help lo- 

cal manufacturer«.   Finally it is essential to develop an efficient re- 

pair and maintenance organization,  together with spare parts pro- ^ 

duction, extension service and technical training for farmers   to 

teach them a rational use of agricultural machines and tractors. 
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1 - G^ejjaje.«tte|n=of_||ric^ltu|e 

1. 1 - The total arable area i« evaluated around 17. 500. 000 ha. ; the 

cultivated area is 7. 500. 000 ha.  and represents about  12% of the who- 

le country area.   Compared to 1961,  the  cultivated area has a 20% in- 

crease,  and it is possible to add new areas because  of future needs, 

in connection with the social and economical development. 

Cereals are grown on 75% of the cultivated land and paddy by it- 

self represents 66%; in 1962 it represented about 62%.   The paddy 

production  has increased from 6. 700. 000 tons in 1961 to 8.030.000 

tons in 1971.   The average yeld production is about 1. 6 tons per ha. . 

The irrigated area is 10. 6 % of the cultivated one and had an in- 

crease,  in the last ten years,  of 300. 000 ha..   The irrigated area 

with 2 crops per year - only one of them is paddy -  covers some 

750.000 ha.   and represents 10% of the total one. 

The paddy yield production development is looked after by Govern- 

ment Authoritiea and Research Institutes; the used varieties - accor- 

ding to experiments - do not react too well to fertilizers,   whose ave- 

rage use,   even if doubled in the last 10 years, is about 5 kg per ha. . 

Average increase of production will reach 150% in the next 10 years. 

Right now about 15% of rice is exported. 

The agricultural land is divided into 4. 330.000 farms,  86% has - 

•it« of less than 4 ha.  and represents 57% of the cultivated area. The 

average sise is 1. 7 ha.. Paddy farm« are the smallest and the most 

fragmentad ones, with plots scsttered aroud and with an average sifce 
2 

of t€0-1200 m   each. 

1.1 . The total population in Burma is 28. 200.000 inhabitants; a little 

more than 39% constitutes active population. 

The agricultural workers represent 70% of active population;this 

means there is almost 1 worker per each cultivated hectare. 

In the last 10 years the population increass has been 2. 1% per year 
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and no kind of family planning is provided,  «ven if in the last 3 year a 

increase a are bigger,   amounting to 2. 4%. 

Thia happens because landa to be recuperated for agricultural 

purpoeea are big.   There are no informations on the evolution of acti- 

ve population in agriculture; anyway   it is not supposed to diminish in 

the next 10-15 years. 

1.3 - The G. D.P.  per capita is evaluated around 85 dollars per year; 

the per capita gross income is about 75 dollars per year, with  Mini- 

mum values in the northern parts of the country.   The agricultural 

production constitutes 50% of G. D. P.  it has increased - at constant 

money value -1.4 times compared to 1961, with a 3% risaper year. 

This is due both to production increase and new lands acquired to agri- 

culture. 

The actual 4-year« plan (Oct. 1971 - Sept. 1975) supposes a total 

G.D.P.  increase aa big as 19% (little less than 5% per year).  The to- 

tal agricultural production should ria« of 16%. 

Among the investments programmed by the plan,   8% will benefit 

agriculture, mainly irrigation and production of high valued crops 

such as jute, tobacco,  maize, cotton,   whose development   will have a 

priority. 

Rice farms will be strictly bound to an subsistance economy and 

thair evolution, together with thair mechanisation,  is going to be a 

vary alow one. 

1.4 - All the agricultural works are,  practically, made by hand or 

with the bullocks or buff alo • help.  In s«me case,  use of tractors for 

primary and secondary tillage is starting; transplanting, as well as 

harvesting are hand-made; threshing is mostly hand-made with flails 

or animals. Threshers also hand or pedal operated modela,  are not 

popular.   There are no drying ay stems - nor they seem to be needed-- 

and storage equipments because farmers immediately carry the pro- 

d 
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ducts to the storing centers, keeping only what is needed for their 

family .   In the Government's store-houses storage and processing 

losses are small and evaluated around 4*6%. On the contrary, ge- 

nerally apeaking, processing losses are considerable,  because 

hullers are small and at least 30 years old.Suchlosses are evaluated 

around 25%.   These losses - at least for broken seeds -do not seem 

to represent a problem,  because they are used within the farms. 

The spreading of selected seeds had,   in the last 10 years,  an 

800% increase; it is still very scarce compared to the country's 

needs and should be implemented. 

2. 1 - Paddy mechanization is still at a primitive stage,  even if the 

Government is trying to develop the industrial sector.  Anyway, the 

economic plan does not foresee   any incentive for the  development 

of mechanization. 

In general terms,  the actual population of tractors - 50 HP ave- 

rage power - has been evaluated (1971) in 3390 units; it had a 300% 

increase in the last 8 years.  Every tractor - generally not belon- 

ging to the single farmer - works 325 hours per year,  ploowing an 

area of about 80 ha..  Such tractors whose average density corres- 

ponds   to   0. 46 unit s per 1000 ha. are working on lands for indus- 

trial crops; rarely for paddy.  They are 2 wheel drives models, hea- 

vy, essentially designed for good drawbar pull, and mainly impor- 

ted. 

A certain amount of them is out of service waiting for repairs 

and spare parts, which are not easily available. 

The power-tillers population is about 500 units,   while it is not 

possible to acquire informations about the actual population of engi- 

nes pumps and threshers.   There also are : 1.800.000 plows, 

2. 000. 000 harrows,  82. 000 cultivator« all animal draw»,and 27. 500 
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knap-sack sprayers,  mostly hand operated. 

Their population has increased 3 times in the last 10 years.   The- 

re are also a population of 2. 000 hullers with 0.9 tons per hour ave- 

rage capacity and some big and modern  mill plants installed nearly 

the capital. 

There are no data about annual demand for machines and trac- 

tors. 

* 

2. 2 - It is difficult to have idea of the development of mechanization 

and of the future demand for tractors and agricultural machines, al- 

so because no priority is given to mechanization itself in the economi- 

cal plan. 

Because import are almost closed down,   future demand can be 

identified with the previsions - which will take    about in the next 

chapter - on the development of the annual local production espe- 

cially as far as power-tillers,  pumps,  equipments for primary and 

secondary tillage,    reaper binders and threshers are concerned. 

In 1975,  there will be an annual demand for 2.000 tractors and 

in 1980,  for 4.000 units.  In any case, the Agricultural and Industry 

Ministries    should define the country needs fcr machines,  following 

the economical development policy. 

It is common opinion that mechanization development should be 

realized - as it is already happening - through cooperatives and ser- 

vice centers,  whose best dimension has not been decided yet. 

Paddy growing seems to be considered in the present social-eco- 

nomical situation, ti» last one   to  be   mechanized,     even if all th« 

advantages of mechanization - among which time saving, better pro- 

cessing,  less losses wlreness reduction-- are recognized. 

Taking as a basis what it is said above,  it is possible to foresee a 

5-6000 tractors in 1975 and 18-20.000 units in 1980.  In the same 

way the population of agricultural machines and implements wilUnsrea- 

se. Anyway tractor sizes (more than 50 HP )vto i char e at present ma- 
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nufactured    are not the best ones for a rational mechanization of 

paddy. 

Such development - even if very slow - should be obtained toge- 

ther with an efficient repair, maintenance and extension services 

and technical training for farmers.   As far as repair and maintenan- 

ce is concerned,  the actual service is organized by the Government 

through 90 workshops,   which provide,  in peripherical areas,to or- 

dinary maintenance and through 2 workshops for extraordinary re- 

pairs. 

Such system is not too well organized because the spare parts 

provisions is lacking or very slow. 

2. 3 -   Mechanization in the paddy areas is supposed to be realized 

in a very long time; it is advisable to start researches in order to 

define the best mechanization levels for further times,   according 

to the real possibilities of development of cooperatives. 

For this purpose the different use of tractor and power-tillers 

should be defined.   Between them there are many power-range which 

can be useful for a rational development of mechanization itself al- 

so depending from the   Government choises from a structural point 

of view.It seems useful and economic the utilization of 14-16 HP 

power-tillers which can be transformed into 4-wheel drives trac- 

tor in a further time,  to be used by small farm groups (10-15 ha. ), 

leaving primary tillage to more powerfull tractors,   covering larger 

areas in reference to timelynea« for such work and to the possibilities 

for seed scattered along the year of better rice varieties. 

Another solution to be studied consists in the generalized sprea- 

ding of 25-35 HP tractors, both 2 and 4-wheel drives,   able to opera- 

te on 25-30 ha. areas,   totally using their work-capacities. 

Together with the sugge stable development of one or both the abo- 

ve mentioned machines, there should be a more and more generali- 

zed spreading of equipments a \d implements,  according to the folio- 
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wing prioritieitmould board and disc plows,   spading machines, 

harrows,  puddlers, pumps,sprayers and trailers (both bearing-axle 

and p. t. o.   driven). 

In any case,  it is suggested the use of self-propelled reaper bin- 

ders,  strong,   simple  and low cost with 1. 50 m cut width,operated 

by a 8-12 HP engine. If the use of 25-35 HP tractors will increase, * 

it will be convenient the use of reaper binders,   tractors drawn and 

p. t. o. drivem. 

Only when agricultural labour will diminish to  0.4 worker s per 

ha., it will be possible to use combine harvester. It is also suggested, 

in order to improve after sale service, the use of mobile workshops. 

3. 1 - The industrial sector contributes as much as 15% to CD.P. and 

it is developing.  The actual 4-year plan - which is apart of a 20- 

year plan - supposes,at a constant money value,    a production in- 

erease of : 16% for manufacturing industria,  36% for heavy Indus- 

try and 20 % for mine one. 

3. 2 - Agricultural machines and tractors industries - even if there 

are only 5 of them - are increasing both in the amount and in the pro- 

duction capacity.   There is already a riding 50 HP tractors   factory 

(at the beginning only asembling, but right now manufacturing with 

a 70% of local content),  working on east-Europe license. 

This industry has a 2000 tractors per year production capacity, 

but it is actually manufacturing a little more than 1000 units. It is t 

now expandía« and at the actual development plan and it will be able 

to produce 4200 units   per year, in the two 50 HP and 85 HP siaes. 0 

In cooperation with Japan, a 7 HP power-tillers factory has been 

planned with an annual production capacity of 1200 units.  Up to now 

about 700 units have been manufactured and next year probably a 

little lesa than 1000 unit« will be constructed.   This factory also pro- 

< 
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duce more diesel engines than power-tillers,  to be used together with 

irrigation pumps, locally realized with a 8000 units per year produc- 

tion capacity.  Anyway the 1971-1972 production has been limited to 

3300 4"-6" 0 units,   with different heads. 

A fourth factory has been realized to produce power-thresher with 

a production capacity of 2000 units per year,   even if 1000 units have 

been producted so far.  In the end,   there is an agricultural trailers 

factory up toó. 5 tons,   especially used for industrial crops,   and so- 

me smaller factories for hand operated sprayers and dusters.  It 

should be remembered a rice hullera factory which produce about 50 

plants per year,   small and medium size, useful to renew the already 

existing ones. 

This is the present situation but it is necessary to keep in mind 

that in 1973 a local production of disc plows and harrows (about 2000 

units per year) will be started,  together with rototillers production in 

cooperation with Japan.   The Government is considering also a coo- 

production of transplanters (both hand operated and self-propelled 

models) and - in a further time - of self-propelled reaper binders. 

There an no exact plans for combine harvesters production,  even if 

the problem should be faced within the present decade. 

As it can be seen,besides the few hundred units of power-tillers, 

pumps,  threshers and hullera there has not been so far a realization 

of machines leading to a rational paddy mechanization. 

Considering the   existing connection between paddy growing and 

planned production capacity it will not be possible talk about comple- 

te paddy mechanization before 20-30 years.   This depends on the de- 

cision to mechanize first high value crops,   which can be exported, and 

to aim to a processing development. 

The decision about the yearly production to be realized is taken by 

the Government and the machines are sold : for industrial crops,  di- 

rectly to farmers,   and for rice and pulses ones,  to farmer's coope- 

ratives.  Each factory owns aprivate experimental farm,  which all 
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the realized prototype» are tested in. 

According to the Heavy Industry Corporation's data from next 

year,  it will be started the production of all the agricultural machi- 

nes and tractors parts,  besides full injection pumps. 

3. 3 - Ancillary industries and raw materials are developing.   Concer- 

ning the former ones ,   t'.iere are 35 metal products industries at pre- 

sent compared to 8 of them in 1968.   There are also two foundriesjso- 

me forging shops producing 4800 finish casting tons per year and 6 

metal ores industries.   Their production and the expansion plan can 

satisfy all the needs of transforming industries,   according to the 

plan's programs. 

All factories are run by the Government.   From 1974-1975 it will 

be started    the production of now imported tool machines. 

Mine research and raw materials production (among with iron, 

zinc,  tungsten,   tin,  coal and oil) are increasing. 

Three factories are already under production : two for fertilizers 

and one for insecticides and pesticide*. It seems that their production 

capacity meet the internal demand,   which looks quite modest so far. 

3.4 . As it has been said in the above chapter,   also industrial sector 

does not consider local production of Wet-lands machines.   Therefore 

it seems important point out the complete lack of tractors in the range 

between 7 HP power-tillers and 50-85 HP tractors.  Such lack cannot 

be justified from a rational mechanization point of view and it is to 

recomand the Government gives this problem the right consideration. 

This especially concerns the suggested production of medium size 

(25-35 HP) tractor,   with consistent equipment among which spading 

machines seem particularly useful. 

Similar consideration should be given to a production of reaper- 

binders to be choosed following a broad research and testing of what 

the international market offers. This is needed with the goal to choo- 

• « 
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se the models more adaptable to local conditions,  both from agricul- 

tural and manufacturing (workshops equipment,   skilled workers,raw 

materials,   ancillary facilities,   ^tc. ) point of view. 

Far all these factories there is the need to conduct deep studies 

on economical productions (capacity and investment levels able to 

reduce production costs to a minimum) and on maximum standardi- 

zation of common parts. 

Finally it seems useful to suggest the opportunity to realize bigger 

capacity mill-plants,  in the view of their cooperative use,   with con- 

nected    dryers and storage equipments to reduce product losses. 

4. 1 - Farms will keep belonging to the workers, but a land ceiling pro- 

gramme - which foresees a farm size between 4 and 12, 5 ha. .   in 
i 

accordance to the family composition and to the outputs   value - is 

going on.   The 1     fours-year    development plan forsees to gain 

400. 000 new hectares to the agriculture, partly from vergin    and par- 

tly from fallow lands,  and to extend irrigation on new 80.000 hectares. 

Priority is given to agricultural production increasing for export 

and paddy seems will reach 110% of the present production. 

The greatest support will be given by the Government in order to 

create farmers cooperatives (already existing  in 12.560 units with 

4. 600. 000 members) with the following purposes : products commer- 

cialization, modern agronomical practices application,  and structu- 

res (plots,  roads,   etc.) adequacy to mechanization needs.   These coo- 

peratives will be charged with the purchase of agricultural machines 

and with their renting to single members.   The Government forecast 

loans facilities for the above mentioned purchases. 

4. 2 - Research in the agricultural machines sector is rather limited 

even if there is an agricultural machines design,    repair and mainte- 
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nance unit to obtain an Agricultural Engineering degree in the fra- 

me of the Institute of Technology.   This Institute is composed by 9 

departments two of them concern Mechanical and Metallurgical En- 

gineering.   3500 students attend such Institute which is well organi- 

zed; the teaching standards is high and the didactic and laboratory 

equipments meet actual needs and they are constantly compleeting 

and improoving. 

Some researches in the agricultural mechanization sector are 

developed toghe the r with the Agricultural Mechanisation Dept. and 

the Applied Research Institute.   Testing,  design and prototypes 

construction units in the agricultural machinery sector does not 

exist.   The Mechanical Engineering Dept. ,  opportunily enlarged, 

could take up this activity and it already constitutes a good basis 

for the development of the above mentioned unit. 

Education is expanding and there are technical schools and 

training courses for skilled workers,  well equipped and organi- 

zed.  Students number is constantly increasing. 

4, 3 - Repair,  maintenance and extension services are still lac- 

king, mainly because of a slow supplying of spare parts. However, 

this    sector is under expansion and there are actually 92 tractor 

stations compared the two existing in 1968.   Technical training for 

farmers is developing «ven if it mainly concerns the agronomical 
•n 

sector rather than a rational choise and use of machines. 

4. 4 - Following the above mentioned opinions,  it looks ncessary to 

improve actual institution in order to study the optimum mechani- 

zation levels in the different socio-economic development stages, 

to choose tractors and their equipments models and sizes from the 

international market to locally produce them in the frame of a ve- 

ry deep standardization. 

Consequently it will be necessary to organize a more and mora 

* 
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efficient and spread technical farmers training,  extension,  repair 

and maintenance services,  following the mechanization development. 

5 - Policy, toward„industrialization 

5. 1 - Besides the future development in the tractors and agricultu- 

ral machinery manufacturing sector,   the Government is planning an 

increasing programme according to the following priorities : heavy 

industries and raw materials; textile industries and agricultural 

products processing.   This,  mainly,   is connected with the high value 

industrial crops development. 

It is also considered rather important to renew    and improve 

rice processing plants in the goal to increase export« and to redu- 

ce loases. 

5. 2 - The Government is interested in cooproduction with foreign 

well established manufacturers but therms and conditions for such 

joint-ventures are not known. 

5. 3 - Research in the mechanical and industrial sector is complete- 

ly in care of Government's Agencies and Institutions like the above 

mentioned Institute of Technology whose development level is satis- 

factory.   The scientific level is quite good and scientists often spend 

long research periods abroad. 

6 - Conclusions. 

The Burma Government hat not asked for any kind of help from 

UNIDO in the agricultural machinery sector.  However,  in order to 

lead to on agricultural mechanization and manufacturing industry ra- 

tional development it is suggested to consider the following UNIDO 

assistence : 

1 - to assist the Government in defining the levels of mechanization 
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better fitting the socio-economical development stages,   in choi- 

sing models and sizes of consistent machines and tractors, and 

in creating a testing,  design,   standardization unit for tractors 

and agricultural machinery.   An UNIDO Expert : agricultural 

machinery engineer; duration,   4 months; course of the mission 

1974; 
2 - to help the Government in standardization and unification of agri, 

cultural machinery and tractors production also according to the 

optimum sizes and to the investment level in order to obtain the 

mo.t economical production.   Team of 2 UNIDO Experts : an 

agricultural machinery engineer and an industrial economist; 

duration,   4 months each;   course of the mission 1976. 

Before sending the above mentioned experts off it is suggested 

to assign two fellowships,   for the duration of 6 months each,  to 

send one agricultural machinery engineer and one mechanical engi- 

neer abroad,   to be used later as »counterparts for the proposed 

esperta. 
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SUMMARY. 

1 - The development of rice-growing proceed« very «lowly.   This is 

due to the «mall size of agricultural holding«, the fact thatu«eful know- 

ledge of agriculture is not sufficiently developed and generalized, 

and the fact that the labor force will remain constant for the next 20 

year«.  Neverthele««, the current fourth five-year« development 

plan for see« an increment of 30% in the yield production of paddy 

by 1974. In addition a land rearrangement (which require« a re-exa- 

mination of general mechanization policy) ia in the process of reali- 

zation. 

2 - The current population of tractors and agricultural machine« is 

quite limited. Model« of implement« operated by hand or animal 

traction are excluded in the following count.  At present there are : 

I. 13 tractors/1000 ha; 0. 1 power-tillers/1000 ha; 12 power operated 

pumps/1000 ha and 3.8 thresher«/1000 ha. Mechanization ha«, howe- 

ver,  made considerable progresa in the last decade. 

Future progrès« is seen in long-range terms as passing through 

the stage of employement of animal drawn machines.  However many 

expert«    are of the opinion that thi» stage must be omitted,   both to 

give  a greater impulse to production development («easonability ti- 

ming of activities,  «mailer loase«, etc. ), and for «ocio-economic 

motive«. A clo«e «tudy of cooperative organization system« and of 

service center« for cooperative use of agricultural machine« and 

tractor« in paddy area« are needed toghether with definition of opti- 

mal machine population,   and of economic advantages which could be 

derived. 

There is a complete lack of the following machines, the use of 

which, both in technical terms and from the economic point of view, 

seems advisable in the Wet-lands : power-tiller« of 14-16 HP con- 

vertible in the future into «mall tractor« by the addition of a back 
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end; four-wheel drive tractors of 18-22 HP,   articulated,  simple, du- 

rable and low-cost; equipment for primary and secondary tillage.irri- 

gation and drainage, plant protection,   and transport,   of dimensions 

proper for the into above-mentioned tractors.   It is also to be re- 

commended small self-propelled reaper-binders (l. 50 m work width), 

dryers and mobile workshops for repair and maintenance to be made 

available.   All these machines are convenient on surfaces from 8 to 1 5 

ha when they are employed optimally from the technical and econo- 

mic points of view.   The dryers and mobile workshops would,  on the 

other hand, be used for larger surfaces,  respectively of 50 and 300 

ha.   It would be further desirable to employ small and medium po- 

wer-operated threshers and,  on a cooperative scale,   large mill cen- 

ters,   suitable to reduce the now great losses in production. 

3 -  The industries of the sector are in a period of uncertainty, and 

their production holds mostly at a lower level than their production 

capacity.   The quality of the products is adequate,  but it is necessa- 

ry that the production be controlled and standardized,  especially in 

the field of small-scale industries. A greater forward impulse could 

be felt with the creation of more favorable incentives on the govern- 

ment side. 

4 . In general terms, there is much possibility for expansion in the 

industrial sector of the field of machines for paddy cultivation and 

especially for the production of : spading machines,  pumps,  seeders, 

broadcasters,   .prayer, and trailers,  for the above-mentioned power- 

tillers and small tractors of power between 12 and 22 HP.   The initial 

annual production of the two types of tractor and connected equipment 

could be valued on the order of 10.000 pieces per model and that fi- 

gure could be doubled within ten years time.   Some forecast is reaso- 

nable for .eli-propelled reaper-binders. 
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5 - Ancillary industries and raw materials are in an advanced state 

of development,   and still not completely sufficient to cover the coun- 

try's needs.  There is a lack of some types of alloy and special steels. 

Some operations cannot yet be performed and improvement is requi- 

red in the fields of heat treatments,   casting and forging. 

6 -  There are good bases and facilities for research in the sector, 

bases which merit a closer coordination and development through 

the creation of one or two centers,  with modern equipment for de- 

sign,  adaptation,   prototype construction and standardization. 

7 - Also to be developed is an organization of services for repair and 

maintenance, and technical training for farmers. 
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1. 1 - The total arable area is about 177.000. OOO ha; 75% of which 

is made up of coltivateci land. A progressive increase in tht; amount 

of cultivated land is predicted,   as well as an increase in the amount 

suitable for producing two crops a year. 

The paddy area now covers about 37.000. 000 ha (22% of the to- 

tal); the paddy therefore represents the most extended crop,  with a 

total production of about 64 millions tons,  corresponding to an ave- 

rage production of 1. 6 tons/ha. 

An increase up to 85.000.000 tons (+30%) is forseen for the end 

of the current fourth five-year economic development plan (1969- 

1974). 
Irrigated land is steadily increasing. It came up to a level of 35 

million ha in 1971.  The forecast is to increase irrigated land to a 

level of 58 million ha (+70%) by 1981 by a series of projects,  some 

already being executed,   the most important of which consists in joi- 

ning five main rivers which flow in a latitudinal direction,  with north- 

south canalizations,  suitable for adducing waters toward the southern 

part of the country. Nevertheless in some states,  likePunjab.Haryana 

and Tamil-Nadu,  during the last 20 years the water available for irri- 

gation and from wells and reservoirs, has been increased by 500%. 

In irrigated areas, the production of paddy reaches a level of 1. 8-2. 5 

tons/ha for each of the two harvests which are performed each year. 

The agricultural land is divided into 50. O00. 000 farms,  having an 

average size of 2. 6 ha.. Farms of less than 4 ha represent 80% of the 

whole number,  though they only cover an area equal to 50%. In the 

Wet-land, however, the average farm size seems lower (     2. 3 ha), 

and farms of more than 4 ha. represent about a 15% numerically, cove- 

ring, however,   almost 40% of the surface devoted to rice production. 

In addition a very fragmentary character of land holding is usual in 

the paddy areas,  with very small plots scattered often at quite a di- 
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ttance one from another. 

1. 2 - Total population of India is 560. 000. 000 inhabitants,   45% of 

which represents the active population. 

Farm labor figures up to 167. 000.000 people equal to about 70% 

of the total active population.   This means 1. 2 worker for every 

hectare of cultivated land. Even though there is an intense rural fa- 

mily planning hold by 5.000 centers and 30.000 subcentera (which 

has reduc ed the birth rate increase by about 7.000. 000 in the last 

five years) it is nevertheless predicted that in the next 20-30 years 

the active population in agriculture will not decrease,   in percenta- 

ge terms,   except in small amounts,  therefore increasing in overall 

value. 

Mechanization,  and auxiliariy activities (i. e. repairs,  mainte- 

nance, and extensione service) development,  fertilizers and antipa- 

rasites using, and irrigable land area increasing, all together should 

increase production per hectare.   This would absorb a large part of 

the predicted rising in absolute rural population.  Furthermore, me- 

chanization can play an important role in soil preparation improve- 

ment, timing for seasonability of activities,  reduction of production 

losses and reduction of human wearness. 

1, 3 - Though it was not possible to have exact G. D. P.  figures (it is 

said to be little more than $ 100 per capita per annum),  Indian agri- 

culture furnishes more than 50% of the G. D. P. and contributes to a 

60% of the country export. 

The average increase of agricultural production has been, in the 

last 10 years,  about 2% per annum,   while the planned estimates 

would require,  for the next ten years,   an average increment of 5% 

annually,   which is dumed by experts unlikely to be achieved. Great 

progress has been obtained in the production of wheat in the last 5 
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years; for the paddy,  however,  we can't speak about a "green revolu- 

tion".   Evolution in genetic terms still moves quite slowly,  use of 

fertilizers is scanty (an average of  10 kg/ha),   and it is uncertain as 

yet which more productive varieties to adopt.  Newertheless it is be- 

lieved,  on the basis of projects and researches now in progress.that 

in the next 3-5 years it  will be possible to increase considerably 

paddy production,   fixed the fact that there is no perspective for in- 

creasing the cultivated area of rice. 

In order to face the country's future needs for food and at least 

hold the present nutrition standard (which means a minimum annual 

production increasing of 3%),  a notable but still not large increasing 

(5 times in the next decade) in the use of fertilizers is planned. 

1. 4 - The paddy represents one of the lowest income crops.   This is 

due to the small size of the farms,   the backward state of a largepart 

of the rural population and the agricultural conditions,  but also to the 

lack of demonstration and of spreading of information,    and to the 

lack of an efficient network of roads to make possible the use of mo- 

dern cultivation techniques.  The large part of the work on the paddy 

is performed   -nanually or with the use of single animal drawn ma- 

chines, especially the primary tillage,  the leveling and the puddling. 

The transplantation is still performed entirely by hand. The first 

transplanters imported from Japan have furnished increases in the 

productivity of labour of about ten times,  but they have not shown high 

efficiency in every case.  It is necessary the ground to be perfectly 

on level,  a condition difficult to obtain by means of animals.   The har. 

vest and thrashing are also carried out entirely by hand.  The first 

processing is done with small,  old hullers, which cause losses of 

about 20-25%.  The transplanting and harvesting, however require 

(especially in the irrigated area« which produce two crops per year), 

accurate timing,   and in some states (Punjab,  Mysore,   Tamil Nadu, 

i 
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Haryana) it is difficult to find the necessary labour,even at salaries 

3-3. 5 times (9-10 Rs/day) the normal. 

Further,  the transport problem,  up to now neglected or carried 

out by hand and with antiquated vehicles, has to be  solved. 

It seams also that there is a certain tendency on the part of the 

very small land holders to rent their lands to be worked by others. 

This is not a legal practice.   It means,  however,   that the land hol- 

ding result as larger,   and therefore more easy to mechanize.    The 

phenomenon of renting involve more than 40% of small rice farms 

in some areas. 

Finally it is interesting to note the great steps already taken in 

the development of rural electrification, development provided for 

in the current 5-year plan and in the next one now under elaboration. 

In some states electrification (both for lighting and power) has rea- 

ched all villages. 

2. 1 - Agricultural mechanization is poorly developed,  on the whole, 

and it is difficult to have exact figures as to the numbers of agricul- 

tural machines and implements in use. 

It seems, however,  that the population of tractor, normally powe- 

red between 25and50HP, was 150. 000 unit, in 1971, corresponding to 

1. 13 tractors/1000 ha.   Their average use is    of   about    600 

h/year.  Development in the past few years has been notable,  gro- 

wing from 8. 500 tractors in 1951 to 30.930 in 1961 to the present 

number.   Therefore the increase has been of five times in the last 

ten years.   The present market is very calm,  however, the demand 

being for about 30.000 unit»,   40% of which imported. 

Crawler tractors(2. 000 units) are used for the land reclamation. 

Otherwise their use in paddy areas is not frequent.   The present 

annual demand for these tractors is less than 500 units. 
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Power-tillers (mostly equipped with special cage wheels) have a 

degree of usefulness.   The population covers around 15.000 units and 

the current annual demand is valued at about 4-5000 units. 

There is a rather high number of diesel and gasoline engines of 

various sizes,  used for agricultural machines in fixed position and 

for pumps.   They have doubled in number in ten years,  up to about 

1.000.000 in 1971, 65-70% of that number are engines of less than 

5 HP.  For these engines there is a demand for agricultural purposes 

of about 70-80.000 units per year. 

There are about 700.000 engines used in coordination with pumps, 

and about 500.000 electric powered pumps.   This corresponds to 12 

power-operated pumps per 1000 ha.   The current annual demand for 

pumps is not exactly known.  However it seems, that is corresponds 

more or less to the amount of local production,  as importation in 

this area is practically non-existent. 

For operating machines and implements,  the use of plows (about 

50. 000. 000 units of which only 10% on steel) is general,   together with 

puddlers and manual or animal drawn harrows, produced locally in 

•mall village s work-shops.   Transplanters are practically non-exis- 

tent.   The demand of fertilizer distributors of different size is around 

4.000 units per year.   The use of sprayers and dusters for pesticides 

and herbicides distribution is limited to the knapsack models.   There 

are about 300. 000 units with a demand of   about   20. 000     units per 

year. 

Finally, the population of threshers is estimated at 500.000   to- 

niti. Most of them are hand or pedal operated, but frequently also by 

3-5 HP engines (sometimes electric motors). It was not specified how 

many of these machines are used exclusively for paddy.   The annual 

demand seems to be on the order of 20.000 units. 

A few initial attempts are being made for the employment of com- 

bine harvesters (self-propelled or mounted on tractors),   in Wet-lands. 

They have been recently tested by the Tractor Testing «nd Training 
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Station in Budni,  and are already in use in 500   units     for other 

products.   Reaper-binders (self-propelled or tractor driven ) are 

also being tried out. These tests have given positive results. The 

future use of such   machines,   however,  requires reorganization 

of the plots of land on larger and more regular lines than those 

currently existing. 

The use of trailers is limited because of the road system 

inefficiency and the annual demand is around 25.0OO units,   trac- 

tors and power-tillers drawn» There is also a big amount of the old 

animal-drawn carts, 

The drying and storing operations on the paddy  are still on a 

primordial level; only in some  areas low temperature static dryers 

are used,   usually collectively on a village level.  Their number is 

valued at a few tens. Finally,   there are about 50.000 hullers, and 

a few tens of modern rice-mill plants.   The annual demand for 

hullers and rice-mills is not known. 

2. 2 - Opinions on the future development of mechanization are va- 

rious.   A few of the unknown variable are the farms  sizes,   the agri- 

cultural population increase during the next 20 years,   the necessity 

of contemporaneous development of more modern and rational prac- 

tices of agronomy, and scarcity of technical information for the 

small scale farmers,  such as those on the paddy lands.  Reference 

farm size,  the proposed land ceiling act defined limits of 10-18 

acres,   corresponding to 4-7, 5 ha. 

One opinion runs on necessity of   going   on   very slowly in me- 

chanization development by means of : 

- an increase in the quantity and more diffuse use of manual machi- 

nes,   which merely alleviate the workers wearness and improve the 

work quality without substantially increasing the productivity of the 

work itself; 
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- betterment and a more widespread use of animal-drawn machines, 

which can push up to a two or three times increasing of work produc- 

tivity.   These would be simple in terms of manufacture, maintenance 

and utilization. 

It is mostly in this direction that the main research centers of the 

country  are working. 

In other experts opinion,   however,   mechanization must follow a 

more modern trend and one more consistent with the necessities of 

social evolution.   This would involve the use of small and medium-si- 

zed tractors.    The most recent Congress of the Indian Association of 

Agricultural Engineers,   February,   1971,   expressed a preference for 

the fliffusion of tractors of 15-25 HP,   both two-wheel and four-wheel 

drive.   Along with those tractors would go the needed agricultural ma- 

chines and implements,   to be used also for transport,   not only of 

paddy but also of wheat and other cereals.   This in order to : better 

face peak   periods (transplanting and harvesting); allow better timing 

for the seasonability of activities,   especially in irrigated areas with 

two or more harvests per year (obtaining larger production and 

smaller losses); liberate the children (that is allowing them to attend 

school)  and the women from work in the fields.   This mechanization 

could come about on the level of the single farm (as long as it is of 

sufficient size) though the cooperatives use of machines chosen on 

the basis of the production's cost minimization,  or by the diffusion 

of service centers.   In these centers,  processing equipment must 

be included,   especially dryers,   hullers,   cleaners  and storage equip- 

ment.   This problem of optimum choice and organization of mechani- 

zation level for paddy areas does not seem to have been properly 

considered yet.  As a result,   it is difficult to predict the numbers, 

models  and sizes of machines best suited to the future development 

of the mechanization of Wet-lands. 

In nay case,  the official estimates are for an annual demand of : 

90.000 riding tractors in 1974 and 130.000 units in 1980.   From 10 
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to 12% of them must serve for the replacement market.   Other esti- 

mates predict a demand of about 250.000 units in 1990.   These figu- 

res,   though it is impossible to check them,   seem reasonable,   provi- 

ded that not only tractorization is considered,  but that at the same 

time suitable implements are provided,  technical assistance is orga- 

nized,   an efficient policy for the cooperative use of machinery is laid 

out,   and appropriate size for the tractors is chosen,   in the light of 

the proposed land ceilings.    With these forecasts,   it is possible to 

think of a tractor population on the order of 650. 000 in use by   1980. 

These figures correspond to 7 tractors per   1000  cultivated hectares. 

With this goes the forecast for the development of the use of po- 

wer-tillers,  even though they are very difficult to use and suitable 

for mechanizing only apart  of the work in the fields.  Official estima- 

tes speak of a demand between 30 and 40.000 units in 1974 and 

60.000 in 1980. 

Other estimates for 1974 call for : 80.000 engines; 250.000 elec- 

tric pump sets; 30.000 power operated sprayers and dusters;  50.000 

power threshers; 300.000 improved bullotk-drawn implements and 

250.000 bullock-carts,  pneumatic tyred. 

Concerning the development of the demand for huiler s,   it seems 

that the tendency is toward a gradual realization of large complexes 

for processing (dryers,  huilera,  etc.),  each intended   to   serve   a 

few hundred hectareg and reduce production losses to not more than 

10%. 

The lack in the services of repair and maintenance of machines 

is still to be corrected.   This service is now entrusted to the manu- 

facturers and retailers,   but it is not sufficiently developed and coor- 

dinated.  On the other hand,   an extension service for farmers, carried 

on by government supported organizations,   has begun and showed   po- 

sitive results. 

2. 3 - A rational development of mechanization cannot,  however,  be 
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based only on the above listed estimates. There is a complete lack 

of simple, durable, low-cost machines, suitable to the present re- 

arrangement of the farm. Such machines must constitute the core 

for future development, as they would improve the quality of work, 

reduce human weariness and increase flexibility in timing for sea- 

sonability, even without markedly growing the productivity of labor. 

This lack manifests itself particularly : 

- in the tractors sector, in which is advisable the use of : a power 

tiller of 14-16 HP with classical transmission,  convertible in the 

future by the farmer into a four-wheels tractor by addition of an 

adapted rear-end; of a four-wheel drive tractor possibly articula- 

ted,   simple and durable,  of 18-22 HP with a big clearance, the 

possibility of being fitted with tyres at very low pressure (0. 3-0.4 

kg/cm  ) and metal wheels for paddy areas,  or normal tyres for o- 

ther types of crops; 

- in the sector of agricultural machines and implements,  in which is 

advisable the diffusion of : mould-board plows,  spading machines, 

harrows,   seeders, broadcasters,   sprayers and trailers (with bea- 

ring axle or p. t. o.  driven) of dimensions suitable for being used 

with the above mentioned two types of tractors; and reaper binders. 

The latter,   can be drawn,   carried on tractors or self-propelled, 

with a width of 1. 50 m and engine of 8-12 HP.  These machines (u- 

sefull also for the harvest of wheat, barley and other cereals)seem 

particularly interesting,   as long as their cost is low,  in facing the 

peak periods of work, during the harvest,  and in reducing losses; 

- in the sector of processing where are advisable mobile small and 

medium-size dryers operable by the same above mentioned trac- 

tors,  to be used progressively more widely; 

- finally,  in order to aid the organization and efficiency of the servi- 

ce of repair and maintenance,  the use of small but well-equipped 

mobile work-shops is to be recommended for ordinary operations. 

Concerning the development of the demand of such machines, we 
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can foresee a complete mechanization within the next thirtv vea r«. 

and a distribution of the machines in order to optimize their em- 

ployment,  reducing,  in consequence,  the cost of their operation to 

a minimum.   This can come about on a basis of models of 12-15 ha. 

for the 18-22 HP tractors,  of 6-8 ha.  for the power-tillers conver- 

tible in tractors,   and of 50-300 ha.   for dryers and mobile work- 

shops. It is even possible to formulate precise hypotheses for de- 

velopment,  and therefore for annual demand.   The demand could 

call on a minimum of about 8-10.000 units per year per machine 

beginning 1975,  and double that amount by 1985.  It is obvious that 

such a prospective must be verified by more detailed study, to be 

carried on with the assistence of international experts. 

Similar forcast must be made for the development of irrigation, 

and therefore for the distributions of pumps.   There is a total lack 

of machines for drainage,  with particular reference to the realiza- 

tion and maintenance of trenches and canals.   The development of 

such mechanization must move according with the realization of 

the projects of irrigation themselves. 

It is more difficult to hypothesize,  in the present state and for 

the areas cultivated in paddy,  an increase of combine harvesters 

population.   These latter machines must be employed on cooperati- 

ve systems,  or by means of the creation of convenient service cen- 

ters.  Just as perplexing are the estimates for distribution of trans- 

planters,  the latest models of which require more research to   im- 

prove and to adapt them to the needs of the farmers. 

Finally,  one sector of fundamental importance which it is not 

advisable to neglect,  is that of organization, on rational basis,   of 

an efficient repair and maintenance service of the agricultural ma- 

chines. 

3. 1 - The industrial sector contributes about 19% to the G, D. P. . In 
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general,  mechanical and metallurgical industries have made nota- 

ble progress in recent years,  developing in all sectors.   The growth 

of the mining sector has been slower.   Forecasts for the development 

of the mechanical sector are of an average increase of 5% annually, 

which will cause the industry to account for an average of 22% of 

the C D.P, ,   at constant money value,   at the end of the current 

fourth economic development plan. 

The sector of tractors and agricultural machines construction is 

developed,  yet in a phase of slow growth.   Difficult is to know the 

exact    figures of yearly production by commodity group. 

3. 2 - There are at present 5 local factories for tractors,  some of 

them have joint-ventures with foreign companies. They produce a- 

bout 17.000 units per year.   This is despite the fact that the sanctio- 

ned production capacity is about double.   This lower production rate 

seems due : to the high purchase price of the tractors (twice,  on an 

average, the European price),   which limits the market; to the hours 

lost in strikes which take place in the course of the year,  and^ to in- 

sufficience or slow supply of locally produced steel.   The four most 

important and best organized companies have a production capacity 

of 7000 tractors a year each in the size between 30 and 45 HP. One 

of these companies is presently expanding.  A fifth local factory has 

a production capacity of 2000 units per year,   with an annual produc- 

tion,  in 1971,  of 1200 tractors of 26. 5 HP, very simple and dura- 

ble,  with a single cylinder diesel engine. 

At present,  license concessions of another fifteen plants for 

construction of medium and high size tractors are pending at the 

Ministry of Development.  These plants would be realised in coopro- 

ductioh with manufacturing firms of various countries,  mostly 

eastern European.   These concessions, however,  have not entered 

the phase of realization. It seems that delay is due to the uncertain- 

ty of the market.   The total production capacity of all factories,, on- 
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ce all in function,   should be about of 125.000 tractors per year, 

This production rate would come be up to the market of 1980,   even 

with the complete lack of the production of 12-22 HP tractors.   The- 

se sizes of tractors seem the optimum with reference to the land 

ceiling act realization. 

Production level of the above mentioned  industries appears,   on 

the whole,   satisfactory and in some cases with a high standard. So- 

me of them also produce agricultural equipment adapted to their 

own tractors,   and often they avail themselves to the local produc- 

tion of engines. 

As regards power-tillers, of the seven plants which have been 

granted licences for construction (in cooperation with Japanese 

firms) for a production capacity of 50.000 units/year,   only two are 

currently producing.   One began its activity in 1963 and produces 

about 500 units per year; a second has recently finished a modern 

and viable plant with a sanctioned production capacity of 5.000 units 

a year.   Now it produces only about 700 units. 

It seems that the other plants have not yet entered into a pro- 

ductive phase, because of the uncertainty of market both in finan- 

cial terms,   and from the point of view of the validity of a real utili- 

zation of machines such as power-tillers.  In fact,  the possibility to 

use models of less than 10 HP seems limited,  both because of the te- 

nacity of soil and because these machines are not adapted to mecha- 

nize all agricultural operations. 

Local content comprises between 50 and 70% of the total tractors 

and power-tillers production.  The remaining 30-50% are imported 

from the foreign home branches of companies with which  accords 

for cooproduction exist.   The above mentioned percentage will be re- 

duced gradually in time,   according to legislation in force,  to zero 

within 5-7 years from the beginning of the cooproduction,   unless it 

is possible to demonstrate that certain parts cannot be made in the 

country.   This occurs either for pieces requiring special alloyed- 

n 

I 
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steel, for parts requiring particular heat treatments,  or for sophis- 

ticated processes not executable in India. Gears and bearings are 

typical examples. 

As far as engines,  there are about 100 manufacturers for diesel 

models and 15 or so construction plants for gasoline engines. 

Diesel engines (5-80 HP) are produced at a level of about 300.000 

units per year,  about 70% of which are for agricultural use.   About 

50% of these are manufactured by 7 companies.  Of these : one has 

an annual production of around 80.000 units; two have an annual pro- 

duction of between 12.000 and 24.000 units,   and the other four have 

a production of between 2000 and 8000 units each.   There are no in- 

formation of expansion of their production (even though there are ma- 

ny requests for licences of cooproduction pending with the offices 

which have the authority to grant them) in the last four years.   The 

present level of production seems sufficient to cover the internal de- 

mand of current and for the near future agricultural needs.   The pre- 

sent production is, moreover, practically equal to the sanctioned ca- 

pacity. 

That is not true for »mall (l. 2-5 HP) gasoline engines, produced 

at a rate of about 80. 000 units per year.   The demand for these engi- 

nes i> increasing,  it seems in connection with the progressively 

spreading use of knap-sack sprayers and dusters. 

Many of the engines are employed together with a pump, the use 

of which is becoming steadily more popular. These pumps can be of 

centrifugal, deepwell or submersible deepwell type. 

Quality of the production is satisfactory, in general,  especially 

on the part of the bigger manufacturers. Yet it seems advisable to 

introduce a push toward standardization of models and spare parts, 

in the goal of reducing the production costs and facilitating the repair 

and maintenance services. 

There are an estimated 100 local pump manufacturers, only 15 

or so of medium or large scale (5-25.000 units/year).  The whole 

i 
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production is about 300.000 unit« annually,  corresponding to the ins- 

talled capacity.  About 80% of these (powered leas than 5 HP) are for 

agriculture purposes. 

The number oí workshops for the construction of agricultural 

machine, and implement, is vast and it i. difficult to obtain informa- 

tion on.  There are several thausand manufacturer, of implement.. 

The great majority (more than 95%) have .mall work.hop. with less 

than 10-15 worker, and produce just a few units a year,  providing 

the local need, at a village level.   Thi. i. true especially for the cons- 

truction of plows,  tiller.,  puddler., hand-operated .prayers, small 

.owing-machines,   etc.. In practice, in each village there is one or 

more one-room work.hop. capable of .ati.fying local demand of 

simple machines (hand or     animal operated),   often made partly of 

wood.   There are very few proper industrie, manufacturing more 

sophisticated machine, either of local design or under foreign licen- 

ce with the necessary and small adaptations.   The conditions for coo- 

production of these machines are the same as for the tractors. 

In particular,  there are about thirty small-scale manufacturers 

of plant protection equipment,  8 medium-.cale and 3 large-.cale. 

About 30-40.000 knap-.ack sprayer., of good quality,  are produced 

per year.   Threshers are produced by a hundred small-scale indus- 

tries. 
There are four industries for the combine harvesters (self-pro- 

pelled or tracto* mounted) production. Moot of them are still in the 

stage of realisation. Only one seems to have begun production.  It has 

a capacity for 700 unit, per year,  and to now ha. manufactured 400 

unit, of the tractor mounted   model.. It is now about to start with the 

production of three models of self-propelled combine harvester, for 

paddy and wheat,  in cooperation with a European firm.   The same in- 

dustry (well-organized and having a technical department which has 

taken care of the nece..ary adaptation, of the original de.ign. to the 
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agricultural conditions  and,   especially,   to local raw materials), 

produces also a few hundred disc-plows and  around hundred fertili- 

zer distributors per year. 

In the specific sector of paddy mechanization,   very few machines 

are being produced,   except for those used for primary and secondary 

tillage by animal drawn (plowing,  leveling,   puddling),   for plant pro- 

tection (knapsack hand or power operated),   and,   in smaller amounts, 

for thrashing,   (both hand or pedal operated or power operated with 

small engines less than 5-7 MF), 

Reaper-binders for paddy are not being produced at all.   The 

dryers production is very modest,   as is that of cleaners and hullera. 

The latter are produced in small series by  about 40 small manufactu- 

rers working without chechs on their production.   Drying of the paddy 

still comes about by natural means,   though cleaning is aided by 

small machines, in general hand operated.   The production capacity 

of such machines is not known. 

The existing industries are not always interested in expansion 

and diversification of their production.   This fact is due to the present 

market  conditions and the forecast for a low development (as opposed 

to theoretical demand).   Only a few,   and not necessary the most im- 

portant,   seem disposed to try new forms of cooproduction for simple 

machines,   able to increase very little the productivity of labor and 

not always requiring adaptations. 

3. 3 - The level of ancillary industries and raw materials is develo- 

ped,  though they do not cover all needs of the country.   The great ma- 

jority of ancillary items which are required particularly in automoti- 

ve industry (batteries,   tyres and tubes,  broke linings,   clutch assem- 

blies,   dynamoi,  starter motors, fuel injection equipment,   valves, 

gaskets,   filters, etc. ) is locally produced,   except for gears (a mass 

production of which is expected within a few years) and other compo- 

nents requiring the use of valuable materials,  such as some special 
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steels,   commonly used in the agricultural machines and tractors pro- 

duction.   Also noted was a want of heat treatments,   foundry and cas- 

ting,   even though there are certain capacities for casting such as 

malleable,   sphreroidal-graphitc,   cast iron,   etc.   both in the organi- 

zed and in the  small-scale  sector.  There is al so som e produc tion in the 

sector of non-ferrous  casting,   and the  capacity for both open and  clo- 

sed die forgings is  considerable.   It even  seems that  for  some prc- 

ducts,   production capacity is bigger than the present  internal drmntul, 

The level of machine tools production is fully satisfactory.   I xcept 

in particular  cases,   they can cover the whole internal demand for the 

agricultural machines and tractors construction.   They are  suitable, 

both in terms of production capacity  and of models, to sizes  and needs 

of the existing,   manufacturing industries : from lathes of various ty- 

pes to milling,   from grinding machines to gear-cutting machines. 

Six large steel plants have already been established in the coun- 

try.   These plants manufacture all the primary iron and steel pro- 

ducts including pig iron,   ingot steel,   etc..     There is also a large 

number of re-rolling mills whose production covers quite comple- 

tely the needs of the industries. 

The raw materials for the steel plants are abundantly available 

and only certain alloying elements need to be imported. 

Finally the technical education of personnel needs to be impro- 

ved, both for skilled workers and for specialized technicians. 

In the meantime, there seems to be a surplus of agricultural engi- 

neers, and mechanical engineers, whose instruction appears more 

theoretical than practical. They would need specialization courses 

abroad. Technical education is often carried out directly inside the 

existing industries. 

The development of the industrial system is followed in close 

particular and promoted by economic development plans. This is 

necessary if,  as it seems,   within a short time import of finished 
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agricultural machine« will be «hutted down for the local market, 

and it will not be po««ible tp proceed except through form« of coo- 

production. *• 

3. 4 - On the whole, the analy.i. of the exi.ting «ituation in the coun- ^ 

try i« «ati.fying.   There are, practically,   all the «tructure. nece..a- 

ry for a rapid indu.trial take-off in the  aector of agricultural ma- 

chine« manufacture. 

Obviou«ly even in the rapid analy.i« carried out,  certain lack 

aspects were noted. It seem« u«efull to recommend : 

. the development of indu.trial units for the manufacture of 14-16 HP 

power-tiller« convertible in time into tractor«,  and of 18-22 HP 

four-wheel drive articulated tractor«,   «imple,  low co«t and dura- 

ble.   These latter «hould be produced with the equipment and fitting« 

nece«.ary to primary and «econdary tillage,  plant protection and 

tran«port.   The «ugge.ted indu.trie« mu.t be ready for an initial 

annual production capacity not le«, than 8-10. 000 units for each of 

the mentioned m achines, developing gradually in time to be able to 

turn out double that number ten year« from the «tarting of produc- 

tion; 
- the development of indu.trial units for the manufacture of «elf-pro- 

pelled reaper-binders, thresher«, dryer« and mobile work.hop«. 

Th«t« umits «hould^v.« ß» annual production of about 4-5000 unit. 

of each item; ,c  • 

- the development of indu.trial units for the manufacture of equip- 

ment for irrigation, in particular of pump« and machine« for the 

digging and up-keeping of canal« and trenche«.   The.e unit, .hould 

have a production capacity coherent with the development of irri- 

gation Utili to be defined); 

- a .tudy to enable a deep «tandardization of different machine«, and 

particularly of engine«,  in reference to the «mall «cale indu.trie. 

• 

 - -^ 
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production,  with the goal of simplifying spare parts and reducing 

costs; 
- a study to define the optimum size of production and the level of 

investment necessary in the small-scale industries sector,   in or- 

der to obtain the necessary economies of scale in production; 

- a study to fix more suitable incentives to the farmers for the pur- 

chase of machines.   The models of the machines to purchase with 

special loans must be defined on the basis of criteria of optimum 

mechanization with reference to cost of labor; 

- the development of facilities in the heat treatments and products 

quality control sectors. 

4 - Policy towardijajmjm^jsjy^lfilon. 

4. l - The agricultural reform is in effect,  and in the opinion of the 

Ministry experts,  should settle the problems of rearrangement and 

distribution of the land within the next five to eight years.   There is 

•till much to be done in the following sectors : agronomical develop- 

ment in rice-growing, irrigation,  rivers protection,  rural buindings 

and roads,  cooperatives and organization of machine service centers. 

The development of mechanization is closely bound with that of 

the above sectors. In the opinion of government officers,  the growth 

of mechanization must proceed very slowly for the social reasons 

mentioned earlier in this report. However this opinion is not sha- 

red by many expert who deem necessary a more incisive policy In fa- 

vour of service centers and cooperatives achievement. 

Government, however, through Its agencies and agro-industrial 

corporations,  helps farmers purchase machines, assisting with the 

payment, for 5-7 years, of 4% of the interest on bank loans asked 

by farmers (total interest rate = 9%).  This aid is extended on 75% 

of the cost of the machine. 

There are, in addition, noteworthy and interesting plans for In- 

ternational aid, like that established by the International Coordinated 
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Project on the Mechanization of Paddy,   financed and coordinated hy 

a European country.   This project has the goal of collecting data on 

the present stage of paddy mechanization,   and of collaborating with 

local technicians for its rational development.   Further,   experts 

from FAO,   and the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations are working 

on the problem of paddy development and mechanization.   However, 

most of these researches have been undertaken only a short time a- 

go,   and it is too early to draw conclusions as to there possible results. 

4. 2 - Research is carried out in the Department of Agricultural En- 

gineering of the Faculties of Agriculture located in all the Indian 

States.   The scientific personnel is prepared but with rather inade- 

quate scientific equipment at its disposal.   The scientiest are gene- 

rally involved with the studing of prototypes of small machines sui- 

table for facilitating hand or animal labour.   These projects can be 

either original or adaptations of machines imported from abroad. In 

gome Department there is a shortage of scientiest; in some cases 

there is also a lack of instruction. 

Despite the fact that a government level Indian Council of Agri- 

cultural Research - connecting 17 research centers - is operating,   it 

seems that there is little exchange among the various Department and 

Centers themselves a« well as between research and industry.   Many 

institutes,   in fact,   are contemporaneously working on similar machi- 

ne models. 

In addition,   an Institute for Agricultural Research is operating in 

New Delhi.  Included is a rather   well enough equipped Department of 

Agricultural Engineering.   Its main job,   in the sector of agricultural 

machines,  is to design and manufacture simple,  easily manufactured 

and easy to use prototypes  of machines. 

On this subject it is to be recommended that the type of research 

being done be directed toward other goals, to avoid repeating the results 

already achieved in other countries.   Some research should be dedica- 

ted to   the   optimum choice of machines    (to be produced locally) sui- 
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ted to the local structural and agronomic conditions,  to their adap- 

tation,  and to the organization of mechanization. 

The Tractor Testing and Training Station at Budni is well 

equipped and its staff at a good level. Its job it to test all imported 

machines before the granting of concessions of permission for local 

manufacture in cooproduction. This center follows the OECD testing 

methods, adding extensive and prolonged field tests to the laborato- 

ry ones. Even this, however, needs strengthening and the aid of in- 

ternational experts for a more organic and integral organization and 

development. 

In short,  external aid is needed for the research coordination, 

development and modernization. 

Lastly,  there exists an Indian Standardization Institute which till 

now has taken care of standardization of various parts of simple ma- 

chines,  especially in the primary tillage sector.   The work this Insti- 

tute is called upon to perform in the near future is of utmost impor- 

tance in the field of agricultural machines and tractors production. 

Its activity must be able to be carried out in close connection with 

the world of research,   also in the general mechanical sector (Cen- 

tral Mechanical Engineering Research Institute,  National Research 

Development Corporation, National Council of Applied Economic Re- 

search,  etc. ). 

The organization of technical education seems to be good on the 

whole.   The same applied to university education,  divided up among 

several high-level universities.   These universities should have mo- 

re contact with the practical side,   and therefore with the producti- 

ve sector both in the country and abroad. 

4. 3 - The training and extension services in the field of mechaniza- 

tion represent a sector still in evolution.   The Central Government 

is operating in this field through the State Governments, the agro- 

industries corporations and the main   manufacturers.  Courses las- 
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ting 1 to 3 months for drivers and repairmen,   with demonstrations 

in the field,  are being organized.  2500 Agro Service Centers are 

collaborating in this effort. 

However it is the opinion of international and local experts that 

that activity is not sufficiently developed,   and that to it has not been 

given the necessary very primary importance. 

4. 4 - The following recommendations result from the above exami- 

nation : 

- a greater strengthening of the centers of r esearch and testing and 

coordination among them : the creation of one or two centers for 

adaptation, design and prototypes construction of machines suita- 

ble to the conditions of the country.   To be avoided is to study ma- 

chines and tractors "exnovo",as example similar to these have 

existed for years on foreign markets.   To be recommended on the 

other hand is to limit activity to the study of necessary adaptations 

and simplifications; 

- a strengthening of the organization of technical training in the 

farm mechanic area for farmers, by the initial creation of 2 or 3 

centers to prepare drivers and skilled repair and maintenance wor- 

kers; 

- strengthening of the extension service. 

5, 1 - The Government is interested in developing the policy of pro- 

gressive industrialization of the country which, however, is procee- 

ding more slowly than was projected. 

5. 2 - The Government encourages cooproduction with foreign compa- 

nies according to the needs of the market ftrcaet in the economic de- 

velopment plans. In particular, it furnishes financial assistance, with 

low interest loans, tax  and customs exemption and technical assis- 
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tence in the planning,   and choice of material. This is for the installa- 

tion of industries which require a capital investment of less than 

700.000 Rs (about $  100. 000).   The government also helps in the or- 

ganization and sale of outputs. 

In this frame international cooperation both bi or multilateral is 

very well looked upon. 

The long-term objective is to develop agricultural machine indus- 

try to be able to serve also foreign markets.  However,  in the  short 

run,  that development appears intentionally slowed down to contain 

the increase in mechanization within limits consistent with social 

needs.   Some Experts feel,  nevertheless,  that the policy in the agri- 

cultural mechanization sector (and therefore of the manufacturing 

industries development) is not wiwed in its true capacity of mowing 

the whole country economy forward and of absorpting of labor. 

5. 3 - Research in the mechanical and industrial sector in general is 

entrusted to the state organizations and universities,   whose level of 

development (through satisfactory) would profit from being streng- 

thened,   within a short period of time,  in order to furnish the right 

mowing force to the growth of the country. 

Also in this area international cooperation is looked on favora- 

bly,   as long as it is aimed at precise objectives. 

6 - Conclusions 

Toward aiding the rational development of paddy mechanization 

and the local manufacture of machines suitable to the present and 

future needs of the country, in particular, of the paddy area« accor- 

ding to the delineation in the forward paragraphs,  the following 

UNIDO assistance is recomended : 

1 - To assist the Government and the existing manufacturers in the 

standardization and unification of production of tractors and agri- 

cultural machines (with particular reference to the sector of 
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.mall-scale industries),  in the formulation of feasibility studies 

and definition of the economies of scale of the same industries. 

A team of 2 UNIDO Expert« : an agricultural machinery engineer 

and a small scale industry expert; duration height months each; 

course of the mission 1973. 

2 - To assist the Government in the preliminary study and in the 

creation of a pilot center for technical training,  repair and main- 

tenance,  and organization of a tractor and machinery hiring ser- 

vice : 1 UNIDO Expert; duration four months; course of the 

mission, the second seme «ter of 1973. 

3 - To assist the Government in the coordination and strengthening 

of the existing centers of research and testing and in the fixing 

of one or two centers for design,  adaptation, prototype« cons- 

truction,  standardization and testing of tractor and agricultural 

machinery.  A UNIDO Expert; duration,4 months; course of the 

mission, the second seme «ter of 1974. 

4 - To assist the Government in the study and creation of an indus- 

try (on the basis of an examination of the possibilities of local 

manufacturers) for the manufacture on economic scale of a 18-22 

HP tractor and of a 14-16 HP power-tiller (both simple and low 

coat). A team of two UNIDO Expert« : an agricultural machinery 

engineer and an industrial economist; duration, 8 month« each; 

course of the mission, 19 75. 

5 - To assist the Government in improving heat treatment «,  casting 

and forging in favor of the local mechanical industrie«,  and to 

•tudy the po««ible organization of a governmental cantar for 

as si ite nee in the area. A UNIDO Expertr duration,  6 month«; 

course of the mission,   1976 

Before sending the above mentioned expert« off it would be advU 

• able to   a«sign 5 fellowship«, for the duration of «ix months each, 

to «end 3 agricultural machinery engineers and 2 mechanical engi- 

neers abroad, tobe used later a« counterpart« for the proposed ex- 

pert«. 
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SOMMAR X 

1 - The paddy growing has considerably developed in the last few 

years,   so to reach a production sufficient to local needs.  With the 

foreseen development in the use of fertilizers and in the extension of 

irrigation,  paddy will gradually abandon dry areas,  rising yield pro- 

duction and spreading  areas with two crops per  year.   The active 

population in agriculture is still numerous and because of the high 

growth,  a considerable reduction of it is not foreseen in the near fu- 

ture. 

2 - The mechanization development has been a very low one; its den- 

sity concerns  0. 25 tractors, 0.06 power-tillers,   1 pump (power or 

hand operated) and 0. 25 threshers per 1000 ha. . 

The machines actual demand is quite modest and it is referred to 

few thousand units of pumps, knap-sack sprayers, threshers and 

hullera per year.   Concerning future development the following prio- 

rities have been stated : pumps,  plant protection equipments,   dryers 

and huiler s,  power-tillers with primary and secondary tillage equip- 

ments and trailers. 

Because such development should be realized through machinery 

use cooperatives,   it is suggested.in the frame of the above mentio- 

ned priorities,  to use 14-16 HP power-tillers which can be transfor- 

med in 4-wheel drive tractors,  with plows, sprayers and driving-axle 

trailers. Concerning dryers it is suggested to use continous belt   mo- 

dels,  both mobile and stationary,  the latter s coordinated with new 

huiler s with capacity no less than 0. 7-1 tons/h of polished rice. 

It is also suggested to study the convenience of small power opera- 

ted pumps and self-propelled reaper binders to be used by single far- 

mers. 

3 .. The production sector is not too well developed even if there is a 

/ 

*     , 
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great interest in diversifying and developing production, especially 

through joint ventures. Some hundreds tractors are assembled eve- 

ry year and some hundreds of threshers, hullers, cleaners and 2000 

2"-8" 0  centrifugal pumps are manufactured. 

The assemblying of diesel engines (with gradual increase of lo- 

cal content) is in an organizing phase,in order toproduce 10. 000 units 

per year  in different sizes. 

Industries present lowlabour productivity and need to be developed 

and ammodernized especially  as far as technical assistance,  quality 

control,   standardization, definition of economical production series 

are concerned.   To obtain this goal the recently started M. 1. C. D. is 

seriously working. 

It is  suggested to study the possibility to economically produce 

the machines needed for agriculture and especially a 14-16 HP power- 

tiller equipped with trailer p. t. o.   driven,   small pumps and reaper 

binders. 

4 - Ancillary industries and raw materials are practicaly at primitive 

stage and large increasing previsions are foreseen,  referring to the 

manufacturing ot steel,  ferrous and no-ferrous casting,   forging and 

heat treatments.  This is also true   in the spare parts and components 

construction sector. 

5 . The Government policy aims to realise cooperatives for the use of 

machines which can be purchased through not so interesting facilities. 

Reiearc h is developed by the Agricultural Engineering Division of the 

Directorate of Agricultural Techniques.  This organization should be 

improved in the frame of the foreseen general development. 

Training and extension service should also be improved while the 

repair and maintenance services should be completely riorganized. 

6 - The industrial development in the private sector, is regulated by 
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two laws concerning incentives offered to local end foreign investments. 

These incentive« will be able to develop internal and foreign invest- 

ments in such a way that in 1980 ancillary induetries and raw materials 

will meet 80% of local demand. 
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1 - Çeneral_p_attern i>j_a&rij:ujture 

1. 1 - The total cultivated area is evaluated around 17.000.000 ha. 

and represents about 18% of the whole country area.  Only on 20-25% 

of it there are two or more crops per year,  generally in connection 

with paddy.   Such area is going to diminish in the future because  of 

a progressive abandoning of dry   areas even if there is actually a 

lack of production compared to local needs.  Present imports inte- 

rest about 400.000 tons of rice per year. 

Paddy covers some 8.000.000 ha.   corresponding to about  50% 

of the cultivated area; 85% of paddy growing is concentrated in the 

Giava island. 

In 1970 the total paddy production reached 24.000.000 tons,  cor- 

responding to an average yield production of 2. 7 tons per ha.   and it 

is going to reach a 40% rising in 1974. 

Such production increase is mainly due to a spreading use of fer- 

tilizers (100 kg urea and 50 kg of super phosphate per hectare for ri- 

ce production),  to selected seeds and to irrigation.   The irrigated 

area covers 5 millions hectare (4. 400. 000 in 1965) and it can dou- 

bled,   according to official evaluations on hydraulic resources.   Any- 

way  this is going to take a lot of time,   not less than 15-20 years, 

even if it has been planned a big water regimen system in the Giava 

island (1.000.000 ha.) with the technical and financial assistance of 

other countries,   The first 300.000 ha.   will start functioning in 1973. 

It is foreseen a progressive rising in the use of fertilizers to 

reach 100 kg of urea and 7 5 kg of super phosphate per every paddy 

growing ha.. 

The agricultural area is distributed into   12. 300.000 farms with 

an average extension of 1. 1 ha. .   Such farms are often fragmented in 

small plots    some hundred meters apart from each other.   Only 3. 7% 

of the farm population has a size larger than 4 ha.  and covers an 

area on 29% of the total cultivated one.   The paddy growing farms ave 

rage extension is,however,   inferior and valuated around 0. 5-0. 6 hec 
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tares. 

1. 2 - The total population of Indonesia is 124. OOO. 000 inhabitants, 

whose 40% constitute active population.   Over 70% of the total popu- 

lation is concentrated in the Giava island, which represents less 

than 10% of the country total area. 

Agricultural workers represent 65% of active population, which 

mean» a 1.9 workers density per each cultivated hectare.   A large 

number of this population works only part-time in agriculture and 

gets only some of their income out of agriculture.   This usually 

happens in the areas about 30-40 km out of the biggest towns and 

around the main roads. 

The population increase, in these last few years,  has been bet- 

ween 2. 6 and 2. 8% per year and it has recently rised compared to 

preceding data.  Anyway this is going to diminish in a near future 

thanks to a family planning program started in the frame of the ac- 

tual 5-year development plan (1969/70-1973/74). However,   the a- 

gricultural active population   will remain - at least on absolute 

terms - more or less constant still for a long time.   A density ri- 

duction per ha.  infact will happen only when    large areas in the main 

Indonesia island are recuperated.to agriculture. 

1. 3 - The CD. P. valu« per capita is about 90 dollari per year and 

It is  supposed to have at 6-7% average increase per year in the 

frame of the actual 5-year development plan. 

Up to 1970 agricultural products represented «B. 7% of G. D. P. 

and this value had a 2. 7% per year increaaement in the last few 

years, at a constant money value. According to the plan,  Aere should 

be a 9. 6% average increase per year,  at a constant money value, re- 

presenting - at the end of the 5-year development plan - about 40% 

of G. 0. P.. 
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1.4 - Practically all the works concerning rice-growing,  which is 

mainly conducted on fertile lands offering high production improve- 

ment,   are hand realised or with the animal help.   There do not 

seem   to be peak periods along the year,   because of the very good 

climate.  Drying is usually made through natural systems,  while 

processing is mainly conducted through old and small plants  which 

are more and more developing into cooperatives.   The  actual  situa- 

tion leads to  considerable losses concerning some 26% of   the  to- 

tal production.  About one third of these losses seems to depend on 

harvesting,   threshing and transporting. The transports problem 

should be faced and solved in the most rational way. 

2 - Pattern of Jjgmj&*Sh&ÌZi\}£Ps 

2. 1 - The agricultural mechanization level is a very low one and it 

does not seem possible - even if it is difficult to know the exact agri- 

cultural machinery and implements population - to obtain a rational 

development of mechanization it.elf in a short time,  because of the 

farms small sizes,   the large amount of labour in the primary sector 

and the low farm income.   Therefore, this will be realised only 

through the constitution of cooperatives to use machines. 

The actual tractor population is evaluated around 4.0OO units 

(may be a little more), mostly between 30 and 50 HP.   This corres- 

ponds to 0. 25 tractors per 1000 cultivated hectares. 

The tractor population increase has been quite modest     in the 

last few years, with an annual demand of less than 400 units, whose 

10-12% is utilized for the replacement market.  Their annual avéra- 

is utilization is about 500-600 hours. 

The power-tillers population is evaluated around 1000 units, less 

than 10 HP powered, belts and chains transmission model.   Total an- 

nual demand for this kind of machines is around 400-500 units which 

means that power-tiller use has been started only few ysa^s ago. 
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While it is not possible to acquire data about agricultural engi- 

nes population (in 1970 the total demand was about 6O00-7OOO units 

both diesel and gasoline),   there  seems to be a population of : little 

more than 1000 power operated,   200 wind-operated and 20. 000 hand 

operated pumps,  18.000 powered knap-sack sprayers and dusters 

with engine of leBS than 4 HP and 60. 000 knap-sack hand operated 

sprayers.   There are also more than 4. 000. 000 plows,  3. 000. 000 

animal drawn harrows, 1. 500.000 hand operated cultivators,   1.000 

small size rototillers normally applied to power-tillers and a small 

amount (unknown number) of seeds and fertilizers distributors. 

The agricultural machinery actual demand is valued in the follo- 

wing   way : 3.000 power operated centrifugal pumps per year; 2OO0 

power knap-sack sprayers per year; 54.000 hand sprayers per year; 

500 power operated threshers per year.   The trailers population 

(which correspond,  at the most,   to the total number of existing trac- 

tors) is unknown,   while there are about 100. 000 animal drawn carta. 

Some testing is conducted by the Agricultural Engineering Divi- 

sion of the Directorate of Agricultural Techniques around the use 

of small self-propelled reaper binders and combine harvesters, 

whose utilization,  anyway,  is not known by farmers yet. 

In the processing sector,   dryers   population is   valued    around 

600 units,  whose 80% has a bigger capacity than 5 tons per day;the- 

re are about 16.000 hullers,   usually old and with a work capacity 

between 300 and 500 kg/h of paddy.   This data seems to contradict 

the 1963 census results which were presenting   a  hullers popula- 

tion of about 28. 000 units (such population would be better respon- 

ding to the country's needs).   The hullers actual demand is valued 

around 800-1000 units per year. 

The  1969-1973 plan foresaw,   on the contrary, a total demand of : 

200-230.000 power-tillers; 600-650.000 power operated knap-sack 

sprayers; 300-350. 000 hand operated dusters; 20-25.000 power 

pumps;  100-120.000  power and pedal operated threshers;50-60. 000 
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hullera. 

2. 2 - According to information furnished by the Directorate of Agri- 

cultural Techniques,  the future agricultural mechanization develop- 

ment should be   led  according to the following priorities which will 

also be pointed out in the next 5-year plan : 

- 8" 0 irrigation pumps with around 50 1/s flow and  15 HP power,   in 

order to reach an average density of 40-50 irrigated hectare per 

unit; 

- plant protection equipments; 

- dryers and huiler s ; 

- power-tillers furnished with equipments for primary and seconda- 

ry tillage and for transport. 

The mechanization development is quite a modest one compared 

to the plan especially concerning power-tillers, threshers ,   dryers 

and huiler s.   This is probably due to the fact that all machines, exclu- 

ding pumps and sprayers,  are imported. 

Therefore.it is difficult to foresee a future development and the 

annual machinery demand, without having conducted a serious and 

broad analysis on the rational mechanization models which can be 

used in the frame of production and structure development. 

Cooperatives are spontaneously rising among rice-farmers a- 

round the big paddy storage and processing centers so that definition 

of these mechanization models should be carefully studied in connec- 

tion to the cooperatives sizes. The Directorate of Agricultural Tech- 

niques is thinking of a future agricultural organization based on cen- 

ters for machines and irrigation common use; each one of them 

should serve areas between 600  and  1000 hectares large.   Such areas 

are considered production economical units inthe frame of machines 

best utilization. 

Because of the low mechanization level it can not be considered - 

at the present stage - the realization of a repair and maintenance ser. 
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vico,   which is actually conducted,   not always in an efficient way, by 

the different trade companies.   A reason of the agricultural machines 

and tractors  small market is the complete lack of spare parts,   which 

caused in   1967 that only 50% of total tractors population  were working. 

The dimonstrative atctivities conducted by the Agricultural Extension 

Service as  well as training,  are consistent with the mechanization de- 

velopment actual degree. 

2. 3 - Despite that the Government's agencies aim to organize paddy- 

growing on the basis of the above mentioned centers for a common use 

of agricultural machines and irrigation plants,  mechanization should 

be   organized with   simple    and strong machines,    easy to use   and 

to maintain,   able to improve soil preparation,   to obtain   greater time- 

liness esoecially on lands under 2 crops per year and to reduce labour's 

weariness and product losses, without considerably increasing of labour 

productivity. 

A coherent choise of machines has to be done in the frame of the 

above mentioned priorities. There are precise indications on pumps 

choises.andithas tobevaluated the opportunity to spread other mo- 

dels (i. e. 2-4" 0 small gasoline engine operated models) and the 

amount of annual requests.According to official informations, the fu- 

ture total population will amount to 100-120.000 units, both for 8" 

0 and 2-4" 0 sizes. This means an annual average demand about 12- 

15.000 units (7-8% for replacement market) for each one of the •ugges- 

ted models. 

For all the other machines,   considering operatives needs and the 

necessity to develop their cooperative use,  it is suggested to use : 

the tractor sector,  14-16 HP power-tillers p.t.o.   equipped , 

convertible in the future in a 4-wheel tractor,adding an adapted rear- 

end,   to be used for primary and secondary tillage,  transport and plant 

protection equipment.  This kind of machine - in the model equipped 

with driving-axle trailer - can cover  15-18 ha area, and be therefo- 

- in 
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re,   broadly utilized,   with a 4-6.000 units annual demand which will 

doubled within a decade.  It should be carefully considered the sprea- 

ding of 25-35 HP tractors,   articulated,  two and four-wheel drive,use- 

ful for primary tillage especially in hard soils and for 2 crops per 

year areas; 

- in the agricultural machines and implements sector,  mould-board 

plows,  harrows,  puddlers,  levelers,   sprayer s and trailer s adequa- 

te to power-tillers.   Sprayers and trailers   should be p. t. o.   driven. 

Their annual demand will be as large as the one for power-tillers. 

It is suggested to test spading machines,whose use couldpresent satis- 

factory results considering the low power request  and the fact that is does 

not ask any draw-bar pull.   It is also suggested the spreading of po- 

wer operated threshers - rotating on horizontal axle model,  designed 

by IRRI    - while two different models of dryers can be useful : a 4-6 

paddy tons per day  mobile model,   and a 10-12 tons per day fixed one. 

Concerning processing it is important to consider the spreading of 

mill plants for 0. 7-1 tons/ha.   of polished rice as it has already been 

done in some centers. 

It should be kept in mind the necessity to organize harvesting me- 

chanization through self-propelled reaper binders (l. 50 m width cut) 

simple,   strong,   easy to use and to mantain. 

Together with the mechanization development,    repair   and  main- 

tenance service should be increased andorgarilpedenthe basis of mo- 

bile work-shops. 

3 . Mtnufj^jurin^jndust^ 

3. 1 - The industrial sector gives a 9. 1% contribution to G. D. P.  and 

its development rate has been 5. 7% per year in the last few years at 

a constant money value.  By the end ot the actual and of the next 5-year 

plan, it is foreseen a 8. 1% annual increase.   This means that the indus- 

trial field will cover almost 20% of G.D. P.  in 1976.  Anyway there are 

some doubts on the connection between real development and previsions, 
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especially in the mechanical sector where a 92% development is fo- 

reseen. 

The mechanical and metallurgical sectors have been improving 

quite well,  even if they are still at the first development stages and 

are facing only now the problems concerning mechanical industries 

reorganization,    with the technical help of a recently constituted Me- 

tal Industry Development Center (M.I. D.O.  In any case,  produc- 

tion is inferior to demands. 

In   the   mine   sector development has been quite   a  modest one 

and especially the mineral oil and   coal sectors are improving now, 

while the electrical field is increasing (8. 2% per year) in the fra- 

me of the above mentioned water regimen. 

Finally,  fertilizers production - which meet  15-20% of require- 

ments up   to now - should have a 300% increase by 1974. 

Such developments seem possible to realize considering that, in 

the plan,  the first two years should be spent in the rehabilitation sta- 

ge,   after which expansion,  beginning from 1971,   has been started. 

3. 2 - The agricultural machines local development is very low and 

limited to : 3 small tractors engines assembly   companies with an 

annual production of   50-100   units   each; a »mail assembly compa- 

ny in   cooproduction   with   Japan,    for   gasoline   engine   power- 

tillers. 

It   is also under construction a factory for 4,000 diesel engine s per 

year (3-15 HP production which will »tart in 1973 as a simple assem- 

bly unit, gradually increasing in the time local content.  Such modern 

quite lively factory,  is gradually renewing all its equipments to pro- 

duce new machines and implements : 700 huiler s per year with a 300- 

400 kg/h production capacity; 4"-8" 0 pumps,   with imported 15-18 

HP enginees; small 3-5 HP diesel operated pumps; 300-400 thre- 

shers,  Japanese model.   This factory plans to manufacture - or, at 

least,  to assembly - 8-10 HP Japanese power-tillers.   These machi- 
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nei are,   at present,  too expensive (about 1200 dollars) compared to 

farmers possibilities,  but a great amount of them could be  sold if it 

will be possible to reduce costs to no more than 850 dollars. The sa- 

me factory has a small foundry and a big production of screws and 

bolts. 

Another industrial unit,  owned by the Government and constitu- 

ted by 3 industries,   it has been in a reorganization phase from Au- 

gust 30,   1971, in order to produce threshers,   paddy cleaners,   cen- 

trifugal and   screw   2-4-6" 0 pumps and to assembly,  on european 

licence,   rice milling machinery.   This production - which is not 

standardized and limited to 100-150 units per year for each kind of 

machines - besides pumps manufactured in 2000 units per year -has 

to be added to the actual one of metallic carpenter and spare parts 

for sugar-cane mills.  The factories present good facilities   for a 

future development thanks to large workshops and sheds,but need 

to completely renew   practically all the existing equipments,  which 

are about 40 years old. Its actual total production amounts to 5.000 

tons of metallic products,   whose 60% is constituted by components 

for civil engineering. 

The actual labour productivity of this unit is about 1.200 dollar s per 

worker. The factory has at the beginning a joint venture with an european 

company for the production of 2. 500 diesel engines (10-140 HP);2000 

of them will be in the 10-20 HP range.  Such joint venture supposes 

a 4-5 years assembly stage ,  a second stage of manufacturing with 

40% local content and a third on« with 90% local content.   It is to 

suggest    - for this factory which is interested in production diversi- 

fication - a productions concentration and specialization taking in 

account the economy of scale problems and the highest standardiza- 

tion   of components,   with the goal to reduce production coat and sem- 

plify spare parts service. 

There are also some small factories to produce hand operated 

«prayers covering about 20% of actual demand, in addition to plows 
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and other animal drawn implements for soil tillage. 

3. 3 - AB far as ancillary industries    and raw materials are concer- 

ned,  the actual situation is not completely known and by the end of i 

1972 abroad research on local industries actual production should be 

finished by the Directorate of Industry. 

Anyway there is,   even if inadequated.a production of tyres,   tubes, 

gears,   batteries and ferrous and non-ferrous     materials    foundry 

components.   They are produced   by small-workshops,  no mechanic 

zed and without any quality control. 

There are some facilities for forging and heat treatments.  In eve- 

ry industry sheet metal rollers for heavy fabricated equipments are 

broadly used,  but it seems there are no facilities for complicated 

press parts. 

Machines tools are actually imported, together with raw mate- 

rials. 

In the mine sector as well as is the raw materials and   ancillary 

facilities sector there is supposed to be a considerable increase; by 

1980 local production should meet about §0% of internal requests, 

especially concerning : cold drawn carbon steel,   cold drawn alloy 

steel,  hot rolled plates,sheets and strips and gray iron malleable. 

Casting,  forging and heat treatments will be developed according to 

needs. 

The mechanical and metallurgical development is slowed down 

by the lack of technicians and skilled workers; this lack can be solved 

only improving secondary education. 

3. 4 - The actual situation is going through a development phase and 

it is useful   to suggest the production (with gradually growing local 

content) of all the above mentioned machines (tractors and implements) 

encouraging and specializing the already existing factories,   with in- 

centives to expand and diversify their production. 
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The suggested construction of 14-16 HP power-tiller with dri- 

ving-axle trailers,   self-propelled reaper binders,   25-35 HP trac- 

tors can be realized both by private and state owned   industries, in 

connection with the existent joint ventures for a diesel engines pro- 

duction.   The manufacturing of power operated threshers,  dryers 

(800-1000 units per year) and modern rice millers should be increa- 

sed. 

All this has to be done,   considering standardization and analy- 

sis of the economy of s cale, according to the expenses than can 

really be paid by single farmers and cooperatives,   to purchase 

machines and equipments. 

M. I. D. C.  is supposed to have,   in this sector,   an important role 

for technical assistance,  research, materials and production con- 

trol,   while the Laboratory and Engineering Division of the Directo- 

rate of Agricultural Techniques will have to lead research on the 

basis of the best machines models choise and of their testing.This can 

be done in a much better way with assistance of international expert«. 

4 - Policy_ towMd_f^rjn_me_dianj^j^^on 

4. 1 - The paddy mechanization development is going to be as low 

one, depending on labour reduction and on the general development 

of the country.   The main efforts are made in the irrigation and pro- 

cessing fields,  as well as to spread the use fo fertilizers and pesti- 

cide s. 

Credit facilities to farmers to purchase agricultural machines 

are quite limited and practically consist in 3 years loans, at 12% 

of interest.  Such interest * considering the stability of currency - 

seem• too high and the duration too short and it is suggested that the 

Government takes into consideration the opportunity of more interes- 

ting credit facilities, especially to favour cooperatives. 
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4. 2 - Research and testing on    agricultural machines are conducted 

by the Engineering Division of the Directorate of Agricultural Techni- 

ques,   with equipments which need to be implemented in order to im- 

prove a rational mechanization development,   as far as machines 

choises,  testing,   adaptation and standardization are  concerned. 

Such development is necessary especially considering the in- 

crease of cooperatives to use agricultural machines on 600-1000 ha. 

land«,  as mentioned above.   Techno-economical studies on the opti- 

mal mechanization level according to socio-economi cal conditions - 

and consistent needs have to be broadly conducted. 

The University courses both in the agricultural and mechanical 

sectors,  furnish good preparation and develop a satisfactory re- 

search level. 

The organization of vocational training both for technicians and 

skilled workers seems not sufficiently developed and particular 

efforts should be made in connection with practical instruction, in 

order to improve mechanization. 

Training and extension services level are quite low especial- 

ly concerning mechanization. Such activities are conducted by the 

Directorate of Agricultural Extensione Service and by the Agricul- 

tural Engineering Division. 

Finally,  the repair and maintenance service is run by private 

industries and it is not satisfactory because of lack of spare parts. 

4. 3 - Taking as a basis what it is said above, it is useful to suggest : 

- to develop the actual Agricultural Engineering Division,  especially 

concerning machines choises, their testing and adaptations.  It will 

have to operate - in cooperation with M. I. D. C.-in researches about 

construction standardization of tractor s,engines, machines and their 

implements; 

- to develop the technico-mechanical training service for farmers 

and the after-sale service; 

i 
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-toimprove vocational schools for technicians and skilled workers. 

5- Ç SUSX-I0-•*!dJUVSÎHAÎ£L%U5§L*PIL 

5. 1 -  The development in the industrial sector is supposed to be 

continuous and coordinate, because,   at the present point, 70% of 

manufacturing industries is controlled by State's enterprises. To 

obtain this development,  incentives concerning tax exemption, cus- 

tom and technical facilities are offered,  according to a law  stated 

in 1967,  for foreign investment,  and to another one in 1968 for lo- 

cal invesments. 

These laws do not foresee particular facilities to develop the 

agricultural machines industrial sector. Such development will be 

helped and leaded by the above mentioned M.l. C. D. , which is in 

realising phase right now with european experts assistance. Its 

job will concern technical assistance for rational design and proto- 

types construction in favour of local industry,technical traning at 

different levels and applied researches and quality control. 

This center should start to full activity by 1973 and it is sugges- 

ted to develop standardization of materials and agricultural machi- 

nes in order to reduce costs of production, together with defining 

the best economical dimension of factories and capacity production 

of different kind of above mentioned machines. 

5. 2 - Research in the mechanical sector has to be mainly conducted 

by M. I. D. C. together with the Engineering University whose level 

should be developed taking more care of practical education. 

In order to help a rational development of mechanisation and of 

th*local construction of agricultural machines and tractors adequated 

to actual and future needs, particularly referring to paddy areas,  it 
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is useful to suggest the following UNIDO assiatnce : 

1 - to assist the Government   - in connection with the Directorate of 

Agricultural Techniques and M.I. D. C.   - in cohordinating and te- 

veloping research and testing centers especially concerning design, 

adaptation,    prototypes construction,   standardization and testing 

of tractor and agricultural machinery.   An UNIDO Expert : dura- 

tion,  4 months; course of the mission :  second semester 1973; 

2 - to assist the Government   -  in connection with M.I. D. C.  - to de- 

fine production    on the basis of the local manufacturers possibili- 

ties   on    the economical scales and in the frame of the best standar- 

dization for 25-35HP tractors, 14-16HP power-tillers, and reaper 

binders, simple and low cost. Team of 2 UNIDO Experts : an agricultural 

machinery engineer and an industrial economist; duration,   6months 

each; course of the mission : second semester 1974; 

3 - to assist the Government in preliminary  study and in the creation 

of a Center for Technical training,  repair and maintenance and in 

the organization of tractor and machinery hiring service.  An UNIDO 

Expert; duration, 4 month.; course of the mission : first semester 

1975. 

Before .ending the above mentioned   experts off it i. .ugge.ted to 

promote 3 fellowships, lasting 6 months each in order to send 2 agri- 

cultural machinery engineer, and 1 mechanical engineer abroad to be 

used lata» a. counterpart for the proposed «xperts. 
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PERSONS   MET 

1 - Mr. A. Y. MOR VAN - UNDP A«». Resident Rep.,  Djakarta 

2 - Mr. EMAN JOGASZARA - Director of Planning,   Directorate Gene- 

ral of Basic Industry,   Bandung 

3 - Mr. AZ - Director of M. I. D. C. ,   Bandung 

4 - Mr. SUGIHARTO B. E.   - Directorate Gen. of Basic Industry, 

Djakarta (counterpart) 

5 - Mr. SOCDHARSO RAWIDJIO   - Director of the Agricultural Tech- 

niques . Dir.Gen. of Agriculture,   Djakarta 

6 - Mr. SUDIYANTO - Directorate Gen.  of Agriculture   - Chief Enginee« 

ring Service Dept. ,  Djakarta 

7 - Mr.R.DADANG TARMANA - Directorate Gen. of Agriculture - 

Head Laboratory and Engineering Division,   Djakarta (counterpart) 

8 - Mr. O. P. SITUNORANG - Directorate Gen.  of Basic Industry, 

Djakarta 

9 - Mr.M. CHAFIED - Directorate Gen. of Basic Industry,  Djakarta 

10 - Mr. KOMARNA MIHARDJA - M. I. D. C. ,  Bandung 

11 - Mr. M.N. MUSLIMIN - Head of National Logistic Agency,  Djakarta 

12 - Mr. SUEKIMAN   -B.B. I. , Manufacturer,  Surabaja 

1 3 - Mr. SUROYO Eng. - B. B. I. Manufacturer,  Surabaja 

14 - Mr. SAM BODO WIDSJOKONGKO - Directorate of Cooperatives, 

Jojakarta 

15 - Mr. KIRDJOHADISCESENO - President Karya Hidup Sentosa, Ma- 

nufacturer,  Jojakarta 
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SUM MAR Y 

1 - Rice.growing covert about 5% of the whole cultivated area with 

an average paddy production of 3. 8 tons per hectare. 

Paddy area it going to double by 1980 (700. 000 ha. ) while yield 

production increases are going to be lett consistant. The irrigated 

area covert more than 40% of the total cultivated one. 

While a land reform is going on,  cooperative organization of 

farmers is developing, in order to a common use of machines and 

irrigation and to develop processing and product commercialization. 

2 . Considering th« rice^rowing  small area,  it is not possible to 

have specific data on actual mechanization and its development rela- 

ting to the area itself. In general terms,  actual density of main agri- 

cultural machines is :  tractors with average sise in the range of 55- 

45 HPt 3. 5 units/ 1000 ha. ; power-tillers and power operated pumps t 

2. 2 units/ 1000 ha.  each; sprayers : 35 units/ 1000 ha. ; power opera- 

ted threshers : 0. 2 units/ 1000 ha. ; trailers - referred only to the 

paddy area - 11 units/1000 ha.. 

The present demand is quite small and its development is diffi- 

cult to value.  By 1975 there is supposed to be an annual demand of t 

7.000 tractors (60-70 HP); 1.000 power-tillers; 9 0.000 diesel and 

gasoline engines (1-10 HP); 15. 000 centrifugal pumps and 15-12.000 

power operated threshers for paddy. 

Examining  actual   situation,   it   eeems   important to suggest 

the spreading, especially for rice-growing areas, of a small-me- 

dium mechanisation consisting in t 20-35 HP tractors,  simple, tow 

cost,  4-wheel drive, to be used for primary and secondary tillage 

and for transport; self-propelled multipurpose s reaper binders; con- 

tinoue belt dryers, both mobile and stationary models; mobile work- 

shops to develop an efficient repair and maintenance aervice.  For 

each one of this machines it is theoretically possible to foresee an 
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annual demand starting with 3000-4000 units    in     1975 and rising 

up to 6-7000 units per year in   1980. Use of power-tillers in paddy 

areas is going to be quite modest also in the future.   All this,  of 

course, has to be verified on the basis of broad studies to define 

the best mechanization levels. 

3 -  While the industrial sector results quite   a  developed   one, 

agricultural machines and tractors are locally manufactured in a 

very limited quantity. 

There are : a factory (45% local content) with a sactioned pro- 

duction capacity of 5.000 wheel tractors per year (production in 

1971,  3.000 units); 2 assemblying units for 2.000 tractors per year; 

a power-tiller factory with a 6.000 units/year capacity (60% of lo- 

cal content) and a production of 3.000 units in 1971; some factories 

to produce 3.000 engines (7-30 HP) and 10.000 centrifugal pumps. 

There are,  also,   30 smaller factories to manufacture animal drawn 

implements,  and hand tools. 

In a short time a few factories should start functioning while it 

is noticed the lack of skilled workers and ancillary facilities.  In 

the development policy frame,  it should be remembered the project 

oí a regional cooperation among Iran, Pakistan and Turkey to pro- 

duce tractors and machines on economical series.  At the same ti- 

me it seems useful to suggest that it should be taken into considera- 

tion the possibility to manufacture : 4-wheel tractors in the range 

between 20 and 35 HP equipped with implements and trailers; self- 

propelled multipurposes reaper binders; micro gasoline engines bet- 

ween 1 and 5 HP; dryers and mobile workshops. 

4 • Ancillary industries and raw materials are at a primitive stage 

but with a very promissing development possibilities.   Local produc- 

tion in the metallurgical and mechanical sectors is foreseen to cover, 

by 19*0. 80% of internal demand, following an established develop- 
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ment plan which has given good results realising some important 

factories. 

5 - To help ag ricultural mechanization development,  the Govern- 

ment gives loans to farmers for a 6 years period at low interest 

rate.  Research is conducted by the Agricultural Engineering Re- 

search Center equipped with modern instruments with a scientific 

and technical staff at a quite high level.   This Center deserves to 

be improved in the testing,   adaptation,  and standardization.   Trai- 

ning also for post graduates,  technicians and skilled workers in 

the repair and maintenance sector,   should be developed. 

6 - The actual development plan gives considerable importance to 

the rising of mechanical industry.   The Government gives facilities 

for new investments, both local and foreign, with low interest 

loans,  tax exemption,    duty   free,  etc..    This aims to install new 

factories not closed to Teheran than 120 km..   The development of 

small industries is considerably   helped with UNIDO assistance. 

7  - It seems necessary to develop technical and vocational training 

in the mechanical and metallurgical sectors at every level (from 

skilled workers to university graduates) as well as the assistance 

to factories in the metallurgical,  quality control and standardiza- 

tion sectors.  For this purpose UNIDO has been requested to assist 

the Government in realising a Center of Metallurgical Technology. 
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1 - p_ejver_alj^att e rn_of_ agri culture 

1. 1 - The total cultivated area is estimated around 6.850.000 ha. 

and represents 4. 2% of the whole country.  15.000.000 ha.  more 

could be brougth under plow without much cost. 

The irrigation area covers 2.910.000 ha.   and is continously ex- 

panding.  Infact,   in the last 5 years the irrigated land increased 

450.000 ha.. 

Cereals cover 28% of the cultivated area,  but paddy is grown on- 

ly on 360.000 ha.   completely irrigated,   with an average yield pro- 

duction of 3.8 tons/ha..   This is due to the use of selected seeds 

and fertilizers actually distributed in 250 kg/ha. .   The use of the 

latterà has greatly improved,   triplicating itself in the last 5 years. 

Most of fertilizers is imported,  even if local production is   increa- 

sing.   The total paddy production is about 1. 400. 000 tons and it has a 

3-4% increase per year,   after a 50% rising in 5 years due to the use 

of varieties particularly adapted to soil's and climate's conditions. 

According to the official plan,  paddy area should be doubled by i960 to 

reach 700. 000 ha. , with a total production of 2.800.000 tons per year, 

sufficient to country's needs. 

The agricultural land is divided into 2. 200.000 farms with an ave- 

rage size of 3. 07 ha.. It is estimated that 50% of land owned is by 

holding of less than 3 ha,  32% by holding of 3-10 ha.   and 18% by hol- 

ding of above 10 ha.. Average size of paddy farm is about 3 ha. , but 

in most cases paddy does not consistute the only crop. 

It is going on a land reform with farm size rearrangement, shif- 

ting of the land to workers and cooperatives promotion, each on so- 

me thousand hectares.   These cooperatives are oa experimental sta- 

ge, rigth now, 

1. 2 - The Iran total population is about 26.000.000 inhabitants; 31. 7% 

constitute active population. Agricultural workers are about 5.070.000 

units which is 64% of the total active population.   Their density corres- 

f      , 
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ponds to 0. 74 workers per cultivated hectare.  The population growth 

is       considerable and reaches 3% per year.  A very active family 

planning campaign is going on with the goal to reduce annual popula- 

tion increase to 1%.   Because it will be very difficult to obtain this, 

Authorities forecast an increase of cultivated areas. 

A future reduction of the agricultural workers will be due to the 

under crops areas development and to the shifting of labour to indus- 

try. 

1. 3 - G. D.P.   per capita is valued around 310 dollars per year and 

it had a 8-12% yearly increase,  in the last  10 years.   At a constant 

money value, it is foreseen a 530 dollars G. D.P.  per capita by 1976, 

and a 1. 200 dollars one per year by 1980.  Agriculture    furnishes pro- 

ducts amounting to 15. 5% of G. D.P. ,   compared to 28% in  1968 and 

it has increased of 3. 5-4% per year in the last 10 years,   at a cons- 

tant money value. 

The fourth 5-year s development plan is finishing and the fifth 

plan (March 1973-1978) is in preparing phase; there are no exact in- 

formations about its purposes.   The investments planned for agricul- 

ture will be 4 times bigger to the one of the last plan and it is fore- 

seen to considerably develop agro-industry cooperatives to transform 

agricultural products,to use machines is common,   and to develop irri- 

gation in the frame of great rearrangement plans which suppose   costs 

of about 1300 dollars per hectare.   All this will concerns paddy areas 

in a very limited way.   The  fifth development plan foresees a   5. 5% 

average increase per year in the agricultural sector,  in which paddy 

development will be quite important. 

1.4 - Almost all work concerning rice-growing are hand made or with 

the help of animal drawn machines.   In some cases primary tillage is 

mechanized   using rented tractors with mould-board and disc plows. 

Every other work is practically hand or animals made,   including 
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threshing.   Drying is done through natural methods,   while proces- 

sing is generally done with small hullers,   generally old and cau- 

sing considerable product losses. 

The above mentioned agricultural cooperation plan is going on, 

at an experimental level,to utilize machines and irrigation in com- 

mon,   to develop productions and agro-industries.   The 30 existing 

cooperatives have areas no less than 1000 ha.   each. 

2 - ^ a•}lJ^J}.piJ3JJ^JIi^SÌ!LßIíì?:^\^S>IL 

Z. 1 - Paddy - whose area represents about 5% of the total cultiva- 

ted one - is mechanized at a very primitive level. 

Therefore,   considering the great economical development of the 

last few years,   the planned   doubling of rice growing and the Govern- 

ment's big effort for agricultural   improvement in the frame of the 

above mentioned cooperatives development,   paddy will be progressi- 

vely mechanized,   also if slower than industrial crops. 

The data about tractor and agricultural machines actual popula- 

tion are referred to the whole agricultural  area and there are no infor- 

mations concerning paddy areas.   Therefore,   only the general deve- 

lopment level of agricultural mechanization can be shown. 

The riding tractor actual population is valued around 24. 000 units 

with a 6. 500 units increase compared to 1968,   corresponding to an 

annual average rising of 1. 700 units.   The average size of this trac- 

tor population is in the range of 55-65 HP.   The annual demand is not 

completely known but it seems to be' increasing. It has been valued 

around 3. 300 units in 1970,   while for the present year it is about 

4.000 units with 10-12% replacement market.  Most of tractors sold 

are around 60-70 HP; nevertheless,   local experts consider that 35- 

40 HP tractors for  light soil and paddy areas and raw crop cultiva- 

tions should be useful.   The actual demand for such medium size trac- 

tors covers no more than 15-18% of the total amount. 
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To this population it should be added some hundred crawler trac- 

tors whose present demand is about 50 units per year. 

Power-tillers actual population is valued around 14.000-15.000 

units, sized in the ranges between 6-8 and 10-12 HP. Their actual 

demand is some 4.000-5. 000 units. 

Concerning population and annual demand for engines, pumps and 

other agricultural machines and implements,  the situation looks as 

follows : 

- engines,  both stationary and high speed more than   5 HP ! popula- 

tion of 28.000-30.000 units; annual demand : 2.000-2. 500 units; 

- engines,  diesel and gasoline types,  less than 5 HP; unknown popu- 

lation; annual demand : 6-8. 000 unit«; 

- deep well   and centrifugal pumps; population : 14-16.000 units; an- 

nual demand : 1. 500-2. 000 units; 

- hand pumps population of 80-90. 000 units; unknown but diminishing 

demand; 

- handeperated sprayer« and duster« : population 130-150.000 unit«; 

annual demand ! 15-20. 000 unit«; power operated «prayers and dus- 

ters : population 22-24.000 unit«; unknown annual demand; 

. paddy power operated thresher« : population 1. 300-1. 500 unit«; an- 

nual demand 500-800 unit«; no demand for pedal operated thresher«; 

- huiler« : population 3. 000-3. 500 unit«; annual demand, for the mo- 

del for 0. 5-1 tons/h of polished rice,  300-400 unit«. 

There are,  also,  3.000 combine harvesters,  which are almost com- 

pletely u«ed for wheat, with an annual demand of 300 unit«,be«ide« 

20. 000 tractor   mounted or drawn implement« for primary and se- 

condary tillage,  seeding,fertilizer distribution, levelling, etc..  No 

information about trailers population. In Iran, too,  agricultural trans- 

port - even if more advanced than in other countries - seems general- 

ly lacking as well as good rural road system. 

2. 2 - The future mechanization development looks uncertain, because 
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broad studies have not been conducted yet in order to determine op- 

timum mechanization levels and tractors and equipments popula- 

tions in different years,   following the foreseen development and 

annual demand. 

In order to study agricultural mechanization in the country,   a 

FAO expert has been sent over for a 6 weeks period. 

In any case,  development foreseen for   1975 (if different informa- 

tions arc not given) seems results as follow : 

- crawler tractor : annual demand,   in 1980,   300-350 units (80-150 

IIP,   size);  wheel tractor : annual demand,   in 1975,   6.Ü0Ü-7.0OO 

units (60-70 HP) per year   reaching 10.000 units in  1980; 400- 

500 units   (20 IIP) per year and 800-1200 units (35-40 HP rawcrop) 

per vear;  200 units(more than 90 HP ) per year in  1975 and 500 

units per  year in 1980; 

- power-tillers : estimated demand of   10.000 units per year; 

- engines : micro and gasoline models (1-3 HP) for plant protection: 

estimated demand of 18.000-20.000 units per year;  3-5 IIP gasoli- 

ne models for pumps and light applications : estimated demand of 

50.000 units per year;  3-5 HP diesel model for power-tiller, pumps, 

etc.   : estimated demand of 1 5. 000-20. 000 units per year; U-30 HP 

diesel model : estimated demand of 5.000 units per year; 

- pumps : centrifugal type 2"-8" 0 : estimated demand of 15,000 units/ 

year; deep-well type : 4.000 units/year; 

• sprayers and dusters : knapsack hand operated models : estimated 

demand of  30.000 units/year; knapsack power operated : 15.000- 

18.000 units per year; 

- power operated threshers for paddy : estimated demand of 15.000- 

18.000 units/year, plus 1,000 units/year for wheat; 

- hull or s :   1 ton/h size : estimated      demand of 800-1.000 units per 

year;  3-5 tons/h size are considered interesting but their future de- 

in and is unknown. 

Local experts think it is necessary to introduce,   at least on expe- 
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rimental level,  some combine harvesters for paddy (destroying and 

later reconstructing the existing bunds in the different plots),   while 

there are no informations about actual and future reaper binders and 

dryers utilization. 

The above mentioned previsions can not be discussed referring 

to paddy,   but they seem  coherent with the actual situation of mecha- 

nization.   It is unknown if they take into consideration the development 

of cooperatives which are already functioning at an experimental le- 

vel and the first   results furnished by them. 

For all these machines repair and maintenance service is organi- 

zed by the Government for cooperatives,   and by private dealers; the- 

re are no informations on the way this service works. 

2. 3 - The analysis of the actual and future mechanization does not gi- 

ve too many informations on the peculiar possibilities for paddy areas, 

for which it is suggest to take into consideration the possibility to use : 

- 20-22 and 30-35 HP tractors,   simple,  low cost,  possibly articulated, 

4-wheel drives,  tobe used for primary and secondary tillage with 

mould board    plows, harrows,   puddlers,   levellers,  etc.   and for 

transport,   examining also possible applications with adequated spa- 

ding machines; 

- self-propelled reaper binders multi purposes,   simple and equipped 

with cages wheel whose use seems interesting both in actual  condi- 

tions and in the paddy future development plans; 

» mobile and stationary dryer s. continous belt model, with working capa, 

city to be defined depending on the sizes of hullers which will be ins- 

talled; 

. mobile workshops for the ordinary maintenance and repair  service. 

While for each one of these machines future demand will be about 

3000-4000 units per year by  1975 and 6-7000 units per year by  1980, 

it is necessary also to introduce machines for construction and main- 

tenance of   canals   and trenches for irrigation and dreinage. 
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On the contrary,   as far as power-tillers are concerned, it does 

not seem that,    in the country's actual and future conditions, this ma- 

chine will be largely used, because of a relatively small agricultural 

labour and the farecast to create,during the next 5-years development » 

plan,   1. 500. 000 new jobs which will cause - together with the rising 

of cultivated area - an interesting density riduction   in the agricultu- '• 

ral active population and the consistent need of a labour's productivi- 

ty increase.   Power-tillers seem,   therefore,  to find a good utiliza- 

tion in connection with •« egetable growing,   which needs ligth soil, fre- 

quent   and not very deep tillages,   etc. .   For this aim it is suggested 

to spread models of no more than 6-8 HP sizes.   Finally,   it should be 

underlined that the  above mentioned sizes   and models of tractors can 

be used also on other  crops than paddy and for peculiar works,  toge- 

ther with 60 HP models whose optimal utilization is quite a different 

one. 

Together with the gradual development of this kind of mechaniza- 

tion,  it has to be improved an efficient repair and maintenance service 

and technical training for farmers and mechanics,   strengthening the 

already existing organization. 

3 - Manufacturinfc industries and ancillary facilities 

3. 1 - The industrial sector contributes to G; D.P.  for 22.8% and its 

annual average     rising - at a constant   money value - was 12. 2% in 

the last 5 years.  It seems that the future 5-years development plan 

foresees    15. 2% yearly increase in the manufacturing industry and 

mining. In the manufacturing development sector,  the mechanical and m 

metallurgical industry will have an important role, forecasting to com- 

pletely substitute,   in the next 10 years,  imports with local products. 

Mine sector is developing rigth now (about 10% per year) espe- 

cially concerning oil resorts; their production value had a 16. 3% in- 

crease per year,   at a constant money value. However, only a small 

part of the existing mine resources is known; there are,  anyway,great 
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possibilities to develop production of iron,   copper,  lead zinc,   chro- 

mite,  coal,  phosphate,   etc..  Particular emphasis will be put on the 

developing of this sector in next 5 years. 

3. 2 - The tractor and agricultural machines manufacturing sector 

is still a very limited one.   There is only one wheel tractor factory, 

in cooperation with an east-european country,   with a sanctioned pro- 

duction capacity of 5000 units/year but which has been manufacturing 

up to now,   3000 units/year (65 HP sizes) both 2 and 4-wheel drive, 

and 45 HP,   2-wheel drive.   This factory - at the beginning an assem- 

bly unit - has gradually increased the local concent which now seems 

to represent 45% of the tractor value. There are, also, 2  assembly 

units for 50-70 HP wheel tractors with a whole sanctioned capacity 

production of 2600 units/year.   The real total production of the 3 fac- 

tories together was about 5000 units last year. 

As far as engines are concerned, there are 3 factories which are 

only manufacturing stationary and trucks engines,   with a total capaci- 

ty of about 20.000 units per year.   There is also a diesel engines facto- 

ry (7-30 HP) with a sanctioned manufacturing capacity of 30.000 units/ 

year able to reach 50.000 units per year,  but with a real production 

in 1971   reduced to 50%. Such factory,  at the beginning for assembly, 

has been gradually increasing local content and,  in few years.it will 

be able to produce with only 25% of imported materials.   For power- 

tillers too,  there is only one factory in cooproduction with a Japane- 

se firm,   with a production capacity of 6.000 units/year and with an 

annual production of 3000 units.   The realized power-tillers (with a 

supposed local content of 60%,  but there are some doubts about this 

datum) cover range   between 4 and 12 HP in 4 models, with both ga- 

soline and diesel engines.   This factory - which started 10 years ago 

only assembling - is interested to expand and diversify its production 

and already now  is assembling some hundred threshers,  mould-board 

plows,   rotary tillers and trailers for the manufactured power-tillers 
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pi>i- year. 

Ai so single and 3 phases electric motors (5.000 units/year) and 

10.000 centrifugal pumps (2"- 10" 0) are manufactured. Finally, an 

assembly plant for 2. 500 threshers is functioning and it is foreseen 

to manufacture dryers,   in  1. 500 units/year too. 

There are also     10 factories for agricultural implements (spe- 

cially for primary and secondary tillage) and 20 other very small 

workshops for local implements,  hand tools and repair and mainte- 

nance services. 

There are no precise development plans for this industry and 

local construction of small engines,  mould board plows,   cultivators, 

seed and fertilizer distributors,  irrigation and sprinkler equipments, 

self-propelled reaper binders and combine harvesters for all cereals, 

including paddy,  in only hoped.   Anyway,   it is foreseen to produce : 

centrifugal pumps for  10. 000 units/year and earth moving machines 

for 5.200 tons/year in  1973.  Agricultural implements production 

will increase from the   actual 2.000 tons per year to 6000 tons per 

year in  1975.  By the end of 1972, it should be started also a conveyors 

production. 

Factories, usually,   lack skilled workers and ancillary facilities. 

Considering labour average wages,  they have a productivity of about 

1200 dollars per year and per worker; this productivity should have 

a 9% increase per year,   with progressive investments. 

Finally,  it   should be remembered a regional cooperation project 

among Iran, Pakistan and Turkey to commonly produce    cheaper trac 

tors and agricultural machines on a large scale through a manufactu- 

ring specialization in the 3 countries. 

3. 3 - Ancillary industries  and raw materials are at a primitive stage 

but with a very promising development possibilities. 

The production of special parts is,   so far, limited only to tyres 

and tubes,  batteries,   filters,  leaf-spring and other minor items.   So- 

^ 
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me of these productions are increasing,  through joint ventures,   and 

they will be able to meet,   in next few years,   the total internal de- 

mand. 

By 1980, it is foreseen that loc.il production will meet 80% of 

the internal demand, concerning bearings (4 millions of pieces per 

year), springs (already locally producted for 50% of needs), ma- 

chines tools (whose production will start in 1973 with 2. 200 units 

per year of different models, rising to reach 30.000 units/year), 

chaînes,   gears,   full injection pumps,   etc. . 

Concerning metallurgical production,  bip steel mill plants are 

already working and their production is constantly increasing.   The 

actual pig-iron production amounts to 600.000 tons per year   an«! 

the cast rolling one is about 1. 200.000 tons per year.   These pro- 

ductions will rise,by the next ten years, 4. 500.000 tons/year. 

A new steel rolling factory  will start to produce in  1973 with a 

500.000 tons per year capacity production. 

To summarize the situation concerning basic steel,   the actual 

production,   which started in 1971,  is supposed to increase 3 times; 

in  1971 pig-iron imports were  1. 600. 000 tons. 

There is,   actually,   non production of billets so that about 

200.000 tons per year are imported,   but the planned capacity is 

about 470.000 tons/year; the situation looks the same for  section 

and structural shapes imported for  370.000 tons in  1971; their pro- 

duction is suppose to rise up to 650.000 tons by  1980. 

Iron and other metallical products looks as said above, whi- 

le local development for steel forging and no-ferrous casting facili- 

ties - actually non existing - is planned for 1980, as weel as an im- 

provement of steel casting and heat treatments facilities. 

3. 4 - Compared to the actual production situation, it seems - in the 

frame of local tractors and agricultural machines production able to 

be used for a rational development of mechanization  - that some sec- 
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tors should be taken into consideration in a near future,  through 

joint ventures with reputed and well-established foreign manufactu- 

rers. 

It is useful to suggest the production - initially with assembly 

and in the next 8-10 years with no less than 80% of local content - 

of : 

- 20-22 HP and 30-35 HP tractors,   simple, low cost,   to be used 

both for paddy areas and other crops,   equipped with mould board 

plows,    harrows,   sprayers and trailers, both bearing axle and 

p. t.o. driven (besides some other implements which can not be 

used for paddy but for   forage   crops).   . If spading machines ac- 

tually sold on foreign markets would give favourable test results, 

it can be taken into consideration their construction ,   whose use 

presents many positive aspects; 

. self-propelled multi-purpose reaper binders (which can be trans- 

formed into  mower)   1. 50 m cut width,with 8-12 HP engines, 

starting with 3.000 units per year; 

. micro gasoline and diesel engines (1-5 HP),  deeply standardized to 

be used with knapsack sprayers,   pumps and other light applications, 

starting with a production not less than 30.000 units per year with 

a foreseen expansion up to 50. 000 units. 

These are,  of course,  only suggestions which are considered use- 

ful to recommend; they all need feasibility studies referring to local 

market, choice (among the different models offered by the internatio- 

nal market) of the most interesting and useful models according to 

their strength and semplicity, to the market itself and to the most 

economical annual production. In order to help a rational choice and 

to obtain the necessary technical assistance,  it is recommended to de- 

velop the already existing organizations (i.e.  the Agricultural Ma- 

chinery    and     Soil conservation training Center in Karaj),   and to 

start the planned Center of Metallurgical Technology.   For both these 
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initiatives, and UNIDO assistance with international experta is al- 

ready foreseen,  in cooperation with the Industrial Development and 

Reconstruction Organization. 

4 - Poliç.Y.i°ÏLaJAi*L^_î?lÊ.£^*^l?_iiii.0.Il 

4. 1 - As said above,   the fifth 5-year s development plan foresees 

investments in agriculture 4 times superior to the ones in the last 

plan,  to consistently increase agro-industry cooperatives for agri- 

cultural product processing,to create new cooperatives for agricultu- 

ral machines and irrigation,   to expand irrigation itself and recupe- 

rate new areas to crops. 

In such a program, it is considered particularly important to 

develop mechanization, as well as technical training for farmers, 

extension service, etc.. 

The Agricultural Bank gives loans to farmers even for 15 years 

at alow interest (7. 15%); concerning machines, loans are given for 

no more than 6 years. Private dealers, on the contrary, want to be 

paid 1/3 in cash and 2/3 in 2 years with a 13% interest rate. 

4. 2 - Research in the agricultural mechanical sector is conducted 

by the Agricultural Engineering Research Center,  depending from the 

Dept.  of Agriculture,   which has a division of farm machinery equip- 

ped with laboratory for tractors, implements, combine harvesters and 

pump testing performances.    This laboratory is now developing and 

it will be equipped with dynamometers and after instruments for tes- 

ting materials. It is a quite completely established Center with a high le- 

vel scientific staff; in the frame of a rational mechanization develop- 

ment,  it could bring useful technical assistance.  It could be sugge sta- 

ble to develop this center, especially concerning the improvement of 

studies and researches for the standardization and adaptation of ma- 

chines in the technical and economical sectors, in order to define op- 
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timum mechanization   levels for different crops and in the different 

stages   of  economical   and   social   development.    The   center   is 

equipped with a section for machines and tractor   drivers training 

courses for a 10 months duration with 30 students per year. , 

A 12 months training is also provided to high school graduates 

in extension work that covers farm machinery operation and mainte- • 

nance.   There is also a unit for specialization oí 20 post-graduate 

students every year in the Agricultural Engineering Sector. 

The scholarization is rapidly improving and generalizing, with gra- 

dual elimination of illiterates. Secondary school sector, to prepare skil- 

led workers and technicians does not seem sufficiently developed and 

needs to be improved. 
Finally,  university education is in an improving stage and gradua- 

tes have  rather good background. 

4. 3 - F.xtenBion.   repair and maintenance services,  as said above, 

are related with the still low development of mechanization and need 

to be considerably improved in a near future,   spreading all the new 

technical and mechanical informations to farmers and developing re- 

pair and maintenance centers equipped with mobile workshops. 

4. 4 -   Taking «is a basis what it is said above,  it seems useful to sug- 

gest : 

- to conduct broad researches  , in order to define the best mechani- 

zation level and the consistent machines models and sizes; 

- to develop the already existing research centers -   like   the   Ka- 

raj   one - both in the testing sector as well as for standarization 

of machines and optimum choices of models; 

- to develop technical training for farmers and workers to drive and 

repair machines; * 

- to develop extension service as well as repair and maintenance with 

well equipped peripherica! organizations. 
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5 - Poliçy_to_war_d jndu s trJLjd Ration 

5. 1 - The actual economical development plan gives considerable 

importance    to mechanical industries ,   among which factories for 

agricultural machines production.  This happens also through the 

Industrial Development and Reconstruction Organization which gi- 

ves incentives for new investment consistent   with   public   sec- 

tor and Government policy. 

5, 2 - Foreign countries' investments are regulated by a law publi- 

shed in November,   1965.   This law, whenever investments are done 

through an epecial organization depending from the Ministry of Eco- 

nomy, foresees : possibility to transfer profits abroad, under budget 

preaentation;low interest credits(9% per year);tax exemption for a 

5 year period and custom exemption to import machines for new in- 

dustrial plants.   With Authorities' autorization,   same custom exemp- 

tion for machines and plants imported in further times to replace the 

obsolete ones, is also given. 

All this concerns only investments related to plants built at least 

120 km    from Teheran, 

There is also the Organization for small scale industries and 

industrial   estates of Iran,  established on July,   1968 and depending 

from the Ministry of Economy.   Its main job is to assist in the pro- 

motion and development of modern small scale industries (invest- 

ment in machine and equipment of less than 100.000 dollars).   On this 

case, too,   there are loans at a low interest (6%),  and tax and custom 

exemptions.  Such organization is technically assisted by UNIDO and 

has now finished the construction of the Industrial Estate at Ahwaz. 

These priorities have been now fixed   : promotion of new modern 

small industries; industrial extension service,  credit assistance to 

small industries. 

5. 3 - Finally,  concerning education,   research and testing development 
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in the industrial sector,  there is a complete lack of skilled workers 

and technicians;in order to improve schools,   considerable efforts 

have to be done.   The university education level seems to be high, 

even if there is a tendency to obtain university degrees in the tech- 

nical field, abroad. 

It should be soon realised a Center of Metallurgical Technology, 

very useful in the frame of material quality control and standardiza- 

tion studies.   This center will benefit by UNIDO assistance. 

Researches about economical productions problems are not ob- 

taining the rigth consideration. 

6 - Conclusions 

The UNIDO and FAO assistance in the metallurgical, mechanical 

and agricultural mechanization sectors,   is consistant and the Govern- 

ment has not asked for anymore help in the agricultural machinery 

sector.   Anyway,   industry and research implementation for a rational 

and economical mechanization development,   should be leaded with dee- 

per researches and with increasing of actual organization.   Therefore, 

it is to be confirmed the usefulness to realise as soon as possible the 

UNIDO project actually in pipe line,  to assist the Government in deve- 

loping the existing Agricultural Engineering Research Center of Karaj, 

giving a priority to testing,  design,  adaptation,   standardization and 

control of material for agricultural machines and tractors to be local- 

ly manufactured.  An UNIDO Expert,  agricultural machinery engineer; 

duration, 4 months; courses of the mission : 1973-74. 

The following UNIDO assistance is also recommended : 

- to assist the Government in the rational development, on the basis 

of the economies of scale and of the greatest standardization, of 

new industries - in cooperation with well established foreign compa- 

nies - for tractors, micro gasoline engines,   self-propelled multi- 

purposes reaper binders,  dryers and mobile workshops production. 
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Two UNIDO Experts : an agricultural machinery engineer and an 

industrial economist; duration,   6 months each; course of the mis« 

sion :  197 5. 

Before sending the above mentioned experts off it is suggested 

to promote 2 fellowships, lasting 6 months each, in order to send 

1 agricultural machinery engineer and 1 mechanical engineer ab- 

road,  to be used later as counterparts for the proposed experts. 
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SUMMARY 

1 - Korean paddy is already in   an  advanced stage of development, 

both in qualitative and quantitative terms.   Future increase will come 

especially from the choice of more apt varieties of rice,   better anti- 

parasite distributions as well as the increase of irrigation and drai- 

nage plans.   Mechanization is becoming more and more necessary 

especially in terms of farm operation timelyness,   given the develop- 

ment of two crops per year.   The predicted improvement in processing 

should allow great reductions in the now occurring losses.   In the 

current decade it is hoped that paddy production will arrive to cover 

country needs. 

2 - Present mechanization involves mostly use of hand-operated or 

animal drawn machines. Power-tillers are coming into use,  but their 

present population is limited to 17.000 units.   The future development 

is seen through ever more widespread use of : power-tillers with 

equipment for primary and secondary tillage; sprayers; power opera- 

ted threshers and dryers. Transplant will remain at the stage of ma- 

nual or semimanual mechanization for the present decade. 

The progressive reduction of the labour force in agriculture obli- 

ges   to consider   the   advantage - in the very near future - of more 

complete and sophisticated power-operated machines,   such as four- 

wheel drive 18-22 HP tractors or 14-16 HP power-tillers converti- 

ble in time in 4-wheel tractors. The spreading of the use of simple, 

low cost,   self-propelled reaper binders is also advisable, are they are 

suitable for reducing labour peak periods during harvesting and soil 

preparation for the two crops which are normally cultivated in the sa- 

me year.  It is also recommended machines to be used for escavating 

and maintaining canals and trenches for irrigation and drainage. 

The   drying sector   is on a study   stage.    For this sector expe- 

riments   on       machines already existing in more advanced countries 

is recommended.   They would be adapted to local conditions,  especially 
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in terms of size..  As for huiler s the government plans substitution of 

the existing plants and therefore reduction of  production losses. 

3 . The present production of farm machines and power-tillers is ve- 

ry low; the one of tractors almost non-existent.   Still,   the industries 

involved are strong enough to stand an ample fulfillment of the coun- 

try's present and future needs,  as soon as  a general plan for the de- 

velopment of production and the specialization for manufacturing sec- 

tors has been defined.  One of the main problems is that of finding the 

production scale and the industrialization level such as to reduce to a 

minimum costs. Another problem is that of studying the deepest 

standardization of the single parts in order to reduce costs and sim- 

plify repair and maintenance.  Facilities granted for installation of 

new industrial sites are ample. 

4 - Ancillary industries and raw materials are at a reasonably   Ad- 

vanced   development   stage.. In some sectors they cover 70% of the 

total needs of the country.   The predictions for increase are such as 

to allow us to predict that in 1976 they will cover 90% of the coun- 

try's needs. In that year, the demand should run three times over 

the present one . In act is a vast program for strengthening all the 

sectors of mechanics and metallurgy, as well as mining. 

5 - Research ii developed and is encouraged by the Government with 

basic aid for the development of study oí mechanization and indus- 

trialization. 

An effort is needed in the sectors oí standardisation, testing of 

machines and prototypes, and of a wider organisation of technical 

training and after-sales service. 
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1 - Ç?DÉÏ§LjPi\îter^^i=|&|i_c_u_lt:ii.r| 

1. 1 - The total arable and cultivated land is estimated at 2. 330.000 

ha.   which represents 24% of the whole surface of the country. Annual 

utilization of the cultivated land is about 1. 7 times; that is,   on 70% 

there are performed two crops per year. 

Paddy covers about 1. 230.000 ha. .   corresponding to 55% of the 

total cultivated surface; over a million hectares of rice-growing  land 

is cultivated also in the same year on barley as second crop. 

In 1971 paddy produced a total of 3.939.000 tons corresponding to 

an average yield production of 3. 3 tons/hectares. Production has nota- 

bly increased in the past five-years thanks to gradual (though still 

marginal) spreading of mechanization and by mean of using fertilizers, 

which are now being distributed at a rate of l60 kg/ha.. 

However development in productivity in rice-growing areas is des- 

tined to continue.   The present economic development program plans 

an increase in productivity (referring to constant money value)   of 

about   3. 1%  per   year,     finally reaching a total production of about 

4.800.000 tons in  1976 (the end of the third five-year plan).   By that 

time,fertilizers will be employed at an average ratio of 230 kg/ha., 

therefore with an increase of about 40%. 

An analogous increase is predicted for the development of irriga- 

ted areas,   which in  1976 will reach a level of almost 1.200.000 ha.. 

At the same time an act for rearrangement of paddy area« has to be 

carried out,  for a total of 450.000 ha.. 

And later on it should be covering up to 600.000 ha..   A develop- 

ment of networks of gates and drainage corresponds to the develop- 

ment of irrigation. 

Agricultural land is divided up among 2.488.000 farms,   with an 

average size of less than 0.9 ha..   The farms are,  in general,  frag- 

mented    in numerous small lots,   often at a distance of several hun- 

dred meter from one another. Only 0. 5% of the farms have a surface 

i 
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of more than 4 ha. ,   covering an area of 3% of the total cultivated 

land. 

There has been,   in the last few years,   a slight tendency toward 

an increase in size of farms,   with a diminution of the quantity   of 

farms smaller than 0. 5 ha.  and an increase (10.000 in 5-year s) of 

those with a surface of more than 3 ha. . 

1.2- The total population of Korea is  just a little more than 

31.000.000 persons,   33% of whom constitutes the active population. 

The workers in agriculture represents 47% of the total active 

population,  which corresponds to 2. 2 people per cultivated ha. . 

The population increase, thanks to well-organized family planning, 

is now around 1. 8% per year and is supposed to fall to 1. 5% per year 

by 1976. In addition due to general development of the country, by the 

• ame date the active population in agriculture should fall to 37. 7%, 

diminishing also in absolute value by about 300.000 units. This would 

bring the density to 2 imployees per cultivated hectare. 

In the next five-years,  that number is supposed to be reduced to 

50% of the above figure. 

1. 3 - The per capita G D.P. is about $ 230 per year, and is intended 

to rise to $ 390/year (referring to constant money value) at the end of 

the present third development plan. 

Agriculture represents 28.4% of the CD. P..  This incidence 

•hould be reduced to 22.4%, by 1976,  although an increase in produc- 

tion of 33.9% is planned within the five-years.   The increase in rice- 

growing production is estimated at 23%,   aiming to an amount sufficient 

for the needs of the internal market.  For other products greater increa. 

•e are planned.   The production of barley is supposed to increase by 

about 25%. An increase of 140% is also planned for milk cattle popula- 

tion. 

The plan draws clearly the development of farm mechanization. 

Especially concerning paddy gradual development is planned,  because 
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of the high workers density per ha. ,   even though there are often two 

crops per year.  However it is interesting to note    that in 1980,   at 

standing currency, the average Korean gross income per rice-growing 

farmer will be 3 to 4 times more than that of the other   southern 

East Asia countries (India,   Burma,   Thailand,  the Philippines). 

1.4 - Almost all the farm work connected with rice-growing is today 

performed by hand and with the aid of animal power.  In fact,   the po- 

pulation of farm machines is still quite low.   The existing one is 

especially used for primary tillage and transport.   The transplant 

area covers more than 97% of the whole paddy area.   The operation 

of transplanting as those of harvesting and threshing is carried out 

manually. 

Because of the double harvest (barley and rice) there are two 

peak period« a year of labour.They have a duration of 10-15 days 

each,  in the months of June (harvest of the barley,   and soil prepa- 

ration and transplanting of paddy) and October (harvest of paddy, 

soil preparation and seeding of barley). In these periods there gene- 

rally occurs a shortage of labour on hand to perform the work with 

the necessary timeliness    flexibility.   Therefore there would be a 

high priority for mechanization of the pertinent work,  by means 

proper to the existing infrascructure. 

Storing and drying of paddy are up to date carried on by natural 

methods,   generally in the farms themselves,  with consequent losses 

estimated at about 12-17%.  There are losses in processing,  due to 

size and age of the existing mill-plants, of about 20-22% of the pro- 

duct. 

i 

2 . Pattern of Jajmjme^hjuijzaUon. 

2. 1 - Level of farm mechanization is »till very low. Already mentio- 

ned are the goals of the economic plan. Otherwise, there are in early 

stages of execution, tome serious programs of research to point out 
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the real technical and economical advantages of various possible le- 

vels of adoptable mechanization, by machines and tractors manage- 

ment cooperatives. 

The present population of tractors is estimated around 150 units 

which develop an average power of about 50 HP each.   This corres- 

ponds to 0. 07 tractors per   1000 ha. .  In the last 5 years there has 

been a 5 times increase.   However,   authorities plan to pass at first 

through a stage of using of power-tillers. At present there are about 

17.000 power-tillers. Their population has been   increasing at an ave- 

rage rate of 3-4.000 units per year,  in the last five years.   The ave- 

rage utilization varies (depending on crops and soils) from 600 to900 

hours per year,  80% of which are dedicated to transport. 

Official figures provide the following data for other machines : 

- 98.000 diesel and gasoline engines of more than 5 HP; 58.000 ga- 

soline engines of less than 5 HP; 5500 electric motors; 

- 62.000 hand operated pumps; 65. 500 centrifugal power operated 

pumps and 100 deep well pumps; 

- 1.022.000 animal drawn plows; 25. 300 mould-board and 100 disc 

plows,  drawing by tractors and power-tillers; 

- 365. 300 hand operated sprayers and dusters; 94.000 power opera- 

ted knapsack sprayers and 3. 300 p. t. o.  driven sprayers; 

- 8. 500 power operated winding machines; 

- 10 hand operated transplanters; 

- 402,, 000 hand operated threshers and 41.000 power operated thre- 

shers; 

- 350 dryers and 117.800 small and medium size hullers. 

The replacement market is estimated at around 8-9% per year. 

This means that 11-12 years is considered the average lifetime of 

machines. 

The demand for tractors and farm machines in 1971 was as 

follows; 

- 20 tractors and 4.000 power-tillers; 
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- 9000 diesel and gasoline engines of more than 5 HP; 

- 6000 gasoline engines of less than 5 HP; 

- 4600 hand operated pumps; 4500 power operated pumps (15 deep 

well); 

- 80. 000 animal drawn plows; 5. 000 mould board and 30 disc trac- 

tor and power-tillers drawn plows; 

- 95.000 hand operated,  20.000 knapsack power operated and 1500 

p. t. o.   driven sprayers and dusters; 

- 10 hand operated transplanters; 

- 10.000 hand operated and 7160 power operated threshers; 

- 300 dryers and 2.000 hullera. 

2. 2 - Official estimate* for the increase of annual demand are as 

follows : 

- 1973 : 7. 000 power-tillers; 7. 000 power operated threshers; 2000 

power operated sprayers (in part to be connected to power-tillers); 

50 hand transplanters; 

- 1975 :  10.000 power-tillers;  10.000 power operated threshers; 

2800 power operated sprayers; 200 hand transplanters; 

- 1980 : 28.000 power-tillers; 28.000 power operated threshers; 

9000 power operated sprayers; 550 hand transplanters. 

I. also predicted a year demanti for about 400 tractors and 5000 

power operated pumps in 1980.   These predictions refer to the rice- 

growing area only. Other data    have been formulated for orchard 

areas and for animal farms necessities. 

Estimated for 1980.   is a total population of machines on the follo- 

wing order : 110-120.000 power-tillers,  500 tractors (average power 

of 35 HP);    110-120,000 power operated thre.her»; 40.000 power ope- 

rated sprayers,  partof them to be mounted on power-tiller*. These fi- 

gures refer to rice-growing only. Implements population (especially 

plows,  harrows, puddlers,  rotary tillers and trailers) should increa- 

se,   side by side with the development of the population of power- 
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tillers and tractors. 

On the other hand,   it was not possible to ascertain the exact fu- 

ture demand for engines.   It is estimated roughly at   18-20. 000 units 

(both diesel and gasoline) in 1975 and at about    30-40.000 units in 

1980.   Along with this should go an increasing demand for  power o- 

perated and other types of pumps,   consistent  with the development 

of irrigation and drainage projects.   Though estimates are only rough, 

they are of about 250.000 pumps in 1980 with  ;in annual demand of 

between  15.000 and 20. 000. units..       ••   • • 

There is a shortage of modern machines for the excavation and 

upkeep of trenches and canals for irrigation and drainage.     This sec- 

tor has not yet been properly considered,   and should prove interes- 

ting ared useful to be developed. 

On the other hand,   researches and studies are being carried out 

in the fields of drying,   storing and processing.   The demand for equip- 

ment in those fields is at present very low.   Rut local    authoritires in- 

tend to develop the sector rapidly,  by use of simple,   and low cost 

machines and installations,   with the goal of lowing a large part of 

the production losses which now occur.   At the same time they expect 

to renew the hullers and storage equipment.   Research is being 

carried out in order to do so. 

After-sales service is at present at a low level of development. 

This is due also to the modest mechanization degree. In the same 

manner organization of an efficient extension service and training 

courses for farmers for properly using machines are on a first step. 

It is interesting to note the various research project being carried 

out on agricultural machines and mechanization,   in order to choose 

machines best suited to present and future needs of the country. They 

include power-tillers,   tractors, transplanters,   harvesters,dryers 

and trailers.   This research is concentrating on the wet-lands for 

which there is a wide plan for future spreading of mechanization. So- 

me of the projects are being carried out in cooperation with various 
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nations.   A plan of development of the rural road networks is also un- 

derway. 

2. 3 - The above listed official development estimates seem correct 

and consistent with the demands of socio-economic development in 

the country.   They are based on a serious and detailed series of tech- 

nical and economic studies and researches. 

It seems necessary to mention that the possibility of using small 

to medium size,   18-22 HP tractors   4-wheel drive,if possible    arti- 

culated,   simple and low cost,has not sufficiently been taken into con- 

sideration.   They would be equipped with the implements necessary to 

primary and secondary tillage (including spading machines),   to the 

distribution of pesticides and herbicides,   and to transport.   These 

tractors must be for seen relating to present and future labour load 

and average wages. 

Other interesting possibilities are offered by 14-16 HP power- 

tillers convertible in time into four-wheel drive tractors by the addi- 

tion of a back frame. 

Implements for primary and secondary tillage,  trailers   vith, dri- 

ving axle or equipment for the distribution of antiparasites are to be 

drawn consistently to the above mentioned power-tillers. 

Theae two power machines could be profitably used in the frame- 

work of the predicted       development bf cooperative Use of machines 

on areas of between 10 and 20 ha.   (as judged reasonable by experts 

of the Agricultural Development Corporation). 

The development of double harvest and the necessity of timely - 

ness in the execution of jobs during the mentioned periods of heavy 

work,   shows useful to increase the use of 8-12 HP self-propelled 

reaper binders adapted to the harvest of paddy and barley.   These 

machines could be concewied as multipurposes.   Therefore,  with a 

basic structure (motor, chassis,   transmission,  etc. ), they could be 

used with transplanters (as soon as these have been rendered more 
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functional),   sprayers,  etc.. 

Finally,   within the framework of cooperatives development,   it 

seems pertinent to suggest the spreading of mobile dryers with a ca- 

pacity of 6-8 tons per day and of mobile workshops for the repair 

and maintenance of these machines. 

For all the above mentioned machines,  it is recommended tötest 

models already existing on the world market,   choosing the most 

trusty,   simple,      and low cost kind«. It is also necessary to provi- 

de the on-line adaptations and to introduce them into local agriculture 

gradually.   This should be done on the basis of application of criteria 

of technical and economic  optimalization in use of machines and la- 

bour whichhave already been adopted in most of technologically ad- 

vanced countries. 

To such a goal the annual demand estimates of the official autho- 

rities can be taken as true,but for those regarding estimates on the 

real possibility of introducing the mentioned 18-22 HP tractors.   A 

gradual introduction of self-propelled reaper binders,   starting with 

1500-2000 units per year by 1975,  to 5000 units per year in 1980, 

seems reasonable. 

3 - J^§D^%:C.Í\iLÜ\£.ÍnA%l.tJ:'Í?f_*^4.JIÎ\PiUAÎX.Ca.i:iiitiSI 

3. 1 - The industrial sector contributes 29. 7% to the G. D. P.. An in- 

crease to 37.9% is predicted for the end of 1976,   within the frame- 

work of the current third five-year plan.  This means,  in practice, 

that in the 5 years the mechanical industry will increase its present 

production by more than 130%,  and the mine industry will develop, 

increasing by 54% {referring to constant money value). 

3.2 - The industry of agricultural machine manufacture is rather de- 

veloped, keeping in mind the present stage of mechanisation. Still, 

many of the existing plants have a production capacity much higher 

than the present    one. It is calculated,  in fact, that only about 
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30% of that capacity is utilized.   Productivity of labour is very low. 

Value of production in fact,   is not above an average of $  2000 per 

year per worker.   For that reason, "local construction of tractors 

and agricultural machines can be carried on only at costs higher 

than those of import from Japan.   This fact was revealed in a study 

made by foreign experts. 

The majority of manufacturers have joint-ventures with foreign 

firms.   There is only one factory for the assembly of 27-45 IIP trac- 

tors,   with 20% of local content.   It has a capacity about 3000 units 

per year,   but actually produces only 300 units per year ( 1971 >. 

There are three factories of power-tillers with a capacity of 

about 28-30.000 units per year, and with a present production of 

5500 units,   which are manufactured with a local content of about 

65% in value. 

There is ayear produc tion of 22.000 diesel and gasoline engine», 

thought the plants have a capacity of about eight times that amount. As re. 

-•••i    TUM    •• ;  rv-'V»«-    y.»"-'-«i pumps,  production in 1971 was of 

•\:,~ .•     '    r units,   against a sanctioned capacity of almost   • *>,   • ;- 

mes that number.   In addition,   there is an annual production of 

85.000 plows (90% of which are animal-drawn),   about 24.000 knap- 

sack power operated sprayers and 107.000 hand-operated sprayers. 

Also in these cases,   about 30% of the parts are directly imported 

from abroad.   The same is true for power operated threshers of 

which 8600 were manufactured in 1971,   against a production capa- 

city 3-4 times higher.  In the same year  14.000 hand operated thre- 

shers were produced.   There is in addition a factory for hand ope- 

rated transplanters,   which produced  100 machines in 1971,  though 

its production capacity is quite higher.   The production of hullers 

(in  12 factories,   of which 3 are important) is of about 3000 units 

per year and that of dryers (by two manufacturers) is 300 units. To 

this production must be added that of the artisans and villages of 

simple   animal   drawn  machines   for    primary   and   secondary 
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tillage.   They are all declining,   or in the most favorable view,   in a 

static phase.   There are also many firms which do not produce the 

above-listed machines,  for a lack of demand. 

There is also a necessity to improve the planning of the machi- 

nes,   in order to reduce the problems of repair and maintenance, and 

so to standardize  spare parts.   Also,  the plants themselves (often 

old and inadequate) should be rennovated in order to increase pro- 

ductivity of labour and reduce costs öf production.  It all   seems 

possible,   also with the necessary standardization of single parts. 

In any case,   it seems that a development in the manufacture of 

agricultural machines is to be hypothesized only when there is a 

tight standing market.   This will come about,   on one hand when acti- 

ve population in agriculture is reduced and,on the other hand,when 

the yield production reaches values which require the use of machi- 

nes to carry out jobs with regard to their timeliness.  Development 

will depend,  besides,  as a priority,  on the progress made in the 

constitution of cooperatives for commune use of machines. 

Predictions for development in the sector seem consistent with 

those formulated by the official authorities for development of me- 

chanization.   They forcast the possibility of covering the internal 

needs of the country by 1980,   at the same time reducing the percen- 

tage value of imported parts. 

Only for pumps and engines,  probably,   local production will 

not be able to develop  so as to face the predicted increases in de- 

mand.  Another problem to be considered is the one of diversifica- 

tion of products for the manufacture of new types of machines. 

3.3-For ancillary facilities and raw materials,  the situation seems 

encouraging at a stage of full development.   At the same time,   mea- 

sures for the technical improvement of personnel,  better planning, 

modernization and strengthening of foundry    operations, forging, 

casting and heat treatments all seem of urgent necessity.   The ba- 

sic industries of the sector should develop in a short amount of ti- 
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me.   Development is predicted in the local car industry as well, 

which is now passing from the stage of assembly to that of manufac- 

turing.   This fact will doubtlessly   facilitate the possibility of an in- 

crease in the production of farm machines and its quality improve- 

ment, 

Production of the metallurgy industry has increased,  in the past 

7 years,  by more than four times for iron, 2. 6 times for steel and 

2. 2 times in the rolling plants. 

Future plans are for a further very notable development of the 

same production,  expected,  in 1976 to fulfill 90% of the annual in- 

ternal demand which will reach 4.000.000 tons of metal products. 

Therefore this means an increase of 3 times the present demand 

(which is now met only 70% locally). 

A new plant is planned for the manufacturing of machine tools, 

at 8600 units of various types and models in 1976,   covering about 

60% of the demand in that year. 

Furthermore,  there exists a tyre factory which is to be expanded 

to fulfill the local demand completely. Especially local construction 

of gears, bearings, chains, hot rolled carbon steel, hot rolled alloy 

steel, cold drawn carbon steel, hot roiled plates, sheets, and strip 

is planned by 1980 on adequate standard to market needs and to the 

local population of tractors and farm machines. However, for other 

products not being produced yet,  thé 1980 production will not be such 

as to cover the total needs in that year. 

Complete development is predicted for forging,  casting and heat 

treatments. 

Today there are eight plants for production of fertilizers.   Their 

expansion is planned in order to meet increasing demands in this 

area« 

Finally, there ia a remarcable push toward the development ef- 

rural electrification; in 1971 it involved 27% of    rural    lands. 

By the end of 1976 it should cover 70%. 

i 
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3. 4 - The analysis of the existing situation is satisfying on the who- 

le.   That is especially referiug to the government intentions to spe- 

cialize the existing industries sectorially,   explaiting production ca- 

pacities in a framework of a most strict and improved scale of stan- 

dardization in order to obtain an economy of scale,   able to reduce 

production costs. 

At this point it seems opportune to recommend local manufactu- 

ring of what follows in cooperation with well-established reputed fo- 

reign companies : 

- 14-16 HP power-tillers convertible in time to four-wheel drive 

tractors,    fitted   out   with    proper equipment for primary and se- 

condary tillage,   crop protection and transport; 

- 18-22 HP tractors,  if possible articulated,   four-wheel drive, 

simple, durable and low     cost,  also fitted out with all the necessa- 

ry equipment; 

- self-propelled reaper binders of 8-12 HP with 1. 50 m cut width 

usable both for paddy and barley. 

The annual production of such machines could be valued initially 

at 1500-2000 for each of the items considered,  with progressive in- 

crease, also of local content.   These figures serve only in absen- 

ce of the necessary more detailed investigations. 

In more general terms,  there is yet a ne«d for a detailed study 

of the choice of models and sizes of machines to be produced.   Stu- 

dy needs to be done also in order to improve standardization.   For 

this,  experience already acquired in most of technologically advan- 

ced countries,   which have already met and solved similar problems 

should be utilized as much as possible. 

4. 1 - The present third five-year dev lopment plan makes explicit 

and clear mention of the necessity of mechanization   development, 

with  priority   for   paddy   areas.    Aims ara : to cope with the in» 
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creasing shortage of labour during heavy work periods;to increabe 

productivity and utilization of soil; to carry on farming operations 

with the necessary timing for seasonability.   An example of measu- 

res toward last aim is the fact that the authorities intend to deve- 

lop the sprayer machine population in such a way as to reduce the 

antiparasites spreading from the present 8 days time to a 5 days 

time in 1976. 

Consistent with those predictions,  the authorities intend to pro- 

ceed : 

- toward a complete rearrangement of land in order to adapt it to 

mechanization,   with development of irrigation and drainage; 

- toward construction of good rural road network; 

- toward development of technical training for farmers; 

- toward development of extension services in the agricultural ma- 

chines sector; 

- toward organization of efficient services of repair and maintenan- 

ce; 

- toward development of courses of specialization in   agriculture 

machinery on university level; 

- toward the development of tests for farm   machines   before 

their entry on the market, basic conditions for the granting of 

loans at eased rates toward their purchase by farmers; 

- toward the development and generalization of cooperatives for 

commune use of machines; 

- toward a system of prices and materials quality control; 

- toward granting easy term loans for farmers. 

Part of these points are already in a phase of realization, 

through   appropriate    agencies. .   The Agricultural Development 

Corporation,  with two separate sections, is involved in the planning 

and experimental research on optimal mechanization of the future 

agricultural cooperatives,  and in the preparation   ôf  technical 

training service for the farmers, etc.. 
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The National Institute for Agricultural Material Inspection has a 

section which takes care of controlling material necessary to the 

construction of farm machines and of testing manufactured machi- 

nes.   The organization and scientific and experimental equipment 

of that Institute is adequate (as far as the mechanical part is con- 

cerned) in terms of control of materials.   However it proves in- 

sufficient in its tests on the machines. Nevertheless, it can be a use- 

ful reference point for future development.   The Farm Management 

Division    is carrying out economic studies of noteworthy interest on 

farm mechanization. 

Basic support, therefore,   exists,   as does the law for granting 

loans to farmers at rates eased to 9%,  for the purchase of power- 

tillers,  plows,   diggers,  trailers,  power operated sprayers,   to 70% 

their value at five years,   and loans to 50% of their value at three 

years for the purchase of other machines.   This system constitutes 

a clear choice priority in the development of mechanization. 

4. 2 - As for the higher level,  that is,  research and university ins- 

truction,  there is an Institute of Agricultural Engineering of the Na- 

tional University,   which has a Machinery Division,  On the whole it 

is satisfactorily equipped and carries on good research and experi- 

mentation which would profit from being more   widely developed. 

The government aims to a greater develpment of the sector. 

On a more general level,  there is the Korean Institute of Science 

and Technology.  It is very modern,  well equipped and in a  stage of 

full development.  Right now it is suited to being a very important 

basic contribution to the development of the farm machinery sector, 

if it is decided to develop it toward the service of  mechanical indus- 

try. 

4. 3 - The least developed field,   at present,   is that of after.sales ser- 

vice and technical training for     farmers.      Repair and maintenance 
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are entrusted to the commercial organizations,  which do not always 

furnish the necessary service, 

4.4-   The examination   of the  present situation   gives satisfying 

results.    It is tò be   recommended : a  greater coordination among 

the different institutions which are involved in research and experi- 

mentation in the sector; a strengthening of the Machinery Division 

of the National University.   To the latter should also be entrusted the 

job of the study of standardization and adaptation of the various mo- 

dels of machines to local conditions. 

5, 1 - The current five-ye ars economic development plan intends to 

give a strong push to industrialization of the country,  according to 

the information reported above. 

Consistent with that there is in act a plan of technical and finan- 

cial assistance which, has quite a wide aim.  From the technical 

point of view, the assistance concerns the qualitative improvement 

of raw materials, of the production     of     ancillary industries,  and 

of   agricultural   machines. . Moreover for the latter two, the inten- 

tion is to arrive at a sectorial specialization of the production and a 

precise   definition  of  models  and   standards. This would be do- 

ne by a rigorous selection of the existing industries,  supported by a 

wider development of the research organizations,   a tight control 

and standardization of the production. 

5. 2 - From the financial point of view, loans will be granted for the 

expansion and diversification of the production (limited to the pro- 

ducts designated by the government), of a duration of 7 years, at 

rates eased by 10%.   The rates do not seem excessive if one consi- 

ders that the average annual increase in the cost of living is estima- 

ted on the order of 13%. 
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Incentives are being granted alio for the sotting up of joint-ven- 

tures with more developed countries, for the construction of agri cui- 

turai machines,  tractors and implements which have recognized lo- 

cal importance and are in the order of established priorities. 

5. 1 - Mechanical and professional education in the metallurgical 

and mechanical sectors are on a good level and in an enCouragiung 

phase of development. 

6 - Conclusions 

The stage of mechanisation and manufacturing industry in the coun- 

try seems satisfactory.   There is an obvious necessity for sectorial 

specialization of the production on the part of the ¡many existing fac- 

tories and for a precise definition of models and standards. 

While in the field of mechanization,  and therefore of the choice 

of types of machines, organizations of research and experimentation 

are ready to give precise conclusions within a short period of time, 

it seems necessary to recommend UNIDO assistance as follows : 

1 - To assist the Government in strengthening and coordinating 

existing centers of research, experiments on farm machines and 

training, on the basis of choices made of models of machines 

most useful for agri cultural purpose a, A UNIDO Expert; dura- 

tion, 4 months; course of the mission : the first 6 months of 1974. 

2 - To assist the Government and manufacturers in the definition of 

production specialization,  in standardization and in studies of eco- 

nomy of scale, in order to reach a complete conceptual organiza- 

tion of the sector as soon as possible. A team of two UNIDO 

Experts : an agricultural machinery engineer and an industrial 

economist} duration, 6 months each; course of the mission : the 

first 6 months of 1975. 

Before sending on the above suggested experts, it would be advi- 

sable to grant two scholarships (of a time duty of 6 months each), to 
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•end one agricultural machinery engineer and one mechanical engi- 

neer abroad,  to be used later as counterparts of the proposed ex- 

perts. 
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SU_MM_A_R_Y 

1 - The development of paddy seems to be quite a good one and its 

production will probably increase twide in the next 10-12 years.   In 

order to reach this goal,  it becomes necessary to organize farmers 

in cooperative,   to buy selected seeds and fertilizers,  to organize 

storage and selling of products and,   in further times,  to use agri- 

cultural machines and tractors in the most rational way. 

2 - The development of mechanization is going to be very slow and 

it does not stand in any priority in the actual 5-year plan,   which 

mainly aims to improve the processing,  the irrigation and the trans- 

portation systems. However,   a progressive demand of machines is 

aure. As far as   all agricultural machine have to be imported,  there 

is a very important problem concerning a rational choice of standar- 

dized models,    a rational supply of spare-parts,   and the organization 

of an efficient repair and maintenance service.   Anyway it is usefull - 

especially in paddy areas - to use a 10-12 HP power-tiller,  which 

can be transformed in a 4-wheel drive tractors in a further time, 

furnished with spading machines, plows,  harrows and p. t. o.  driven 

trailers.  It also should be taken into consideration simple self-pro» 

pelled reaper binders,  to be used in areas where 2 crops per year 

can be made. 

3 - The only important factory which manufacturesagricultural ma- 

chines is now going through an organizing period and it is equipped 

to produce equipment for tillage and hand tools.  It could be expan- 

ded and organized in order to manufacture threshers and dryers, 

too. In the next 5-year plan it should be taken into consideration the 

setting of an assembly factory (15-20% local content) of the above 

mentioned kind of power-tillers. Its production capacity should go 

from 300-400 units per year,  at the beginning, to 1800-2000 units 

in 10 years time. 
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4 . There are no ancillary industrie s and raw materials. The pro- 

duction of the latter is slowly increasing, while there are no plans 

to realize and develop the formers. 

5 - Research in the agricultural-mechanical field is fragmentary 

and it does not exist a center for the design,  adaptation, prototypes 

construction and testing of agricultural machines.  In any call,  it is 

essential to realize an efficient repair and maintenance service,  to 

unify and standardize models imported and to supply spare parts; 

also an extension service is to be recommended. 
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1 - G_enej_aj^a«erg_qf_§gri.çiiltai;f 

1, 1 -  The total cultivated and plowing area is about 2. 185.000 ha, which 

represent the  13% of the whole country.   This conclusion is in a deep 

contradiction      with     general opinions,   that furnish values twice as big. 

The 70% of the cultivated area is near the Indo-gangetic plain,   in 

Terai,   which presents flat soil as well as    mild   sloping terraces. The 

remain 30% is in the central hilled area called Pahar,   which is rich of 

water and usually fertile,  especially in the lower part. 

Cereals are grown on about 90% of the whole cultivated land; paddy 

is the main product (about 50, 5%) together with maize (20%).   In  1970 

the paddy production amounted to about 2. 2 million tons and in 19 71 to 

2.4 million tons.   This means that the average yeld production is 1. 5- 

1. 8 tons/ha. which can rise up to 3 tons/ha in the most fertile irrigated 

and fertilized areas. 

Only between 3 and 4% of the paddy area is able toproduce two crops 

per year : usually both of them are of paddy but frequently also paddy 

may be the first crop and maize the second one   or wheat the first one 

and paddy the second. 

The irrigated area covered in 1970  128.400 ha (which is about the 

6% of the whole cultivated surface) but the last 4th five-year plan for 

the economical development (15/7/70 - 15/7/75) foresees an increasing 

of the irrigated area up to 184. 000 ha.   This means that in the future the 

irrigated area will cover 15% of the total cultivated land.   The most 

important problem about irrigation is of course the rational regulation 

of waters. 

In the feeling of the FAO experts who have been conducting in the 

last 4 years    a broad research on the response of different crops to 

the use of fertilizers, it is possible with a rational use of fertilizers 

and of new rice varieties,to   improve    production of paddy of 1. 5-2 ti- 

mes in the next 10-12 years,   and to reach an average yeld production 

of about 3 tons/ha.   The surplus of the rice production (200.000 tonsper 
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year) in Terai - which,  representing the 70% of the whole cultivated 

area,  has a population covering 30% of the whole country one - is 

exported to India rather than be transferred to the northern part of 

the country.   This happens - even if inside the country there is a 

considerable shortage of food supply - because a good communica- 

tion systems is missing. Recently,  a 25-year plan has been studied; 

it should be realized with the financial support of the World Bank. 

Such plan provides the realization of a modern roads system, in or- 

der to connect the northern valleys.with the Terai plain and to build 

a broad East-West road in the Terai itself. 

The agricultural area is divided into 1. 700.000 farms,  with an 

average size of L 23 ha., which rises to about 3 ha.  in Terai and 

gets down to about 0. 7 in the inside valleys.   Paddy farms are usually 

the smallest, the most fragmented and the most scattered ones.   The 

farms with a size of more than 4 ha.  represent only the 5% of the to- 

tal number though they cover an area which amounts to the 37% of 

the whole cultivated area. It has been   recently started a land reform 

program which plans to realize farms with maximum extension of 16 

ha.. 

1. 2 - The total population of Nepal is about 11. 300.000 inhabitants, 

42% of which constitutes the active population. 

According to the U.N. experts,  85% of the active population is em- 

ployed in agriculture.   This means that there is 1. 7 wokers per hecta- 

re of cultivated land. 

A very active family planning compain ia going on, but population 

keeps increasing and if the increasement is only 1.9% per year, this 

is due to high child mortality. Medical assistance is more and more 

taking place and the population increasement is supposed to reach the 

2. 3-2. 5% in quite a short time. 

Such fact will bring along many economical and social problems, 

and in the first place the problem of how not to reduce the actual nu- 
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trition standard. 

1.3- The G. D. P. per capita is about 70 dollars per year; the gross 

income goes from a minimum of 30 dollars por year in the mountains 

to a medium of about 50 dollars per year in Tersi, to a maximum of 

180 dollars per year in the Katmandu valley. 

The agricultural production represents some 66% of the G. D. P.. 

In the last 5-6 years the average increasing of agricultural produc- 

tion has been 2% per year. 

According to the new national economical plan,    such   increase 

should reach 4% per year in a vary short time.  This is mainly becau- 

se of the increasing productivity   of  tail,      which is due    to the 

spreading out of irrigation, of selected seeds of different varieties and 

of fertilizers.   The 60% of the used fertilizers are distributed only on 

the 2% of the cultivated area; there average woe it about 2, 5 kg/ha, 

per year. 

1.4- All the work-at least a« far M paddy I« concerned - ia h sad-m a 

d« and only in oome areas tho hardest jobs are dans with tho help of 

animals. 

The primary tillage is hand made, e apod ally ia the amali terracee 

on the bills, an well as »owing and transplanting. Drying ia realised by 

natural methods and as far a« processing la concerned, old and very 

small hullera are «aed ait* la as M reaching 40%. A less of product 

which goes from IS la 10% ia due ta a tornade* lack of tho right drying 

The main problem te be urgoetfh/ solved eoems te be the one concor- 

di a cenasleno road system In the country. 

2. 1 • Mechaninntio« of agri culture is at ita first stag« and tho actual 

plan of the Governmont does not giva any attention to this 
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problem,   leaving the priority to the development of plants for pro- 

cessing of agricultural products - this is also concerning paddy -and 

to the development of heavy industry. 

Today there are only 900 tractors in the whole country (210 in 

i960; 600 in 1968),  a third of them has been bought by the farmers 

through private dealers.   Such population corresponds to 0. 4 tractors 

per 1.000 ha.   and has been rising 3 times at the average rytm of ¿00 

tractors per year in the last 5 years. 

Less than one hundred power-tillers can be counted,   while the po- 

pulation of pumps,   which were 1400 in  1971,  has been going up toge- 

ther with the one of engines. 

The tilling of soil is made with animal-drawn plows,  puddlers 

and harrows,  but it is often made by hands with a particular kind of 

short-handle hoes. Everything else is hand-made. 

Of course there is an unknown amount of knap-sack    sprayers, 

sowing machines and fertilizer distributors (amounting to a few tens). 

The introduction of reaper binders and combine self-propelled harves- 

ters has only an experimental purpose. 

Weights are carried,   usually, on peoples' backs even on long dis- 

tances; animal drawn carts are not often used because of a complete 

lack of a rural road system. 

There are no dryers at all and only some 1800 hullers,  usually old 

and with a low capacity. 

2. 2 - It was not possible to find out the future demand for tractors 

and agricultural machines,   also because of the fact that no priority is 

given to mechanization in the economic plan. Import of agricultural 

machines and,  mainly,  of tractors, is made through tenders called by 

the Government 2-3 times per year for 50-100 machines of eachmodel. 

All this brings along the problem of a lack of spare parts, ot the standardi- 

zation of models, and of the organization of repair and maintenance centers. 

According to evaluations of the Agricultural Development Bank, the 
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demand for tractors,  in the next 5-10 years,   will concern some 400- 

500 units per year to be used especially for primary and secondary 

tillage and transportation and not on the paddy lands. 

Local technicians believe that the developing of mechanization 

should be realized through cooperative centers,   whose features ha- 

ve not yet been  stated.   This is already done on a small scale.   Resear- 

ches conducted by the Ministry of Agriculture and by specific Corpora- 

tions,    show that - at this stage - the cost of mechanization and espe- 

cially of tractorization results  superior to the one of manual work or 

animal use,   at the same production parameters. 

They recognize,  anyway,   the technical importance (better tillage; 

timelyness in the  agricultural practices,   smaller amount of losses) 

and the social value of mechanization.  In order to develop it in an or- 

ganic way,   it is necessary to wait for the shifting of man-power from 

the agricultural field to the industrial one,   so to create raw materials 

for   installation of new factories (cookies,   oil,  margarine,  etc. ). 

In any case, the land has already been divided in 3 categories tin- 

tensive, preliminary, exploratory, according to the priority of deve- 

lopment and of the introduction of mechanization. 

As far as the drying and storing of paddy is concerned,  we still are • 

as said above -  at the primitive stage.   The problem of a better and mo- 

re controlled storage will be faced together with the processing giving 

it a certain priority on mechanization.   We can conclude therefore that 

there will be a demand for about 300-400 mobile drying machines and 

for the same amount of huiler s per year in a near future (1980). 

Rasing on some informations,   we came to think that the population 

of tractors will be 3.000-3.500 units in 1980; such tractors should be 

purchased from the same factory,  be easy to use and at a low prire. 

In 1980 the annual demand for power-tillers (10-12 HP) will amount to 

700-800 units; they should be used with plows,   spading machines, 

harrows,sprayer s and trailers p. t, o.  driven. 

These power-tillers should be planned considering their further uti- 
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lization as 4-wheel drive    tractors. 

Talking about transportation, its cost is so high - for example as 

far as fertilizers are concerned - to make its use improductive and 

the rising of paddy production per ha not convenient. 

The requests for the above mentioned machines will rise up to 

200-300 units of each model in 198a The  situation for animal drawn 

machines looks different : in 1980 some 60. 000-80. 000 mould-board 

plows,   cultivators and harrows,   some  1. 500-2.000 hand sprayers 

and pedal threshers will be needed. 

Only at the beginning of the    80s amore rational mechanization 

of rice-growing can be planned,   and this will bring along the need of 

organizing an efficient repair and maintenance service together with 

•pareparts  market, of providing farmers with technical and mechanical 

training courses and extension services,   according to what the plan 

states. 

The service, today,   ia fragmentary and realized through service- 

centers and rural communities,  besides some private plants which 

has to go through tenders called by the Government. 

Sometimes demonstrations of new machines are organized too. 

In the end,   transplanting is entirely hand-made and the further step 

- once the irrigation system has been developed on about 2/3 of the 

whole cultivated area - will be realized with the introduction of broad- 

casting. 

Considering 1. 200-1. 5ÖD work-houmper ha necessary for paddy 

cultivation every year,the  distribution of work is organized as 

follows : 29% for primary and secondary tillage; 22% for transplan- 

ting;  1% for irrigation; 16% for plant protection; 17% for harvesting; 

11% for trashing; 2% for drying and storing.   Animals are used just 

for plowing and trashing. 

2. 3 - A rational development of mechanization will take a long period 
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of time starting from small machines able to improve the different 

practicies and their timelyness, and to reduce wir ene ss. 

It is important, therefore, to keep in mind that machines should 

be carefully selected according to their usefullness and to the more 

economical utilization in the local conditions, pushing standardiza- 

tion and unification as far as possible. 

A particular kind of 10-12 HP power-tillers with gear box, furni- 

shed with mould-board plows, harrows,  puddlers,   levellers, spading 

machines,  sprayers and small p. t. o. driven   trailers is suggested 

as especially usefull and easy to use. 

A machine of this kind - to be transformed in a 4-wheel drives 

tractor in further time-could have an annual demands going from 

300-400 units up to 1. 800-2.000 units per year. 

About the 8-10% of this amount should be used for the replace- 

ment market.   The final results will be 60-80 units per 1.000 ha. and 

a total population of some 40. 000-50. 000 units. 

Other machines,   whose introduction is necessary,   are : power 

operated knap-sack sprayers; self-propelled reaper binders (for the 

areas where two crops are possible); power operated threshers (i.e. 

drum model realized by International Rice Research Institute); hand 

and power operated   pumps; small and medium capacity mobile 

dryers able to satisfy 50-80 ha. of paddy areas,and modern hullers. 

The last mentioned machines are considered very important to avoid 

heavy losses of products which to be now fall. 

To obtain a rational use of them, technical training for farmers, 

extension service and repair and maintenance services should be de- 

veloped. 

3 " Hfllfefsli^iiisi« ":^ 
3. t - The industrial sector gives a 7% contribution to G. D. P. and it is 

very «lowly developing. At the same time researches are carried on 
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to discover the real possibilities of development as far as the mine 

situation is concerned. 

The mechanical sector is stands  with the least developed ones. 

3. 2 - In Nepal there is only one manufacturer : the Agricultural Im- 

plements and Tolls Factory,  in Birguny,   which started by the Govern- 

ment in  1963 and replanned and   completed in  1968 through foreign 

helps,   with the purpose to Duild simple agricultural equipment and 

hand tools. 

The factory is theoretically well organized and it has a foundry, 

a forge and all the tool machines needed to produce plows, cultiva- 

tors and animal-drawn harrows. 

It is planeed to produce 1.000 tons per year of finished metallic 

product (10.000 Nepali type plows,    1.000 cultivators,   20.000 hand 

hoes,   etc. ). 

In the last four years its production has gone as low a 200-250 

tons per year,   because of lack of : production plans based on a mar- 

ket analysis; technical documentation and studies on the standardiza- 

tion of the products; plans for providing itself of raw materials;  cost 

analysis and collaboration with the Agricultural Supply Corporation. 

To study how to improve production of this factory there is an 

UNIDO expert in Nepal right now,   with a 6 months mission; the first 

results of his researches are summarized above. 

Besides this one,  there are some few handy craft workshop« which 

build plows, hand tools and little hand or pedal threshers following 

the requests of local markets in the different villages. 

3. 3 - Ancillary industries and raw materials do not practically exist. 

The extractive industries is just starting but it is expanding. 

3. 4 - It is not usefull to plan right now,  an organic industrial develop- 

ment in the agricultural machines  sector.   The factory in Birguny - on- 
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ce   ita full production capacity will be realized - is able to diversify 

and enlarge its production in order to build 40-50 dryers and 150-200 

power operated threshers,   IRRI model.   In a further future - when thr 

annual request will not be less than 600-800 units - it could be sugge- 

sted to build an assembling unit,   with  15-20% of local  content,  for a 

10-12 HP Power-tiller of the above mentioned model,   and a trailer 

p. t. o.   driven. 

Considering the lack of spare parts it seems usefull to encourage 

the local construction of particular spare parts which can be utilized 

not only in the agricultural sector, in order to make their production 

as cheap as possible. 

4 - PoHçy_ towjijji_farm_mechanij&j^ion 

4. 1 -  With the help of other countries,   studies about resettlment are 

now being realized; the results of this researches which have been 

recently started,   are not known yet. 

The great assistance of UN coordinated by the local UNDP office 

will bring an important contribution to a rational development of agri- 

culture.   The Government,   through the Agricultural Development Bank, 

gives loans to farmers on a low interest (9%) for 5-7 years to buy 

agricultural machines. 

Before lending the money the Bank inquires on real needs and it 

is easier to obtain it if farmers join a cooperative. 

The technical training of farmers about agronomic and mechanic 

practicies is still lacking but on stake. 

One of the Government's purpose is,  in fact, to start training pro- 

grams for farmers and courses for mechanics of tractors (repair and 

maintenance). 

4. 2 - The research in thi« field is ju»t starting and there are no cen- 

ters specialized in design,  adaptation,  prototypes construction and 
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testing machines.   There is a Department for Agricultural Training 

and a Research Center with sixty experts, but they are not working 

on it. 

The National Economical Plan foresees to build 28 selected 

districts by 1975 for an intensive agricultural development to be 

realized by an extension service which will need the help of 833 tech- 

nicians and 700 young assistants.   Some of these districts are already 

on work.   The educational field is rapidly developing.   Students have 

been rising 50-60 times in 20 years; in primary schools the number 

has increasing from 8500 to 450. 000pupils. The University gradua- 

tions are   mainly taken abroad. 

5 - Poliçy_^owj^^_industjjaH^j^ion 

Policy toward industrialization is developping through the increa- 

sing of basic industries and mainly of the processing.   This one seems 

to be,  in fact,  the first aim of the Government,   connected with the 

improvments in the irrigation and road system. 

Particular effort is put on ammodernizing mill plants and reali- 

zing modern store-houses,   so that the losses of products can be redu- 

ced. In order to encourage foreign investments for joint ventures in 

the manufacture of agricultural machines, the Government offers 10 

years tax exemption and the possibility to use the 65% of the foreign 

exchange earned by export. 

6 - Conclusipn/L 

The development of mechanisation is certainly going to be very 

slow, but in order to help it to expand in the best way, it is racco- 

manded the assistance of UNIDO as follows : 

1 - to assist the Government chosing the machines most suitable to 

the local conditions based on the need of standardization foreseing 

a local economical production.  An UNIDO Expert; duration,  6 
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months; course of the mission 1973; 

2 - to help the Government to define and realize a center for testing 

design and adaptation of agricultural machincB and for repair and 

maintenance service organisation.   An UNIDO Expert; duration, 

4 months; course of the mission 1974. 

Before sending  off the above mentioned experts,   it is suggested 

to promote 2 fellowship., lasting 6 months each in order to send 2 

agricultural machinery engineers abroad to be used later as counter- 

part for the proposed experts. 
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FM SON S _ M=E T_ 

1 - Mr. Y. J. JOURY - UNDP Res. Rep.   - Katmandu 

2 - Mr. S. CHANDRA LAKHEY - Senior Administrative Assistant, 

UNDP - Katmandu 

3 - Mr. Ci. ESPINOSA - Increased use of High-yelding,   PAO Project - 

Katmandu 

4- Mr.M.J.   SAKYAMA - Agricultural Economist,   FAO - Katmandu 

5 - Mr. N. MAYER - FAO Agrie. Expert - Katmandu 

6 - Mr. N. B. BASNYAT - Dir. Dept. of Agriculture,   Education .ind 

Ripearen - Katmandu 

7 - Mr. T. BAHA DUR  BASNYAT - Chief of Agrie. Engineering Section - 

Dept.  oí Agriculture - Katmandu 

8 - Mr. M. P. D. TEWAR1 - Gen. Manager of Agrie. Marketing Corpora- 

tion - Katmandu 

9 - Mr. M. G. B. THAPA - Cien. Manager of Nepal Industrial Development 

Corp.   - Katmandu 

10 - Mr. M. B. P.DHITAL -  Chief of Economie analysis and planning di- 

vision,   Ministry of Food and Agriculture - Katmandu 

11 - M r. D. R. KOIRALA - Gen. Manager of Agrie. Development  Bank - 

Katmandu 

12 - Mr. M. JYOT1 - Managing Director    of     Himal Iron Steel Ltd. , 

Dealer - Katmandu 

13 - Mr. S. S. RANA - Proprietor Scoothaway System, Dealer - Katmandu 

14 - Mr.R.K. SHRESTHA - Agricultural Machinery Dealer - Katmandu 

*     , 
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SJJ.MM ARY 

1 - Rice-growing covers    about 9% of the whole cultivated area 

with an average paddy production of 1. 5 tons/hectare.   Actual pro- 

duction is largely sufficient in   comparison to the population's    ne- 

cessities    and future policy will aim to improve quality rather 

than yield production.   A land reform has been  started in   1955 and 

an integrated rural development project with  special assistance in 

the  agronomy,   irrigation,   land reclamation,   social development 

and education sectors is starting now. 

•     , 

2 - Agricultural, and particularly paddy .mechanization is at the 

first stage.   Tractor (45-65 HP) density is   1.3 units per ha.;   po- 

wer operated pumps: 4 units per hectare; power operated knapsack 

sprayers : 0. 6 units per ha. .   Power-tillers are not  commonlv used, 

and their utilization is not  considered economical,   compared with 

animal and tractor ones.   Threshers are used especially for wheat. 

There are not exact data about actual yearly demand of tractors and 

machines, but it is foreseen about the following de mand in 1975 : 10.000 

tractors per year (45-65 HP),   20.000 centrifugal pumps;    3.500- 

4.000 delp well pumps; 30.000 knap sack   sprayers; 4-5.000 p. t. o. 

driven sprayers; 4. 500 hand operated threshers and 3.000 power 

operated threshers. Referring to the latters,   especially hand opera- 

ted models are foreseen to be used for paddy. 

Transplanters and dryers are thought   as machines to be utilized 

in    a near future;  infact,   the following priorities for the mechani- 

zation of transplanting,  harvesting,  threshing,   drying   and   proces- 

sing are given by the Government.   While it should be remembered 

the Government 's purpose to razionalize    agricultural machinery 

import through a careful choice of models and sizes,   the exam of 

actual situation leads to notice the opportunity to favour the sprea- 

ding,   for paddy areas,  of : power-tillers (14-16 HP) to be transfor- 

med in further time in 4-wheel drive tractors; 25-30 HP 4-wheel 

wA 
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tractors,   if possible articulated,   simple, strong and low cos!;equip- 

ment for primary and secondary tillage,   plant protection and   trans- 

port (trailers,   both bearing and driving   axle),    spading   machines, 

consistent  with the above mentioned tractor sizes;  self-propelled 

reaper binders with   1. 50 m cut  width;  mobile and  stationary dryers 

for a 7-10 tons per day paddy production; hullera (0.7-1  tons per 

hour of polished rice); mobile workshops; machines for trenches and 

canals excavation and maintenance. 

The initial annual demand for all the above mentioned machines 

can be evaluated aproximatly around  3-4.000 units per year for each 

model,   except for dryers,   hullers and mobile workshops whose de- 

mand  can be valued around few hundred units per year. 

This forecast, of course, has to be verified on the basis of broad 

studies to define the best mechanization levels. 

3 - The agricultural machinery manufacture sector is rather limited 

up to to now     There are only two tractors assembly plants for pro- 

duction of a little more than  1000 units/year in the range 45-65HP, 

in comparison with   a sanctioned capacity of 3500 units/ y ear.    There 

are besides : 36   sizeable   factories and  144 small workshops to pro- 

duce  10.000-11.000 engines (both diesel and gasoline) above  10 HP 

yearly  with a sanctioned capacity of¿5. 000 units per year; about  20 

factories to yearly produce   10.000 hand operated pumps,   17.000 po- 

wer operated pumps and 1500 deep well pumps;   10 factories to pro- 

duce stationary hand and power operated threshers (10.000 unit s per 

year).   There are also some workshops to produce implements for 

primary   and secondary tillage tractor drawn,   and more than 200 

workshops for animal drawn plows and similar implements produc- 

tion. 

The annual value of these small factories production is evalua- 

ted around 3.000.000 dollars. 

While Government has recently  called an international   tender 
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for the country's manufacture (45% local content) of 6.000 tractor« 

per year in the   range 35-45 HP,   it is to be mentioned a future re- 

gional cooperation project among Pakistan,   Iran and  Turkey for 

tractors and agricultural machinery production on larger series, 

able to serve the 3 countries market and consequently with the goal 

to obtain a cheaper production. 

It is considered valuable to suggest to take into consideration 

the possibility of local construction of :   14-16 HP power-tillers 

transformable in 4-wheel drive tractors; 25-30 HP 4-wheel drive 

tractors simple,   strong and low cost; spading machines consistent 

to the above mentioned tractors and other implements for primary 

and secondary tillage; self-propelled reaper binders; dryers and 

mobile workshops. 

4 - Ancillary industries and raw materials are at a very primitive 

but promising stage.   Many parts and components,  useful for trac- 

tors and agricultural machines construction,   as well as many raw 

materials are locally produced.   The Government aims to realise a 

local production able to meet at least 80% of the demand,   by 1980. 

5 - The Government started an integrated rural development project 

on 5 experimental areas 300-500 square miles each, and gives tech- 

nical assistance and credit facilities to farmers to purchase agricultu- 

ral machines with loans  1-7 years,   at 8% interest rate. 

Research is developed by Agricultural Engineering Stations in 

Lyallpur and Tandojam which deserve to be developed in testing, 

standardization.,    adaptation and technical training for technicians 

and university graduates sectors. 

It would also be useful to improve technical training for farmers, 

extension service,   repair and maintenance organization to be conduc- 

ted under the leadership of Agricultural Engineering Dept.  of the Mi- 

nistry of Agriculture. 
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6 - The Government's actual policy gives considerable importance 

to the increasing of mechanical industry and helps new investments 

through facilities   consisting   in loans at   9% interest for 12 years 

and some forms of tax exemption and duty free. 

These incentives are different according to the factory's produc 

tion,   and to the more or less developed areas where new factories 

have to be installed. 

7 -  There is still a general lack of skilled workers especially con- 

cerning heat treatments and particularly sofisticated workings. 

| 
Ï 
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I - C.cnera] jjaUçrn_of agyUullurc 

1. 1 - The total cultivated area (limited to we.t Pakistan) Ì8 evalua- 

ted around 19. 230.000 hectares and represent about 24% of the to- 

tal country area.   The irrigated area covers 12. 500.000 ha and it is 

continouily increasing; infact.   it enlarged 5 times between  1955 and 

1970. 

Cereals cover about 45% of the cultivated area and paddy by  itself 

I. .'«0.000 hectares,   representing 9% of the whole cultivated area, 

with an average vicld production of 1. 5 tons/ha. .   In the last  10 year« 

*hile paddy areas is increased 32. 5%,its production has doubled and 

there is the possibility,  through the use of better seeds,  the growing 

but   still   very   low       (9 kg/ha) use of fertilizers and the irrigation 

development,   to increase at least  1. 5 times the actual paddy produc- 

tion.   Anyway such production - which actually  covers 2.300.000 ton., 

is superior than local needs and future policy will be oriented to im- 

prove quality rather than yield production. 

Agricultural land is divided into 4.800.00Ü farms with a 4. I ha. 

average area.   Farms with a size of more than 4 ha.   represent  31% 

of the total population and cover 75% of the whole cultivated area. It 

i. underknown the size distribution of rice holding, even if,   generally 

•peaking, paddy farm, are smaller compared to average size.   Accor- 

ding to 19M census rice holding, population i. about 92.000; only 10% 

of them is constituted by large farms. 

An integrated rural development project is .tarting,   based on 

coordinated help, concerning technical,  social and educational    .ec- 

tors. Aland reform was started in 1955, limiting property to no mo- 

re than 200 hectares. 

•'s- 

1. 2 - The total population of Pakistan is about 61. 300.000 inhabitants; 

32-36% constitute active population.  Agricultural workers represent 

75% of activo population with a density of 0.9 workers per hectare. 

Ry  1980 an avcrapr reduction of agricultural labour is foreseen down 
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to 60-65%; anyway it is difficult to think of a reduction in absolute 

terms.   A part of active population works in agriculture only part ti- 

me.   The annual population growth has been recently evaluated a- 

round 2. 7% and it is hoped,   through a very active family planning 

campaign,   to reduce it to about 2% within the present decade. 

1.3- The G. D. P.  value per capita is not exactely known but it 

seems to be around 110 $ and it had a yearly 6% increase from 

1965 to  1970.   On the contrary in the last two years,   the increase 

has been lower (about  1% per year).   This asks for a deep revision 

of the actual fourth 5-year development plan (1970-1975)   because 

this plan foresaw a 5. 5% average increase per year at constant 

money value. 

Agricultural production represents 41% of G.D.P.   compared 

to 49% in  1961.   It has been increasing is very irregular way in this 

last period,   at the average rate of 2-3% per year.   Considering the 

actual revision phase,   it is not possible to know what the annual in« 

c rease previsions will be in the near future. 

Agricultural products represent about 63% of exports and 28% 

of imports. 

1.4 - Almost all works concerning rice-growing are hand made or 

realised with animal drawn machines.  Only in some cases primary 

tillage is mechanized with the use of tractors,   equipped with mould 

board or disc plows, which are rented to farmers.   Threshing is also 

hand or animal made.   Drying is done with natural methods and pro- 

cessing is made with small huiler s often old and causing considera- 

ble losses of products (25-30%).  On 70% of paddy area rice is trans- 

planted while in the remaining 30% broadcasting has been used.  Rural 

electrification is in a developing stage. 

2 - Pattern oí J SLjmjmech ani zation_ 

2. I - Agricultural and paddy mechanization is still at a   primitive 
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stage. 

The actual tractors population is valued around 25.000 units ran- 

ging between 40 and 65 HP; according to some informations it had a 

1200-1400 average increase per year, according to others it was a- 

bout half. Density is about 1. 3 units/hectare. The actual annual de- 

mand is valued bigger and around 5.000 units/year in the range bet- 

ween 40 and 65 HP. There are also about 2000 crawler tractors for 

non agricultural purposes, but used for land reclamation. 

Power-tillers,   which are imported in Pakistan not on commer- 

cial scale,  do not practically exist.   This happens because - accor- 

ding to the Government - the use of these machines would be more 

expensive than the bullocks or bigger tractors ones.   Power-tillers 

demand is also non existing. 

Concerning more than 5 HP diesel and gasoline engines,  it seems 

that  1971 population was about 50.000 units; around a third of them, 

in the range between  10 and 30 HP,   is used for non agricultural pur- 

poses.   There are no data concerning annual demand   as well as mi- 

cro gasoline engines population and demand; it is proposed to plan, 

in the next 5 years,   separate capacity based on cheap fuel for envi- 

saged use on power operated sprayers.   There are also about 38.000 

electric motors in use. 

Hand operated pumps population is about 500.000 units while po- 

wer operated models »re spread in 84.000 units,   whose 10% is cons- 

tituted by deep well models.   The actual annual demand is not abaila- 

ble. 

There is also a population (1968 data) of s 50.000 hand operated 

and 10.000 knapsack power operated sprayers and dusters, together 

with 100 models p. t. o.  driven; 800 stationary power operated thre- 

shers for wheat and some hundreds at all, of hand operated threshers, 

transplanters,  dryers and mill».     Present annual demand is not avai- 

lable. 

Generally spread in all farms are animal drawn plows and har- 
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rows while  ihe total number of various types of tractor powered 

drawn implements for primary and secondary tillage is estimated 

about 30-40.000 units.   The present annual demand of implements 

for tractors is valued around 7500-9000 units corresponding to an 

average of 1. 5 implements for tractor.   There are also  100 combi- 

ne harvesters while no informations are available on the popula- 

tion of trailers.   However,   it seems that transport sector is not 

well developed as well as the rural road system, 

2. 2 - Mechanization future development previsions are uncertain 

because no studies have been conducted to determinate the best me- 

chanization level and the optimum population of each model and si- 

ze of tractors and equipments in different years,according to the fo- 

reseen socio-economical development,   and the annual demand. 

Some technical and economical research on mechanization 

has been conducted by the Directorate of Agriculture in the state 

of Punjab and by its research departments.   The future annual de- 

mand of tractors - between 1975 and 1980 - is estimated around 

10.000 units per year,   in the range between 45 and 65 HP,  and it 

is expected an increase of 2-2.5 implements per tractor,  that 

means a whole implements demand around 20-25.000 units/year. 

This is,   of course,  especially for primary and secondary tillage 

implements and it means that it will be a gradual substitution 

from the animal drawn plows to tractors mounted ones. 

It is   confirmed opinion that there is no future for power-tillers. 

Development previsions of annual demand for other machines can 

be,  at least in part,  indentify with the local production foreseen 

between 1975 and 1980.   Therefore, the following development can 

be hypotizise : ¡ 

- pumps : 25.000 hand operated,   19. 500 centrifugal and 3500 deep 

well units in 1975; 30.000 hand operated,   22.000 centrifugal and 

5.000 deep well units in  1980; 

i* 
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.  sprayers and dusters : 29.000 knapsack power operated and 

4. 400 p. t.o.   driven units in   1975;   30. 000 knapsack power opera- 

ted and 7.000 p. t. o.   driven units in   1980; 

- threshers : 4. 500 hand operated and 6.000 power operated in 

1975; 4. 500 hand operated and 7. 500 power operated units in 

191)0.   Actual situation is unknown,   but up  1968 no rice threshers 

werf beeing used. 

There will be  an increasing demand (less than 400 units/year 

by   I98(>) of combine harvesters.   For other machines,   like    trans- 

planters,   dryers and hullers,   it seems there is a completely lack 

of interest by farmers.   This interest  will wake up in a near future 

according to the  spreading of the integrated rural development pro- 

jects.    The improvement of processing is one of the priorities fore- 

seen by the Government.  Other priorities concern : transplanting, 

harvesting, threshing and drying,   In the official feeling it will be 

not possible to reach a complete spreading of two crops per year 

and of a rational mechanization,   before  1990. 

For this purpose,   technical training for farmers,  extension ser- 

vice,   repair and maintenance service and spare parts providing are 

to be implemented. 

¿, J - In order to complete actual situation it should be considered 

the right   intent of the Government to rationalize imports,   limiting 

the* quantity and number of agricultural machinery and tractors mo- 

dels.   The exam of the actual situation and of the future development 

of mechanization points out the opportunity to consider,  for a near 

future,  the use of machines able to alleviate labour weariness and 

to do agricultural practices in time and with   better   results,    with 

a verv small growth of labour productivity.    This concerns the use of : 

•   14-1    IIP power-tillers to be transformed in 4-wheel drive trac- 

tors is further times,  adding an adapted rear-end,  completed with 

p. t.o.  and cages wheels to be equipped with mould board plows, har. 

^     , 
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rows,   trailers (both bearing and driving axle) and sprayers and sta- 

tionary threshers and pumps; 25-30 HP tractors simple,   low cost, 

if possible articulated, 4-wheel drive,  to be used for primary and 

secondary tillage,   transports and eventually with reaper binders 

p. t. o,   driven.   It will be useful to examine,   also,  possible applica- 

tions of adequated spading machines; 

- self-propelled reaper binders simple and equipped with  special ca- 

ges wheel,  no less than 1. 50 m cut width,   whose use seems parti- 

cularly important considering rice-growing local conditions (10-12 

HP engines).   The above mentioned power-tillers could be used as 

multi purpose and be completed   with mounted reaper binders; 

- mobile and stationary dryers,   with a capacity of 7-10 tons per day 

of paddy,  and bigger models consistent with new mill plants; 

- mobile workshops for ordinary maintenance and repair service. 

The above mentioned machines could be used in rice-growing 

starting from 3-4.000 units per year,   concerning power-tillers, trac- 

tors (with 2-2. 5 implements per unit) and self-propelled reaper bin- 

ders; 4-500 units per year,   concerning dryers,  hullers and mobile 

workshops.  Requests could doubled by 1980,   considering a 8-9% 

average replacement market.   Population of the above mentioned 

models should reach about 70-80.000 units,   which,  in present and 

near   future socio-economical conditions,   seem to be most useful 

and of economical utilization. 

This population - as the actual annual demand foresees - is re- 

ferred only to paddy areas which covers less than 10% of the total 

cultivated one,   but the above mentioned machines can be usefully u- 

sed for other crops,   with consequent growth of demand. 

Obviously it is important to choose machines which can better 

be adapted to local conditions on the basis of deep tests of the diffe- 

rent sizes and models offered by the international market and to ve- 

rify the validity of the given suggestions on the basis of broad studies 

on the best mechanization level,  referring to social and economical 
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local conditions.   For this aim it is useful the  assistance of interna- 

tional experts. 

3 - Manufacjujingindusjries jmd_ançil_la|y_f_a^Jliïies_ 

3. 1 - The industrial sector gives a 17% contribution to G. D.P.   and 

its increase,   in the last few years, has been a floading one, but 

about 7-3% at a constant money value.  Only last year - for interna- 

tional reasons- there was a production decreasing,   compared to the 

year before.   Anyway,this  unfavourable trend - which in  1971-1972 

has brought to a 40% reduction of private investments compared to 

the year before - does not seem to be a durable one and it will im- 

prove in a very short time. 

The actual fourth 5-year development plan is now under revision 

and it is foreseen a gradual and growing expansion in the metallurgi- 

cal, mechanical and mine sectors. 

3. 2 « Tractor and agricultural machines manufacturing sector is 

at the first stage of development.   There are no tractors factories 

but only 2 assemblying plants with a total production of little more 

than 1000 units per year compared with a sanctioned capacity of 

3. 500 unit«.   These factories will transform    simple   assembly into 

cooproduction with an increasing local content in further time.   The- 

re is another factory which is  actually trying to realise cooperation 

with an european industry to produce 2.000 tractors per year (45 

HP); there is also a regional cooproduction project among Pakis- 

tan, Iran and Turkey for a production able to meet 3 countries de- 

mand (and export later), in series »o to reduce production costs and 

investments,  according to the economies of scale principles. 

Recently,  the Government has called an international tender for 

the progressive manufacture of agricultural tractors in Pakistan in 

the range between 35 and 45 HP and with a sanctioned capacity of 

.000 units per year,   The starting of assembly is foreseen by the 
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end of 1973 and the local production should be completed (4=)% of 

local content) by the end of 1975. 

Concerning engines,  there are actually 3*   sizeable   factories 

and 144 small-medium sized units manufacturing (with 40 to 70% 

local content)     all    types of engines both diesel and gasoline, from 

10 HP up.  Annual production (only 50% of it is for agricultural pur- 

poses) is about  10.000-11.000 units compared to a sanctioned capa- 

city of about 25.000 units/year.   The gap between production and ca- 

pacity is mostly due to inadequate availability of raw materials and 

financial resources to import them.   Year production growth is 

going to be very low,   reaching  15-18.000 units by  1980.   There a- 

re no micro-engines factories which are supposed to be installed 

in the next 5 years. 

Pumps are manufactured in about 20 factories with an annual 

production of about :   10.000 units of hand operated models, 17.000 

units of power operated and 1500 units of deep  wells models.   This 

is in comparison with a total sanctioned capacity of over 50.000 

units/year 70% of which in centrifugal and deep wells models.   For 

these equipments it is foreseen a slow production increase which 

should reach,   in  1980,   135% of the actual production.   The grea- 

test increase is going to be in the hand operated models sector, 

but,  this seems to contradict rational mechanization,  because it 

looks more interesting future production of small (1-2" 0) low flow 

power operated pumps. 

Concerning transplanter«,  local production will be taken into 

consideration in 1975,  while there are 8 factories producing 

•prayers and dusters (both hand and power operated) whose capa- 

city meets local demand and it is foreseen to develop according to 

local needs.   There are also 10 factories to produce stationary po- 

wer operated threshers with sanctioned capacity of 10.000 unit«/ 

year and an annual production of 6000 unit«,  by 1975,  and of 7500 

unit« per year by 1980. It is also fore.een a future local produc- 
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tion,   in cooperation with a foreign company,of   250-300 combine 

harvesters per year by   1975.   Local content of this cooproduction 

is not known. 

Concerning the production of tractor's implements for primary 

and secondary tillage, there are some factories with a whole year capa- 

city of 4000-5000 cultivators,   1 500-2000 disc plows,   1700-2000 

mould board plows,    1200-1500 rototillers and some thousands of 

other implements.   However,   actual production is very low and 

does not reach 20% of the whole capacity.   There are also 200 

small workshops for the animal drawn plows and other tillage 

equipments and hand tools. 

The total production of small and medium factories is valued 

around 24 millions rupies (about 3 millions dollars) and the plan- 

ned capacity is expected to be sufficient to meet the demand up to 

1975.   Finally,  production of dryers and hullers should be started 

in the next 2-3 years. 

The few visited industries show good facilities and are interes- 

ted in expanding and diversifying their production which, generally 

speaking, need an active technical assistance in standardization of 

products and in quality control. 

33. Ancillary industries and raw materials are at a quite advan- 

ced stage and they look very promising. 

There is also a considerable capacity to produce spare parts, 

and especially : 

- tyres,   with an year production of about 150.000 units for trucks 

and cars.   The already existing factories,   which do not produce 

tractor tyres because of small series, have all the facilities to 

do this,   in future,   according to the demand; 

- gears,   with a capacity corresponding to all models needed; 

- ball bearings,   with an year production of 1. 200.000 units in diffe- 

rent sizes.   Split and other bearing models are also now locally pro. 
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duce in adequate quantities; 

. chaînes,   with an year production of 315.000 units of different sizes 

and types; 

- pistons,   pistons pins and cylinders with a production of about 60- 

70.000 units/year,   plus 400.000 pistons rings,   sufficient to present 

needs; 

- starting batteries,   radiators,   pulleys,   wheel rims,   valve guiders, 

clutch housing,   etc. .   with   a production meeting actual necessities. 

There are, also,   many foundries and machine shops,   which are 

manufacturing casting,   forging and other components on a limited sca- 

le.   These factories are also producing machines tools of different ty- 

pes and sizes,   adequate to local needs from a technical point of view 

but not in terms of year production. 

Finally,   concerning raw materials,   there are rolling capacities 

over 800. 000 tons per year for low and medium carbon steel.   Rolled 

milled and low alloy steels can be indigenously produced; forged steel 

both in high carbon content and alloy is also available with a capacity 

of 546.000 tons/year,  practically all in the private sector. 

There is also melting capacity of 550.000 tons per year for all 

steel and a year production of about 10.000-15.000 tons of cold drawn 

carbon steel.   These productions are not adequated to actual demand; 

this will be realized by 1980.   Also hot rolled plates,   sheets and strips 

and grey iron malleable are locally produced but in inadequate quanti- 

ty to local needs.   The foreseen development show» that these produc- 

tions will meet local needs by 1975; this concerns also cold drawn al- 

loy steel,   which is not actually produced. 

There are also good facilities for heat treatments but in an inade- 

quate way,   compared to local needs; demand will be met only by 1980. 

Concerning mine industries,  this is developing but still at a very 

primitive stage,  because resources have not been searched yet; there 

seem to be,   anyway,   considerable quantities of iron,   coal and copper. 

3. 4 - The actual situation - besides the momentaneous recession - 
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looks incouraging even if production of agricultural machines and 

tractors has been developed not always on the basis of real needs 

defined by deep studies on the best mechanization level. 

Therefore,   it is useful to suggest to take into consideration the 

possibility to increase local production - with a progressive growth 

of local content,   through joint ventures with reputed and  well esta- 

blished foreign m anufacturer s -concerning the  following machines : 

- 14-16 1!P power-tillers with cage wheel  and low pressure tyres, 

to be transformed in 4-wheel drive tractors and ¿5-30 HP  tractors, 

simple,   low cost,   if possible articulated,   4-wheel drive,   to be used 

in connection with equipments for primary  and secondary tillage and 

plant protection and with trailers (both bearing and driving axle); 

whenever  spading machines sold on the international market give 

good field-tests results,   it can be planned also their local  construc- 

tion; 

- self-propelled reaper binders simple,   equipped with cages wheel, 

with about   1. 50 m cur width (10-12 HP engine); 

- dryers,   mobile and stationary models,   and mobile workshops. 

These machines can be produced so to meet annual demand fore- 

seen as in the chapter before.   Recause they are considered adopted 

also to other  agricultural lands, it can be useful to foresee,  in order 

to obtain the most economical productions,   a regional cooperation as 

the project already started. 

An open field concerns micro gasoline and diesel engines (1-5 HP), 

standardized,   to be used with sprayers and other light applications. 

The initial production of these engines can be valued on about 30- 

40.000 units per year. 

These are,   of course,  only general suggestions which need deep 

studies concerning year production and the best suitable models, easy 

to manufacture and simple to use and maintain. 

It should also be suggested a broad research on standadization of 

the already locally produced machines and of their components,   in or- 

der to reduce production costs,   to simplify providing of spare parts, 

#       r 
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and to meet farmer's real economical possibilities.   A large part of 

already existing industries offers interesting facilities to expand and 

diversify their production. 

Therefore,   it can be useful to enlarge researches and to impro- 

ve,   through modern equipments,   the existent Agricultural Enginee- 

ring Research Stations and the Pakistan Industrial Development  Cor- 

poration facilities in such a way as to be able to give to manufactu- 

rers technical assistance,   concerning design,   improvement and stan- 

dardization of productions,   together with quality control.   For this 

goal an international experts assistance can be desirable. 

4 - Policy_ tow_ajd_fa^rm_meçhani_z_ation 

4. 1 - In the course of the actual fourth 5-years development plan, an 

integrated rural development project started; it is based on the con- 

cept to realise a general and integrated development of rural areas, 

giving technical and agronomical helps (more modern agronomical 

practicies,   selected seeds,   etc. ), and improving hydraulic arrange- 

ments,   infrastructures (road system,   electrification,  etc. ) and social 

and educational sectors    This is conducted on 5 experimental areas, 

each one of them covers between 300 and 500 square miles, with tech- 

nical and financial assistance furnished by the Government,   at least 

in the first stage. 

The project aims to realise short and long therm goals,  in whose 

frame mechanization is not considered in its whole importance. This 

happens    because of the lack of broad researches on what mechaniza- 

tion can bring along,   on what optimal mechanization of agricultural 

areas means,   according to soil conditions and crops. In other words, 

it is to define the mechanization levels (and therefore machines models 

and sizes)able tominimize production coBts according to social and eco- 

nomical conditions. 

To purchase machines, the Agricultural Development Bank gives 

loans to farmers for 1-3 years at 8% annual interest rate. The most 

popular kind of loans is for a 5 years duration.   Currency underwent 
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a considerable devaluation some months ago. 

4. 2 - Research in the agricultural mechanical sector is developed 

by two Agricultural Engineering Stations in Lyallpur and in Tando- 

jam which take care of adapting and improving the already existing 

machines (especially animal drawn models,   trying to reduce produc- 

tion cost to a minimum) of designing   new simple machines,   of orga- 

nizing demonstrations experiments,   and of hiring tractors and ma- 

chines for land reclamation,   canals excavation,  levelling,   etc.. 

These units with rather well equipped workshops,   have   a   big 

work in soil preparation (the Lyallpur station has about 500 bulldo- 

zers),   while research is   rather limited.   They deserve to be deve- 

loped and equipped  with modern instruments for a complete tractors 

and machines testing,   adaptation and deep standardization.    Techni- 

cal training should also be developed in these stations,   for techni- 

cians and university graduates in the agricultural machines sector. 

In the country there are also some paddy research Centers - li- 

ke the Rice Research Station in Lahore and the one in Dokri - which 

work,   especially in the genetic and agronomical sectors, connected 

with I.R   R.l   .   An engineering division is  starting rigth now; its spe. 

cific job should concern machines and tractors testing for rice-gro- 

wing 

#       • 

4. 3 -  Fixtension,   repair and maintenance services are done by im- 

porters (but farmers complain for a too   slow providing of spare 

parts) and by some Government workshops whose number is gra- 

dually increasing and which should be developed under the supervi- 

sion of the Agricultural Fingineering Dept.     of the Ministry of Agri- 

culture.   Such service should provide to organize some centers for 

technical training for farmers and repair-men. 

4.4 -   Taking as a basis what  it is sais above,   it seems useful to 

suggest : 

- to conduct broad researches in order to define the optimal mecha« 

ni/.ation levels  and the   consistent machines models and sizes; 
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- to develop the already existing research centers ii    Lyallpur and 

Tandojam both in the testing and design    sector as well as for stan- 

dardization of machines and optimum choices of models; 

- to improve technical training for farmers and workers to choose, 

drive,   use and repair machines; 

- to develop extension service,   as well as repair and maintenance 

facilities with well equipped mobile workshops organized by the 

Agricultural Engineering Dept.   of the Ministry of Agriculture. 

5 - Poii^.towardjjid^sJriaHzatipj^ 

5. 1 - The actual economical development plan gives considerable 

importance to the development of mechanical industries among which 

the ones to manufacture       agricultural machines,   This is mainly do- 

ne, through good incentives for new investments.   With 12 vears cre- 

dit at 9% interest and some forms of tax exemption and duty free to 

import special parts and no locally producted machines.   Anyway the- 

se incentives are different according to priorities stated    by the Go- 

vernment and to the more or less developed areas,   where factories 

are going to be installed. 

5. 2 - To realise the above mentioned purpose is working a Depart- 

ment of Investment Promotion which operates in connection with the 

Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation,   which is encharged of 

the technical sector.   The most important actual project concerns the 

Regional Cooperation for development which should take care of re- 

gional production (Pakistan,  Iran,   Turkey) of tractors and agricultu- 

ral machines in economical series. 

5. 3 - Mechanical and metallurgical research and testing are not 

sufficiently developed according to local needs and there is the ne- 

cessity to improve quality control,   studies on standardization and uni« 

fication of materials,  machines and their components. 
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There are   no   information! on   university   level in the   mecha- 

nical lector,   while for technicians and skilled worker« there are good 

«chools which »hould help students to chooae joba following local need«, 

liiere are.  iniact,   too numeroui worker« for tool machinery,   while 

heat treatment« experta are lacking. 

6 - CSn£Í4.f.^P_n_»_ 

International assistance in the metallurgical.mechanical and agri- 

cultural mechanization sector «is rather developed «und actually the Govern. 

ment - beaide« an already approved request for two UNIIX) expert« 

in the repair and maintenance of agricultural machinery and a planned 

request for an expert in design and development   center -   has not ad- 

vanced any specific proposals. 

Anyway,  assuming that the above mentioned request - which is re- 

commended to favour - can be solved in 1973,  it  is useful to suggest 

UNIDO assistance to : 

. assiste the Government in the rational development,  on the basis of 

the principles concerning economie« of scale and the highest produc- 

tion standardization,   of factories in cooperation with well-establi- 

shed foreign companies, for the manufacturing of tractors,  micro- 

gasoline engines,   self-propelled reaper binders,  dryers and mobile 

workshops.   Two UNIDO Experts : an agricultural machinery engineer 

and an industrial economist; duration,  6 months each; course of the 

mission : 1975. 

Before sending the above mentioned experts off it is suggested to 

promote 1 fellowship, lasting 6 months, in order to «end 1 mechani- 

cal engineer abroad to be used later as counterpart for the proposed 

experts. 
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1 -   The paddy has obtained,  in the last  5 years,   deep progresses 

duplicating    yield production, mainly because of the increasing use 

of better varieties   and more responding to fertilizers.   It is  still 

aminly based on small farms fragmented into small plots and it is 

realized with traditional methods,   based on the use of animal drawn 

equipments and high employment of labour.    This is not going to ru- 

duce in the next  1 5 years. 

2 - The agricultural mechanization level is a very low one. Popula- 

tion of tractors (from 40 MP to 80 HF) corresponds to an average 

density of 1. 77 units per  1.000 ha.; power-tillers are 0." units 

per  I. 000 ha.   while there are 15 pumps per 1.000 h.i.   unci 0. *> po- 

wer operated threshers per I. 000 ha. .   Tractors are not practically 

used on paddy areas while the other machines are mainh  utilized 

for this crops,   so that their population,   referring to its area,  is 

about 2.5 times the above mentioned one. 

The request for tractors and other machines vary from vear to 

year and it is slowly but constantly increasing.   It is difficult to eva- 

luate future demands for tractors and machine«.   Anyway,   it is fore- 

seen that in  1980 there will be a population of 80.000 power-tillers 

(7-9 HP) and that the population of power operated pumps will dou- 

bled,   while threshers will increase 3-4 times.   There is a complete 

lack of dryers (if not connected with the few mill plants),  while the 

most common huiler» are small and obsolete. 

In order to develop a rational mechanization it is suggested to u- 

sc :  14-16 HF power-tillers to be transformed in small tractors in 

further time; 28-32 HP tractors - both 2 and 4-wheel drives - arti- 

culated,   simple,   strong and low cost; equipments for primary and 

secondary tillage  and plant protection;  trailers consistent to the abo- 

ve mentioned tractors; reaper binders,   especially self-propelled mo- 

dels,   simple and at low cost; mobile dryers.    These machines can be 
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used especially in cooperatives or  creating service centers which 

should be equipped with mobile workshops for an efficient repair 

and maintenance service. 

3 - The industries manufacturing agricultural machines are still at 

a primitive stage and mostly of small-scale.   Local production is 

limited to the assembly of some  1500-2000 tractors per vear and 

to construction of: 4-5.000 power-tillers per year (60-80% local 

content,   besides engines);  5.000 power operated pumps;   7OO-IOO0 

power operated threshers (IRR1 model); 4-5.000 knap-sack spra- 

yers and  1. 500 0. 4-0. 8 tons per h huiler s.   By   1975 engines for 

extra-agricultural uses should be realized.    The  Board ui invest- 

ments has recently proposed to finance the installement of new fac- 

tories for the production of power operated threshers; dryers,plows 

and harrows. 

4 - Generally speaking,  there is scope for expansion,   especially in 

the sectors of :  14-16 HP power-tillers; 28-32 HP riding tractors; 

self-propelled  reaper binders; diesel engines; equipments for pri- 

mary and secondary tillage,   for plant protection; trailers and mobi- 

le workshops.    The annual production of these machines  should be de- 

cided on the basis of deep studies on the development of mechaniza- 

tion,  on the Government's policy and on economies of scale.   Tech- 

nical assistance for pumps standardization heat treatment facilities, 

forging,   casting and quality control is needed. 

5 - Ancillary industries and raw materials are not very well develo- 

ped but they are increasing very fast thanks to the technical assistan- 

ce furnished by the recently started Metal Industries Development 

Center (M.I. D. C. ). 

6 - Local facilities for research and testing are limited - with the 
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exception of the contributions furnished by IRR1 - and should be in- 

creased, together with the technical training, the extension and the 

repair and maintenance services. 
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I  - r,eju^aJjp_aUern_qf. L'^ELC-'^iyiS 

1. | -  The total arable  area is valued around  10.400.000  ha. . among 

which only 7.900.000  ha.   are  cultivated  at present.   Such extension 

represents around ¿t»% of the whole country area.   Faddy is  actually 

grown in 3.200.000  ha. .   corrisponding to a little more  than 40% of 

the  cultivated land;  its average production is around 2. 5 tons per ha. 

with an increase,   compared to  1967.   of about   100% mainly due  to i he 

spreading use of selected  seeds which have a good response to ferti- 

lizers,   and to the expansion of irrigation. 

The total production amounts to 8.000.000 tons of paddy and it 

is still insufficient tor the  country needs:  we are not considering 

the particular sfavourable condition created by floods in   luly   1972, 

which destroyed crops on more than  170.000 ha. 

The actual 5-years development plan (1972-1975) foresees an im- 

portant increase (6% per year) which should result in total produc- 

tion of 10.000.000 tons corrisponding to average yield production of 

more than 3 tons per ha. .   This also is due to the implement ation of 

the irrigation system which,   as time goes by.   has been spread on 

more and more large areas going from 620.000 ha.   in i960,   to 

960   000 ha.   in 197 1.   The irrigated land will reach about   t. 300.000 

ha.   in  1975.   The paddy area,   which is at present under irrigation. 

covers about 950  000 ha.   and the one under 2 crops per year (usual- 

ly distributed along the year so to imply continous harvests for about 

8-9 months) amounts to 10% of the total area. 

The agricultural land is divided into some 2. 166.000 farms with 

an average si/.e of 3. 6 ha. .   Rice is grown in 48% of them and usual- 

ly in the smallest ones.   Farms covering an area of more than 4 ha. 

represent about 26% of the total number with an extension a large as 

65% of the whole cultivated land. 

Development plans forsee a new utilization of large cultivable 

areas to be realized in the next  10-15 years. 
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1.2 -  The total country population amounts to 39.000.001)  inhabitants, 

among whom about  39%  constitute  active  population.   Workers  in the 

agricultural sector  represent  57% of total active population.   which 

means 0. 77 workers per ha. . 

The population increase is more than 3. 1% per vear; it is  star- 

ting right now a very active family planning campaign which should 

lead - according to the development plan - io an increase of 2. f>% in 

1975 and of 1.9%  in   1980.   Considering the foreseen economical de- 

velopment,   it is not possible to think of a reduction of active  agricul- 

tural population in absolute terms before   1985,   especially   because 

about   18% of labour is now unemployed or underemployed at  any edu- 

cational level. 

1. 3 - In 1971 Ci. D. F    reached 3 3 billions of pesos (currency which 

had a considerable devaluation in the last 4-5 vear) corrisponding 

to an official value of 219 dollars per capita.   This value - referring 

to the official  exchange rate - is at present quite inferior.   The deve- 

lopment plan - which will be modified because of big damages from 

floods - forecasts an average Ci. D. P.   increase of 6. 9% per year, at 

constante money value.   The agricultural contribution to the ("'.. 1). P. 

is about 33%.   The increase plans of the agricultural production va- 

lue forecast  5. 3% per year.   This means that,   at the end of  1975. 

agriculture will contribute to G. D.P.   as much as 25%. 

The development plan aims to obtain : an higher income per ca- 

pita,   a reduction of unemployment,   a better distribution of profits 

and a regional industrialization.   Among its priorities,   there  ..re : 

the rural reform, the educational system and irrigation development, 

the rural elettrification spreading and the food production rising. Con. 

cerning the last mentioned problem,   the rice production increasing 

is particulary important.   To realize this goal,   a broader spreading 

of selected seeds,   of fertilizers and of mechanization in order to ob- 

tain a better soil tillage and a more timely farm practices execution. 
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are requested.   A development of irrigation and dreinage is planned 

too. 

Particular enphasis is put on ammodernizing processing equip- 

ments, in order to reduce losses and to obtain better quality of pro- 

ducts. For this purpose, it is foreseen an improvement in the agri- 

cultural technicians training to prepare farmers to a better and mo- 

re productive agriculture, with the utilization of more and more ad- 

vanced techniques and of more rational plans for drying, storing and 

processing of rice, 

1.4- Almost all the work concerning rice-production is actually 

hand-made with the help of hand or animal-drawn tools. 

Primary tillage (less than  10 cm depth),   harrowing and puddling 

are done through animal-drawn equipment,   while transplanting,   har- 

vesting and threshing are usually completly hand-made.   Broadcas- 

ting does not practically exists while the pesticides and herbicides 

distribution is usually made through hand-operated and sometimes po- 

wer operated knapsack sprayers. 

Drying made through natural méthodes and processing are at a 

primitive stage,   excluding some new big mill plants which are deve- 

loping in the frame of farmers cooperation.   Small and old huiler s 

are very popular and cause product losses of about 30%,   while the 

few and recently installed mill plants (all imported) limit their los- 

ses between 7 and 12%.   Mechanization is till units primitive stage, 

but it has proved very usefull; where machine are rationally used, 

there is a yield production increasing of 20-25%,   due both to a better 

soil preparation and to the timeliness in farm practices operations. 

2 - PfLt^_riL2liêïITLir}Ê£!}§DLi.%.ti2!> 

2. 1 - The level of agricultural mechanization is still very low and 

this is mainly due to the continous devaluation of currency which does 

: not allow farmers to purchase machines. 

I 
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The actual tractor population is around  14.000 units with a size 

of more than 40 HP and more frequently between 70 and 80 HP. Such 

population corresponds to   1.77 tractors per   1000 hectares and it has 

doubled in the last five years.   This means that only larger farms 

are   mechanized,    therefore almost   excluding,     all   paddy 

areas. 

The actual power-tillerd population is about 8-9000 units and it 

has been rising there time since  1961. 

It has not been possible to obtain exact data on the population of 

engines for agricultural purposes but it possible to hypotizize than 

their total amount is a little larger than the one of pumps and power 

operated threshers.   The centrifugal and deep will power operated 

pumps population is estimated around  100-120.000 units,   while hand 

or pedal operated models seem to be used only for domestic purpo- 

ses     The power operated threshers population amount to 9-100,000 

units.   There are also about 2.000.000 plows and 1. 500.000 harrows 

and other implements (puddlers.   levellers,   etc.)   almost all animal 

drawn and locally manufactured.   Only together with tractors and po- 

wer-tillers sales it is possible to such one are two implements con- 

nected with them. 

The population of knapsack sprayers (hand or power operated) 

amount to 80  000 units,   while small hand on micro-gasoline engi- 

ne (1, 5-3 HP) operated winders are spreading.   Hullers reach around 

8000 units,   with are average work capacity between 1 and 3 tons, h. 

Dryers are practically not existent. 

It is quite impossible to have sure information on the actual an- 

nual demand for these machines,   usually imported.   Anyway,   mar- 

ket is constantly floading and farmers - probably because of their ve- 

ry low education level - don't seem to use the credit facilities given 

by the Government to purchase machines for more than 15% of the to- 

tal machines market 

In 1971 some 1800 tractors were sold (1600 in 1968 but some ex- 
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ports talk about  1029 tractors sold in  197 1);  3500 power-tillers, a- 

bout  20.000  engines (both small  size diesel and gasoline);   10.000 

pumps;   15.000 spravers and dusters (2/3 of them hand-operated) 

and 5000 threshers. 70% of them are power operated and of the so- 

me models designed by the  Engineering Dept.   of the International 

Rice Research Institute (IRRI).   The demand for  6-8   tons per hour 

hullers is about 800-1000 units per year. 

There are no data about other machines animal demand; i« is 

only known that about 1000 plows,   500-600 harrows and 300 roto, 

tillers to be mounted on tractors and p. t. o.   driven are sold a year. 

There is also a small market for small hand or power operated win- 

ders,   while dryers demand is practically not existent,  except   the 

few ones purchased for the big mill plants whose population is con- 

tinously increasing   in the whole country.   There is are almost com- 

plete losses of request for equipment for excavating and maintenan- 

ce of irrigation and dreinage threshers and canals,   now completly 

hand-made,   and for big,  low prevalence pumps able to avoid or re- 

duce dangers of flood,   like the recently happened one. 

Because of the broad diffusion of one-room workshops all over the 

country but especially in the Luzon isle,   where the majority of peo- 

ple in concentrated,  it is impossible to have any information about 

locally manufactured animal-drawn implements for soil tillage. Prac- 

tically every farm is furnished with them. 

,* 

2. 2 - Development of annual demand an increase of mechanization a- 

re both depending on the general development policy of the country 

and on the shifting of agricultural labour to other sectors.   The sprea- 

ding out of irrigation and the consequent two crops per year will force 

a mechanization development which will go - following local experts 

feeling - through the stage of power-tillers,   being the rising of coo- 

peratives very difficul to obtain.   The very simple and low cost mo- 

dels of these machines seem to show   their limits; mainly they can't 
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plow deep enough (less than 8 cm) because of their light weight which 

inhibits to have a sufficient drawbar pull.   They can be very well used, 

on the contrary,  for puddling,  and sometimes for levelling and trans- 

ports. 

According to official informations,   the demand for 4-wheel trac- 

tors will reach,   inl975,   some 4.000 units (over 50 HP) per year and 

that for power-tillers will increase up to 7.000 units a year.   Such re- 

quest,   considering a replacement market of 8-9%,   should reach,   in 

1980,   6.000 units,   as far as tractors are concerned, and 15.000 units 

of power-tillers.  In 1980,   there will be a population of 45-50.000 trac- 

tors (5, 5 tractors per  1000 ha) and of 70-80.000 power-tillers,   with 

an average power loading referred to the total cultivated area,   of 0.4 

HP per ha. .   Such loading will still   be a very low one and will main- 

ly be concentrated - rebus sic stantibus - on a small part of the agri- 

cultural land.   An increased request for pumps - mainly centrifugal 

model - is sure,  in connection with the spreading of irrigation and, 

more in general,  of land reclamation in the different districts.   Such 

spreading should be speed up in order to eliminate or reduce the dan- 

gers for floods like the one which happened in the current year.   In 

this case,   the request for pumps could reach 15.000 units per year 

(according to our informations,  there are already 20.000 requests 

for pumps,  mostly unanswered because of the gap between demand 

and production); the size of these units should be carefully selected, 

depending on their different uses,   gradually substituting hand opera- 

ted models with small power operated ones and providing large pumps 

to Government organization and peripherical agencies,   especially whe- 

re floods can easily happen.   The future population of pumps,   therefo- 

re,   could be doubled compared to the actual one,  bringing along a ra- 

dical change of models. 

Considering threshers - more and more sophisticated compared to 

the horizontal-axle IRR I model which is rather useful at present sta- 

ge of development, too -,   demand should increase of 6-8000 units per 
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year and reach an average level of one thresher every 40-50 ha. . 

In consequence,   the increase of engines demand is going to be quite 

a good one; besides the engines needed for tractors,   in 1980 the an- 

nual demand will amount to some    30-35.000 units,   5-20 HP diesel 

model,   and about the same number of less than 5 HP gasoline ones. 

Together with this increase,   there will be a considerable develop- 

ment in the implements population,   especially for primary and  se- 

condary tillage,   with slow reduction of animal-drawn models. 

As far as drying,   storing and processing are concerned,   there 

are no sure informations.   If the development of service centers for 

paddy processing and storing,  organized in order to furnish the 

paddy cooperatives with the necessary machines and other inputs, 

takes place,   it will be necessary to study different mechanization 

models based on more productive machines than the above mentio- 

ned ones.   This concerns field   operations,   transports drying,   sto- 

ring and processing. 

This possible alternative,   which brings along the necessity for 

exact choises at a political level,  on the future of r ice-growing, of 

its mechanization and of the consequent local construction of ma- 

chines,   can be developed in a very long period of time,   at least as 

far as mechanization of agricultural  works is concerned.   It also de- 

pends on the shifting of labour from agriculture to other sectors 

(no more than 0. 4 worker per ha. ) and on the rising of wages.   A 

more developed mechanization,   with big tractors and consistent 

equipment,   in the actual conditions, could not certainly reduce -ge- 

nerally speaking - the cost of paddy production.   On the contrary, 

some transformations are possible and advisable in the processing 

field,   substituting few hundred of new big mill plants to the thou- 

sands of old and small ones now existing in the country. 

VI 

2. 3 - A rational development of mechanization on  Wet-land should 

not be b: ¡¿ed only on the increase in population of the above mentio- 
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ned machines.   This especially,if the valued trend does not rise from 

the actual and future farmers needs and a rational choice, but from a 

free and spontaneous market often imposed by the big international 

companies to farmers.   This is also proved by the gap between the 

power  size of tractors and power- tillers. 

Therefore.it is advisable,   to conduct a broad analysis on the ac- 

tual and future mechanical needs for paddy areas,   in order to reduce 

to a minimum production costs,   to obtain very  small increasement 

of labour productivity,   and to improve and to exploit in time different 

farm operations.    The main lacks,   according to analysis recently 

conducted and foreseing the suggested development of medium and 

large-scale mill plants able to take care of 400-500 ha.   each,   are : 

- use of a 14-16 HP power-tiller  which can be transformed in the ti- 

me in 4-wheel tractors adding a suitable rear-end frame to be used 

for transport,   and to be connected with sprayers,  fertilizer distri- 

butors, harrows,   puddlers,   levellers,  and,   with threshers and 

pumps; 

- use of 28-32 HF 4-wheel drives tractors,   with high clearance from 

the ground and possibility to have low-pressude tyres to be utilized 

for primary tillage (plows,   spading machines,  rototillers), for 

transport and together with bigger plant protection machines, pumps 

with a very big delivery capacity and machines for canals and tren- 

ches escavation and maintenance; 

- use of reaper binders - both self-propelled and tractor driven - a- 

ble to harvest in time,  to reduce losses and,   in the irrigated        2 

crops   per   year   areas,   to   make   soil   rapidly   ready   for   next 

tillage; 

- use of dryers,   storage equipments and modern mill plants. 

Supposing that a 14-16 HP   power-tiller can be fully   used   on 

12-15 ha.area and a 28-32 HP tractor on 20-25 ha. ,  the ideal popula- 

tion for these kinds of machines - referring to the rice growing - 

should amount to 400. 000 units,   which means  1-1.2 HP per ha. . 
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The equipment demand should obviously develop, together with 

power machines,   starting from a sale of 2-3 implements for each 

tractor or power-tillers.   The development rythm will obviously de- 

pend on the farmers average income and on the incentives which the 

Government will provide.   Right now,   the economical  situation does 

not allow farmers to spend more than 400 dollars for each farm. Me- 

chanization will,  therefore,   be very slow pacing. 

It is important to notice that all these machines -  and especially 

dryers - don't have to be completely  reprojected.but the most sim- 

ili« and rational solution is to use the experience gained by the more 

technologically advanced countries, choosing - on the basis of testing - 

the models which provide the best services in the local conditions. 

In some cases adaptation will be needed. 

In the end, repair and maintenance service - which is quite limi- 

ted right now - should be reinforced also using mobile workshops for 

normal assistance. 

3 - Manu^facjurinjt^ndustriej_and_anollary_ faciUtiej_ 

3. 1 - The industrial field contributes to G. D. P.   for about 15%,   and 

it is supposed to contribute as much as 17-18% in  1975 with an ave- 

rage annual increase of 13%,   whose 9% is referred to manufacturing 

industries and 22% to mining. 

The agricultural machine industry is at a very primitive stage and 

it is mostly constituted by small handicraft workshops with less than 

20 workers.  Especially for the most complicated machines,   assem- 

bling is made; local construction is limited to the most simple ele- 

ments and to semi-precision components and parts as far as agricul- 

tural machines,  engines and processing equipments are concerned. 

Manufacturers   looked   almost   discouraged   in   their feeling 

because,     of a   lack   of   protection   against   importation   and    be- 

cause they do not have incentives to diversify and expand their pro- 

duction.   The Board of Investments declared to accept requests - for 
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the 1971 investment plan - in order to realize : a factory to manufac- 

ture 9500 power thresherB per year; a factory to manufacture   2400 

plows,  harrows and rototillers per year and a factory for 750 dryers 

with a work capacity of 8-9 tons of paddy per day.   No requests came 

so far and this prove the discouragment we were talking about.   The 

situation is the same for realizing a factory which can produce 68.000 

gasoline engines up to  15 HP every year,   even if annual demand for 

these kinds of engines - for agricultural and extra-agricultural pur- 

poses - amount to about 60.000 units. 

3. 2 - According to the agricultural machines Manufacturers' associa- 

tion joined by the 25-30 main factories, the industrial situation can be 

summarized as follows : 

- no tractor factories,   but only 3 factories for partial assembly of 

units per year and a production amounting to 40%; a fifth factory 

for small medium  scale tractors can start to work in a few years; 

- 3 power-tiller factories,  for some 4. 500-5.000 units per year, with 

a 60-80% local content,  except for the engines completely imported 

(there are about  15 foreign companies,   at least theoretically expor- 

ting power-tillers in the country); 

- no engine manufacturers but only few factories where partial assem- 

bly of imported parts is realized; these engines are not normally u- 

sed in agriculture which is furnished by import market; 

- 5 pumps factories with a production capacity of 12-13.000 units and 

a real production of about 5.000 units per year,   with 65% local con- 

tent; 

- some power-threshers factories - with unknown capacity - with 40% 

local conten; production of horizontal-axle power operated thresher« 

very simple and efficient, IRRI model,  is starting now; 

- some factories of knap-sacks sprayers and dusters (4-5.000 units 

per year) hand operated model completely manufactured in the coun- 

try; 
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- 3 hullers factories with a production capacity of some   1. 500 units 

per year for 0.4-0.8 tons/h of paddy,   completely locally manufac- 

tured. 

By  1975 the local construction of about  10. 000 engines per year 

especially for extra-agricultural uses    - manufactured through assem- 

bly - will be  started; besides hand tools and animal drawn implements 

realized in one-room workshops scattered in the various villages,   a- 

bout  1.000-1. 500 plows and harrows with  45% local content are rea- 

lized. 

}. 4 - As far as ancillary   facilities and raw materials are  concerned 

we sill are  at the first stage of development.   All raw materials are 

practically imported while basic industries are slowlv developing; 

they - even if on a small  scale - will be able to furnish,   in few years, 

considerable helps to the  development  of such sector,   such step by 

step reducing importations.   In their development,   those  industries 

are helped by the Metal Industry Development Center (M. I. D. C. ),well 

organized and equipped.   It is advisable that its collaboration with the 

production field should become tighter than it is now.   This hope finds 

an obstacle in the small size of 90% factories.   There seem to be in 

fact,- even if some data contradict all this - about   150 foundries with 

a total production (iron,   steel,   copper alloy,   etc. ) of 200. 000 tons 

per year,   mostly steel for building industry.   Such sector  has increa- 

sed its production about 3 times in the last   10 years.   Only few facto- 

ries produce more than 2. 000 tons per year with a very low produc- 

tivity per  worker (between  1/4 and 1/6 of the european average pro- 

duction).    They totally lack organized is often very inferior (40-70%) 

to their production capacity.     To   solve   these problems and to help 

the rational development of mechanical and metallurgical industries 

the M.I. D. C. ,   which works together with the Board of Investments, 

has been strated. 

The mine production is very low compared to the  country needs; 
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in 1970-71  it produced about 2 million tons of iron,   about  175.000 

tons of copper and very small quantities of nickel and zinc. 

The increase of this production has been quite low in the last few 

years,   but broad development plans have been set for the next 5years. 

Raw materials are usually exported and exchanged with manufac- 

tured products. From  1986 to 1971,   the Board of Investments has 

planned to build : 

- 2 primary  steel factories for hot-rolled products with a total capa- 

city of 1. 100.000 tons per year; 

- 3 cold-rolled steel product facotires for 354.000 tons per year; 

- 1 aluminium smalting factory for 36. 000 tons per year. 

There  are also 3 factories of tyres for cars and trucks,   one of 

electrical   equipments for cars (including batteries),  very  small fac- 

tories producing gears,   cgains,   transmission parts for agricultural 

and industrial tractors.   In the future - besides enlarging these pro- 

duction - it should be started the manufacture of more sophisticated 

parts,   like full injection pumps and carburettors and of the most usa- 

ble metallic products for local construction of tractors and agricultu- 

ral machines. 

It should be noticed the peculiar spreading out of many small and 

medium scale factories of jeepneys used for public transportation, 

showing a considerable ingeniousness on the part of local population 

(many parts are completely realized without any machine tool) and 

offering an interesting possibility   of development and facilities for 

future construction of agricultural machines and tractors to be rea- 

lized by small scale factories. 

3, 4 - The analysis which has been conducted on the country actual situa- 

tion - while it shows the positive evolution in the last 5 years -points 

out the lacks of balance still existing in the country and the lack of 

sure trends to be followed in the agricultural machines production 

and in the ancillary industries development,   which at present are not 
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supported and protected enough. 

This has to be particularly emphasized for small-scale industries, 

whose production should be encouraged and supported especially from 

a technical production should be encouraged and supported especially 

from a technical point of view; models and sizes of machines should 

be based on standardization and on the best production capacity able 

to obtain low production costs in the frame of economics of scale. 

This can be obtained through a better cooperation among manufac- 

turers and a more specific production specialization.   As far as the 

production of agricultural machines is concerned,   it seems useful to 

recomand the realization of : 

- a unit for the production of 14-16 HP power-tillers and 28-32 HP 

tractors- both 2 and 4 wheel drives - with high clearance,   possibly 

articuled,   simple,   strong and a low cost,   equipped with p. t. o. ,   3 

points linkage mechanical operated,  low pressure tyres; such ma- 

chines should be provided with consistent implements for : prima- 

ry and secondary tillage,   plant protection,   maintenance an excava- 

ting of trenches and canals for irrigation and dreinage; 

- a unit to produce reaper binders - both self-propelled and tractor 

driven - simple and strong; the self-propelled ones (width of ent 

1. 50 m); should be furnished with 8-12 HP engines; 

- a unit for the production of diesel engines completely standardized 

on the basis of the concept of design and construction of "engines 

families",   to be used on the above mentioned machines; 

- a unit   to produce trailers for the above mentioned tractor,  mobile 

dryers and mobile workshops. 

It is also suggested : 

- a greater technical assistance in the pumps production sector; ma- 

terial control; standardization and size choices on the basis of agri- 

cultural purposes,   in reference to the dreinage needs and coherent 

to the above mentioned "engines families"; 

- a development of facilities for heat treatments and quality control 

^ 
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of production,  and cost analysis,   in order to define the production 

capacities in   the frame of the more economies manufacturing also 

in small-scale industries sector. 

The annual production capacity of these industries will be natu- 

rally decided on the basis of internal requests (connected with the 

mechanization policy,  farms rearrangement; introduction of modern 

farm practicies which Government will furnish in favour of mecha- 

nization  development) and of the above mentioned choice of the most 

economical productions. 

4. 1 -  The actual 4-year plan (1972-1975) is completely reviewing 

because of the damages due to recent floods.  In order to repair the- 

se damages an UN help has been asked to realize the broad regimen 

and water defense plans,   in the areas where these phenomenous 

happen more easily with the use of high capacity and low head pumps 

and of excavating and maintening canals machines. 

The plan itself,   anyway,  gives the priority to the rural reform 

that means : to extend     crops to new areas, to   distribute lands 

properly, and to increase production (reduction of products losses and 

timely execution of agricultural operations). All this is leading to a 

slow but constant development of mechanization,  giving a priority to 

soil tillage,   irrigation and processing. 

It     is    planned an increase in the training courses for mecha- 

nico-agricultural technicians to meet farmers' necessities.   To 

spread mechanization,  money will be lent for no more than 100 

dollars per ha. ,  to be paid back in 10 years and at 9% interest. This 

money can be borrough for developing irrigation, buying selected 

seeds fertilizers and other inputs..   However farmers use these faci- 

lities on a very small-scale. 

4. 2 - There are about 40 agricultural high schools,  20 colleges and 
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5 universities specializing in agriculture, but the research in this 

sector is mainly conducted by the Engineering Division of the Colle- 

ge of Agriculture in Luzon (Philippines University) • which is also 

equipped with a workshop able to manufacture simple prototypes for 

machines - and by the Central Mindanao University in southern Phi- 

lippines. 

There is also the Engineering Department of the International 

Rice Research Institute (IRRI),  whose staff is composed by 43 peo- 

ple,   which is conducting a very interesting and lively activity in the 

research, prototypes construction,   semplification and adaptation of 

machines to the local conditions and,  obviously,  to the general condi- 

tions of south-eastern Asia.   This department is equipped with a sec- 

tion charged to study the economical problems of mechanization. 

In the design of machinery, the Institute engages in applied re- 

search and in the development of suitable prototypes for rice-gro- 

wing which, once tested and approved,  are released without royal- 

ties to interested parties for manufacture.  Actually the most impor- 

tant studies concern : threshing; drying through different systems 

and realization of prototypes of stripper-harvesters. It has been 

studied how to improve a very simple and light power-tiller,  which 

is already produced, together with the project of a 40-45 HP 4-wheel 

tractor, mostly utilizing the local extragricultural mechanical pro- 

ducts, in order to manufacture a machine as cheap as possible. The 

level of studies and researches la this Institute is already very wall 

known and its function can not certainly be substituted right now. It 

could possibly     extend its re se Arch activity, in cooperation with fac- 

tories, in order to make local production more rational and to study 

the problems concerning the economies of ocal« of die production it- 

self. 

4. 3 - There is very much to do in the field of technical training of 

farmers and of the organisation, on a broad basis, both of the exten- 
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•ion and after-sales service.   Concerning these matters,  there are 

valuable organizations.   They should be developed to improve e cono, 

my. 

4. 4 - Starting from what we said above,  deep studies concerning the 

possible models of agricultural development should be done,   toge- 

ther with the best mechanization levels in order to furnish precise 

informations to the industrial sectors,   also defining priorities. The 

research and experimental centers,   the training courses for farmers, 

the extension, repair and maintenance centers should be improved. 

5 " Fi)iÍ£li2wAri1
=Líl\i»tJÍ§IiiíAtion 

5. 1 - The Government is interested in developing the industrializa- 

tion in the country.  Anyway,the planned development is difficult to be 

realized because of the incertainty of the market and the money deva- 

luation going on now. 

5. 2 - The Government offers big incentives like facilities in realizing 

new investments with 5 years loans at a very low interest, tax exemp- 

tions,  anti-dumping protections,   accelerated depreciation,  custom 

exemptions for capital equipment and spare parts,   remittance of ear- 

nings and rempatriation of investment out of the country,  deduction 

of organisational and preoperating expenses,   etc..  These facilities 

vary according to the different industrial fields,   and to the fact a fac- 

tory to be or not to be classified as pione er.  Some of the solutions 

presented in chapter 3 certainly belong tò this category. 

The Government wants to help especially small and medium sca- 

le industrie« with very small amount of investments,  equipment and 

which can employ many people,  according to vertical integration sys- 

tem.  Various forma of cooperation are favoured and, in certain ca- 

•es, pushed. 
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5. 3 - To technically and financially help the development of the me- 

chanical industry the above mentioned M.I. D. C.   has been started re- 

cently; its organization looks complete and efficient,   even if the rela- 

tions among small and medium scale agricultural machine factories 

are not too close.   These relations should be developed,   together with 

the ones with IRRI,   in order to make any technical action of improve- 

ment and quality control on the production more active and to define, 

in the different fields,  the most economical production dimensions. 

6 - Çon£lusions_ 

It should be reminded the country aspectations for technical sup- 

ports from UNIDO in order to facilitate the water regimen and the 

dreinage especially because of the last floods.   At the same time it 

is useful  - to help a rational development of mechanization for paddy- 

growing and to choose the right kinds of machines to be locally manu- 

factured - to reccomand UNIDO assistance in the following specific 

sectors : 

1 - to assist the Government and the manufacturers,   in connection 

with M.I. D. C.   in the studies concerning standardization and uni- 

fication of agricultural machines local production especially for 

small-scale industries,   taking as a basis the need for the most 

economical production. Team of 2 UNIDO experts * an agricultural 

machinery engineer and a small-scale industry expert; duration, 

6 months each; course of the mission 1973. 

2 - to assist the Government,   in connection with M.l. D. C. ,   to plan 

and realize new factories for the production,through joint ventu- 

res,  of the machines mentioned in chapter 3,   deciding the econo- 

mical scales of production,  the models,  the standardization level 

and the local content.   Team of 2 UNIDO experts : an agricultural 

machinery engineer and an industrial economist; duration,   8 

months each; course of the mission 1975. 

Before sending the above mentioned experts off,   it is suggested to 

m 
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promote 2 fellowships lasting 6 months each,   in order to send 2 me- 

chanical engineers abroad to used later as counterpart for the propo- 

sed experts. 

f 
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PERSONS   MET 

1 - Mr. T.HARDING - UNDP,   Res.   Rep. ,  Manila 

2 - Mr. W   JONES - UNIDO Senior Adviser,   Manila 

3 - Mr. A. V.KHAN - Head,   Agricultural Engineering Dept.   - IRRI, 

Los Banos 

4 - Mr. F, E.NICHOLS - Machinery Evaluation Engineer- IRRI,   Los 

Banos 

5 - Mr. B.DUFF - Agricultural Economist - IRRI,   Los Banos 

6 - Mr. A. V.ARIZABAL - Acting Director - M.I.D. C. ,   Rizal 

7 - Mr. F DUGAL - UNIDO Project Manager - M. I. D. C. ,   Rizal 

8 - Mr. R. R. DERRICK - Project Manager - B. O. I.   Technical Assis- 

tance Project under UNDP Special Funds,   Rizal 

9 - Mr  R. SULIT - Metal Industry Development  Center,   Rizal (coun- 

terpart) 

10 - Mr. A. MANDARIN - Metal Industry Development Center, Rizal 

11 - Mr. B. De PADUA - Chairman of Engineering Department-Colle- 

ge of Agriculture,   Los Banos 

12 - Mr. S. CÁNDALES - Professor of rice processing plant - Colle- 

ge of Agriculture,   Los Banos 

13 - Mr.R. F. QUEBRAL - Assistant Director - Industry Progr. Offi- 

ce - Presidential Economic Staff,  Manila 

14 - Mr. A. C. ELEFANO - V. Director National Economic Council, 

Manila 

15 - Mr.E. P. AGRAVANTE - Manager - Rice Central Project - Borro. 

meo Corporation,   Binan 

16 - Mr. E. A. UICHANCO - V. President Agrie. Division - GAMI,  Ma- 

nila 

17 - Mr. J. C. CAUBANG - Manager - Marsteel Corp. , Manila 

18 - Mr. A. A. ABANILLA - Manager Plant Ind. Eng. Dept.  - Marsteel 

Corp. ,  Manila 

19 - Mr. R. BOLINAS - Manager - Seacom Ind. Corp. ,  Quezon City 
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20 - Mr. C. FOLLOSCO - Manager Ford Philippines,   Manila 

21 - Mr  R. LUHOZ Jr.  - President Kalayear Eng. Co. Inc. ,   Makati 

Rizal 

22 - Mr. F. N. CERVANTES - President  Bormaheco Inc.,  Makati Rizal 

23 - Mr. T. K. KATIGBAK - President Agrie. Mach. Distribution Asso- 

ciation,  Manila 

24 - Mr.T.E. PARPANA - Owner of the Parpana Machinery Manuf. Co. , 

Manila 

25 - Mr. U.P. SAPTANGCO - President of the Philippines Machinery 

Manufacturing Association,  Manila 

26 - Mr. U. VIRAY - Board of Investment,  Manila 

27 - Mr. R.AQUINO - Agricultural Productivity Commission,   Quezon 

City 

28 - Mr. C. VIAPLANA - President Oberly Co. - Manufacturer,   Manila 

29 - Mr. T.MENDOZA - Administrator Irrigation and Service Unit, 

Manila 

30 - Mr.N. E. MARASIGAN - Manager U.S.Engineering Co.,  Meycanayon 

31 - Mr. A.C. JORDANA - V.Pres.   Tropical Distributions Inc. ,  Makati 

Rizal 

32 - Mr. W.COLE - President International Harvester Phil. , Manila 

33 - Mr.R.A. TULIO - Pres. Mindanao Progress Corp. ,   Quezon City 
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SUMMARY 

1 -  The development of rice-growing in the country is proposed,   for 

the most part,   in terms of improvement in production (better seeds, 

wider fertilization,  improvement of agronomical practices,   better 

soil preparation) and reduction of losses presently taking place in 

processing.  It seems that it will be possible to double present pro- 

duction in fifteen years. 

2 -  The present population of tractors is of about 30.000 units and 

of power-tillers only 4.000 units.   Both machines serve essentially 

for primary and secondary tillage and for transport.  Mechanization 

of the other operations necessary for the development of paddy is 

practically non-existent. 

The development of mechanization of paddy areas is expected to 

be slow.    There is still an excess of labour and the development must 

come about essentially by forms of cooperative use of machines. 

Given'he emphasis which is intended for double harvests,  mechani- 

zation must provide mainly for primary and secondary tillage and 

harvesting,  by the spreading of suitable machines.   This is so despi- 

te the necessity of resolving the problems of drying,   storing,  pro- 

cessing and transport. 

Yet it is possible to predict a yearly demand for tractors of about 

8-9.000 units in   1980,   and for power-tillers of about 6-8.000 units. 

The demand for engines and pumps would be much higher.   For each 

of these machines a demand of 150.000-200.000 units a year is fore- 

seen,  in  1980. 

The low development of the current demand for tractors (which is 

actually in retrogression) demonstrates the inadequacy of the models 

on the market to real needs.   Therefore,   it seems useful to advise 

that a 8-12 HP power-tiller (simple,  durable and p. t. o.  equipped) 

and a 25-30 HP tractor (both two and four-wheel drives,   articulated, 

simple and low cost) be used.   Both of these machines would be used 
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with mould-board plows,  harrows,   puddlers,  levellers,   broadcasters, 

fertilizer distributors,   sprayers and trailers.   These last machines 

could be usefully equipped with driving-axle operated on p. t. o.  to 

couple them to the power-tillers.  In the fixed equipment sector,  the 

use of power operated threshers of the IRRI model and mobile dryers 

of small to medium capacity is recommended as well as the diffusion 

of modern storing and mill plants (not to serve single farms but coo- 

peratives or entire villages). 

Finally,   it is to recommend the use of small  self-propelled rea- 

per binder   if possible,  to be attached to multipurpose above mentio- 

ned power-tillers, 

3 - The level of local production of farm machines is low. Industrial 

activity is in fact limited to three factories for the assembly of trac- 

tors,  two small workshops for the production of a few hundred very 

simple 2 and 4-wheel power-tillers,   one factory for the manufacture 

of two cycle engines,   and some one-room workshops which produce 

small equipment providing for single villages.  Nevertheless local 

production is to be encouraged,   in   connection   with   wellestabli- 

•hed   and   reputed   foreign  manufacturers.    Initially they would be 

involved in assembly only, but progressively would develop local con- 

tent.   These factories would produce 8-12 HP gear-transmissioned 

power-tillers equipped with p. t. o. ,  provided with plows,  harrows, 

rototillers, puddlers,  «prayers and driving axle trailers; 5-30 HP 

engines,   strictly standardized; centrifugal pumpst  and power operated 

threshers and dryers. 

A study should be made on the feasibility of an assembly plant for 

a 25-30 HP tractor,  both two and four-wheel drive. 

4 - Ancillary industries and raw material« are practically on a primi- 

tive stage,  and there are plan   for notable increases,  but not such a« to 

render the country   «elf-sufficient within the next 25-30 years. 

«S 
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5 - Research and experimentation in agricultural machines are limi- 

ted to the Engineering Division of the Rice Department.   This depart- 

ment could be very profitably developed to contribute to the rational 

development of the sector,  especially in the area of standardization, 

prototypes construction,  adaptation and testing of machines, making 

use wherever possible of experience acquired in technologically advan- 

ced countries.   Finally the development of an efficient organization for 

repair and maintenance,   spare parts production,  extension service and 

technical education for farmers are all essential to progress in this 

field. 

T 

I 

6 - The government grants loans to farmers at low interest rates for 

the purchase of farm machines and tractors.   That policy should be re. 

viewed and better set up establishing precise priorities and allowing 

longer credit terms. 

7 - The government intends to encourage the development of small- 

scale industries with particular regard to those adapted for location 

in rural areas and for use of local labor and raw materials. To that 

end the government grants particular credit and fax facilities. 
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1. I - The total   arable area is estimated at about  14. 200.000 hectares, 

12. 170.000 of which are cultivated,   representing about 24% of the 

whole surface of the  country. 

Cereals cover about 70% of the cultivaed area,   and paddy  alone 

covers 55% of the  whole. 

It doesnt  seem  that paddy area has increased in recent years,   e- 

ven though rice  remains the basic  food of the  country.   However,   its 

production,   has increased.    Today  it  reaches   I J. 000. 000 tons in  com- 

p J ri son to 9. SOU. UDO  tons in  i960.    Therefore,   the average yeld pro- 

duction corresponds to about  I, 6 tons/hectare.   In some areas,   howe- 

ver, it reaches peaks of about 2. 5-2. 6 tons/hectare. 

Irrigated area covers  16% of the cultivated one.   This area is in- 

creasing steadely  thanks to a vast government  development plan of 

hydraulic works for water-ways regulation during the wet season. 

The surface on which two crops (both rice,   or rice and another 

crop) a year are performed covers  10% of the paddy area. 

The development of the paddy yeld production is followed by go- 

vernment authorities,   and by research centers.   The present econo- 

mic development plan foresees an   average annual increase in pro- 

duction of 1. b%,   which will decrease to (). 5%  from   1975-76 on.   On 

the contrary,   the  Agricultural Research Center of Chaynat is more 

optimistic.   They predict the possibility of doubling production in a 

shorter time (10-15 years) if the useofnew more productive and ca- 

pable of a greater response to use of fertilizers varieties becomes 

general.  Fertilisers are now being used at the rate of 15-20 kg/ha. . 

Their use in rice-growing is much less and depends on the farmers 

yearly income,   which is affected by the influence on the crops of 

atmospheric conditions.   This is true even though the use of fertili- 

zers has increased about seven times in the last ten years. 

About 12% of the  rice produced is now exported. 

Agricultural land is divided up among 3. 400. 000 farms,   72% of 

V     , 
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These   have   a   size   of   less than 4 ha. ,     though   together   they  co- 

ver about 40% of the cultivated area.   The  average size of farms is 

of about 4.2 ha...   Paddy area is characterized by a a subsistence in- 

come level farming.   The average size of a paddy farm is about  3. 5 

ha..   Fragmentation is not frequent,   and on the whole,plots are good- 

sized at least  on the central plain. 

1.2 -   The total population of Thailand is  37.800.000 inhabitant s. Mo- 

re than  38% constitutes the active population. 

About  76% of the  active  population is  employed in the primary 

sector (agriculture,   forestry,  hunting and  fishing). About 70% of the 

active population is occupied in agriculture,   which means 0.9  workers 

per hectare    of cultivated land.   In the peak agricultural operations 

periods,   there is a shortage of farm labor. 

The population increasing is high,   .lust begun is a vast family 

planning programme which should bring the annual increase to not 

more than 2. 5% per year,   by 1975.  However,   for the next five years, 

it is predicted that there will be an increase in absolute number of 

active population in agriculture of circa  1. 5 million.   This,  despite 

the fact that in percentage there will be a decrease. 

1. 3 -  The per capita G. D. F. is about $   150 per year,   whereas the 

gross average income of rural people seems to be about $ 80 per 

year.   Agricultural production represents 29. 5% of the G, D.P. , and 

has increased in the last five years,  about 4. 1% a year (rcfering to 

constant money value).   This has come about through the maize and 

• ' industrial crops development.  The 5-year s economic development 

plan foresees,  for agricultural production value,  an average yearly 

increase of 4. 6%.   The increase for the paddy production would be 

less.   For other products,   in fact,  yearly increases (referring to 

constant money value) varying from 5 to 24%  are predicted.   At the 

same time the average general rate of increase of the G. I). P.   is 

i 
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predicted as 7% per annum. 

The plan gives wide priority to the development of agriculture, 

especially through irrigation plans,  spreading of selected seeds and 

fertilizers.   But this especially for areas other than paddy.  Hints ha- 

ve been made also to the consequent development of mechanization. 

1.4 - Almost all the farm work connected with rice-growing is now 

performed by hand systems or  with the aid of bullocks or buffalos. 

However,   in paddy areas in which broadcasting is practiced 

(1.200.000 hectares corresponding to about  18% of the whole paddy 

area) primary tillage is almost completely mechanized,  by renting 

of 60-75 HP tractors.  Use of simple power-tillers and small trac- 

tors is spreading slowly.   They are usually property of single far- 

mers and their main   use is for secondary tillage.   All other work 

is performed by hand or with animals aid,  threshing included. 

Drying is carried on by natural methods,  and storage is quite pri- 

mitive.   Losses during harvesting, transport,  threshing,   stocking 

and processing are estimated at around 25-28%. 

Processing is in an evolution stage.  Old small huilers,  which 

cause losses valued at not less than 20%,   are gradually being sub- 

stituted with modern mill plants.   The solution of that problem has 

high priority in the government plans. 

2 - Patte_rn_of farm rneçhaniza_tion_ 

2. 1 - Mechanization of paddy is still at the primitive stage, and 

particular incentives for its increasing are not planned, outside 

those formulated in the current 5-year development plan. In addi- 

tion, many experts are of the opinion that paddy will be the last 

area to be mechanized, and that as complete mechanization is un- 

thinkable before the next 20-30 years. This is true even though 

aids to support of the rice price are planned,   along with facilita- 

it 

d 
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ted credits to purchase fertilizers, pumps and other labor-saving 

equipment.   The role of mechanization to improve soil preparation, 

and timing for seasonability of activities,  is recognized,   with its 

* consequent economic advantages.   To point out this  situation ,  the 

Royal Thai Government published in  1969 a Coordinated Industry 

f Study Projects,  the conclusions of which still seem valid. 

Of the total farm population,   only  3. 2% normally use machines 

and tractors,   and  11. 6% use either animals drawn equipment or 

occasionally tractors.   The remainder avails itself of  hand power. 

In particular,  tractors are used on 5.9% of farms,   threshers on 

1. 9% and sprayers on 4. 4%. 

The present population of riding tractors is about 30. 000 units 

(17. 500 in 1967 and 234 in 1957).  Each tractor works on an avera- 

ge of more than 1000 hours a year,   escpecially in the primary tilla- 

ge.   These tractors are generally rented by the individual farmers. 

The present tractor density results of two units/1000 ha; the an- 

nual demand is valued at 4.000 units (90% of a medium size 50-70 

HP,   and the remaining 10% for that of 10-15 HP).   These are impor- 

ted and of 27 different brands,   seven suppliers dominate market.  The 

fact that it is tractors of medium size which are presently and increa- 

singly demanded confirms the tendency not to mechanize paddy on the 

•ingle farms level unless for the far future.  It is 10-12 HP tractors 

(very simple and locally manufactured) that are mainly used in paddy 

farms. 

The population of crawler tractors is estimated at 5000 units. The- 

se are used for particular industrial crops for soil preparation, in 

T connection with the irrigation projects development,  or for extra-agri- 

cultural purposes. 

*- There are about 4000 5-7 HP power-tillers,   the annual demand 

for which is   estimated at 1200-1500 units. Most of these are impor- 

ted from four Japanese manufacturers,  while a few hundred units per 

year are locally produced in a very simple form. 
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Precise figures for the existing population of engines,   pumps 

and other  .»gricultural machines are not available.   However it is 

known that the demand for 3-10 HP engines was for 60.000 units in 

1971,  more than 80% for gasoline    model,   2 6.000 pumps  were  sold 

in the same year,   of which 20. 000 were centrifugal-power operated 

models.   Pumps in use are imported,   and only partly assembled lo- 

cally. 

In addition     there     oxis   the following tractor drawn equipment : 

100.000 mould board and disc plows;  35.000 harrows;  1.000  rotary 

hoes and cultivators and a few thausand trailers,   in part locally 

manufactured.   Animal drawn plows,   harrows and puddlers locally 

manufactured and plowing for a depth of not more than 10-12 cm are 

very popular. 

The population of power operated threshers,   sowing machines 

and fertilizer distributors is estimated at a few hundred all together. 

Yet the use of hand knapsack sprayers seems general. 

In 1970 there was a demand fev : 

- 12.000 imported and 5000 local manufactured plowsjboth tractor and 

animal drawn; 

- 27. 000 hand and power operated knapsack sprayer»,  and 26.000 

dusters,   almost all imported; 

- 100 power operated imported threshers. 

Further,   a few tens of seed and fertilizer distributors were impor- 

ted and there was a demand for 400-500 trailers. 

The replacement market is estimated to be about 8-9% per year. 

Dryers are practically non-existent.   There are only about 20.000 

hullers,   5. 000 of which work on a good productive and qualitative 

standards (less than 10% loss).   The annual demand for the latter is 

of a few tens. 

A few attempts are being made to employ self-propelled trans- 

planters, reaper binders and combine-harvesters in rice.growing 

(other than in underwater cultivation in flooded areas).  Attempts 

»*•     . 
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(perhaps premature) are also being made at seeds and fertilizers 

distribution by plain. 

On the whole,   and in conclusion,   it is necessary to note that the 

* above-mentioned machines are most often used for crops other than 

paddy.   Only on the central plain,   where farms are fairly big and the- 

f re  is a shortage of labour,   the renting of tractors connected with 

plows and harrows is practiced to some extent. 

2. 2 - The future development of mechanization and therefore predic- 

tions of the demand for tractors and agricultural machines,   are un- 

certain. 

According to official estimates,  the demand for tractors in 1975 

should be almost double,and by  1980 triple the present demand. This 

would correspond to an annual demand of about  12.000 units and a 

population more than 120.000 un-"ts. 

Such predictions seem rather optimistic.   More probably there 

will be approximately 60.000-80.000 tractors in  1980,   correspon- 

ding to about 5-6 tractors/ 1000 ha..   Newertheless,   the government 

agencies are thinking of an optimal density of about 8 tractors/1000 

ha.,  corresponding to an average power installation of 0. 5 HP/ha. . 

Just why this density,  which seems rather low,   was chosen as opti- 

mal is unclear.  It is held,   in fact,  that the density at an advanced 

country development stage,   cannot be below 1-1.2 HP/ha..   These 

figures are derived from the experience of more advanced countries 

and correspond to about 18-20 tractors (which must be of smaller 

size than the present ones) per 1000 ha.. 

T Total population which probably cannot be reached before the next 

25-30 years,   will be of about 300*350.000 tractors.  However, gi- 

* ven such assumptions, it is to be recommanded that a deep study be 

undertaken to choose models and sizes of tractors most suitable for 

the various crops and farm structures, taking into account the strict 

connection between power of tractors and work-capacitv.  It is to be 
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noted,  in that regard,  that there is a need for small and medium si- 

zed models (strong,   simple and low-cost) which result optimal(espe- 

cially in the first stage of mechanization) from a technical and eco- 

nomical point of view,   even for primary and secondary tillage,   as 

long as theu have adherence inef. 

A few hundred power-tillers presently are locally manufactured 

in an extremely simple form,   but one adapted to the present stage 

of evolution of paddy mechanization.   Future demand for power- 

tillers is estimated ad 4000 units per year in  1975,   and 6000-8000 

units in   1980. 

Therefore in 1980 there should be a total population of about 

30. 000-40. 000 power-tillers. 

The demand for diesel and gasoline engines is increasing,   and 

it is estimated to rise to about 150. 000 units per year by 1980, 

Estimates for pumps are incertain.   The annual demand is predicted 

as of about 200.000 units per year by 1980. 

At the same time with the tractors and power-tillers population 

development,  an increase for implements is predicted especially for 

primary and secondary tillage,  seeding, fertilizers and anti-parasi- 

tes distribution and for transport. 

No mention is made,  however to the paddy mechanization deve- 

lopment.   This despite the fact that mechanization seems of primary 

importance in terms of timing for seasonability and of reduction of 

loases,  especially for the «mall and medium sized farms which ha- 

ve the highest yield productions. 

Notable development is forecast for power operated threshers 

(a useful model for which is the rotating drive,  IRRI type) and equip- 

ment for drying, processing and storing of paddy.   The goal of this 

development is reduction of present losses.  Government seems par- 

ticularly interested in the spreading and qualitative improvements of 

these machines. 

For all those machines there ar« no figurss or estimates as to 

4 
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predictions for annual demand. 

After sale service seems neglected and the inefficiency of repair 

and maintenance and spare-parts supplies are lamented. 

Î 

2. 3 - As has been already noted,  predictions for mechanization de- 

velopment pratically ignore paddy areas.   The possibility,   which 

exists,   of a small to medium scale mechanization to be introduced in- 

to these areas should be taken into consideration.   This mechanization 

would be geared toward : improving the work performed,   reducing hu- 

man wireness and increasing timeliness of agricultural practices,ma- 

king    at the same time limited increases in labor productivity.   This 

could be based on the use of power-tillers and of small and medium 

size tractors,   improving on what small,   local workshops have alrea- 

dy started   to produce. 

Therefore it seems useful    to recommend that use of the follo- 

wing equipment be taken into consideration : 

- in the tractor sector : 8-1 2 HP power-tillers,   simple and durable 

with gear transmission to be usefull for small farmers; 25-30 HP 

tractors,  both two and four-wheel drives,  manageable,   simple,  with 

p. t. o, ,  mechanical driven three points linkage,   high clearance from 

the ground,   and very low pressure tyres and cage-wheels; 

- in the agricultural machinery and implements sector,   above all a 

problem of   standardization imposes it self for the choice of the 

following : mould-board plows,  harrows,   puddlers,  levellers, broad- 

casters and fertilizer distributors,   sprayers  and trailers,   of suita- 

ble size to be connected both to mentioned above power-tillers and 

tractors.   Trailers for power-tillers  could be conveniently equipped 

with driving axle operated by p. t. o. ,  by which farmers be provided 

simple,   sufficiently rapid and rational systems for transport of 

their inputs and outputs.   The use of simple self-propelled reaper 

binders (possibly attachable to power-tillers) is also recommanded. 

So is the use of power-operated medium size threshers,   according 
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with the models currently under study at the Engineering Department 

of 1RRI.   Experiments on spading machines could be  carried out pro- 

fitably,   as when they are adapted to soil conditions,   these machines 

can solve many of the traction problems in paddy  fields. 

Finally,   in the processing sector it is to be recommended choice 

and spreading of mobile small and medium sizes dryers,   and general 

reneval of the existing hullers,   creating modern  mill centers which 

would drastically reduce production losses and guarantee efficient 

paddy and rice conservation. 

Simultaneously with the gradual development of this type of me- 

chanization,  it is advisable to arrange consistent development of an 

efficient   after-sale service whith particular regard to repair and 

maintenance and supply of spare parts.   Such a service could be pro- 

vided on the basis of   mobile workshops for ordinary operations, The- 

se workshops would operate out of completely equipped centers,  at 

which courses for technical training of farmers and tractor mechanics 

could be carried on. 

About the possible increase of the demand for the machines (trac- 

tors,  etc. ),   supposing that a rational mechanization based on opti- 

mal use of the machines themselves could come about in the next 

30 years,   it is possible to forsee an initial annual demand of 1800- 

2000 units per item.   This yearly demand would increase to level of 

10-12.000 units with a replacement market rate of 10-12%.  Each 

tractor could be initially equipped with two implements. 

Machines for irrigation (pumps and machinés for excavation and 

upkeeping of trenches and canals) are very important to be used. 

Infact does not seem that the sector has been sufficiently studied in <3# 

terms of rational choice of models and sizes. 

A development of such machines seems of highest priority espe- 

cially with regard to the goals of the green revolution and to the irri- 

gation development programs. 

<f 
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3 - ManufacturjLng_i_ndus_tries and_ancillary_facilitie_s 

3. 1 - The industrial sector contributes  16.9% to the (;. I). F. An in- 

crease to 17. 6% is predicted for the end of the current five-year plan, 

with an yearly increase of 9. 2% in the five year period (refering to 

constant money value). 

Essentially that development will be based on private invest- 

ment,   helped by the government which has planned forms of incenti- 

ves and aids. 

Mining sector is predicted to increase 8. \% per year. 

3. 2 <• The sector of agricultural machines and tractors manufactu- 

rers is very limited.   There are in fact,  only two factories for the 

assembly of tractors.   There production has recently decreased to a 

level of less than 850-900 units per year,  though their capacity is 

of about 3000 units. Thereisalsoa third factory for assembly and 

partial production of 1 50-60 HP tractors; gasoline engines up to 6 

HP; 3-12 HP diesel engines and water pumps. However,  it seems 

that this plant at present restricts its activity to assembly only a 

limited number of tractors. 

In addition there are two small workshops for the construction 

of small   10-12 HP tractors,  extremely simple,  with belt and chain 

transmission,   and two forward speeds.   Such machines,  which use 

imported diesel engines,  are produced at 200-250 units a year, 

and can be uaed most economically in paddy areas precisely because 

of their simplicity.  For paddy they are equipped with small plows, 

harrows and trailers. However, their sale price is disproportiona- 

tely high with regard to their effective performance,  due to the li- 

mited production and the low productivity of labour.Such industries 

should be encouraged and guided with suitable technical assistence 

for the improvement and expansion of their   output,  in the above 

mentioned directions. 
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There is also a small workshop for a 9 HP power—tiller s manu- 

facturing. This workshops har a production capacity of about 1.000 

units per year.   This  small factory restricts itself practically,like 

the two preceding tractor plants,   to the manufacture of bodies of f>»  , 

rnelded and soldered plate,   metal wheels,   and  steering parts, 

supplying itself of all the remaining more-sophisticated parts from 

abroad. 

The only existing engines manufacturer produces 2 cycles types 

with power between 3 and 45 HP,   not standardized (each model has 

different bore and stroke)-   and rotating at maximum at between 

4000 and 5000 r. p. m. .   The present production is of about   12.000 

units per year, 70% of which are of 10-15 HP  sizes.   This plant is 

presently expanding to arrive at a maximum production of 30.000 

units per year. 

The local production of pumps in small size models reaches 

30.000 units per year.   There are four mein fa» tories which produ- 

ce between 3.000 and 6. 000 units a year each and another twenty or 

so small factories (one-room workshops) with a yearly production 

of "00-1000 units each.  Engines to couple with said and also larger 

capacity     pumps are imported. 

There are,  finally,   16 small factories of huiler s for a total pro- 

duction of 2. 500 units per year,  other than a few tens of small in- 

dustries for the production of animal drawn plows and hand knap- 

sack sprayers (1000/year),  harrows,  puddlers and hand tools.   The 

production capacity in the plows sector is estimated at around 5. 000 

units per year.   To study deeply the problem of rice mills,  govern- 

ment already requested the UNIDO assistance. /** 

There are no exact predictions on the development of this sector, 

all being entrusted to private initiative.   However,  it is manifest in- Sr 

tention of the government policy to help industrial development, espe- 

cially in the agricultural machines and rice mills sectors, favorising 

the creation of small-scale industries. 
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3. 3 - Ancillary industries,   are practically non-existent with the 

exception of three tubes and tyres factories.   Locally made batteries 

are available,  but not used by the  existing tractors. 

The production of machine tools is non-existent as well    that 

of basic raw materials  (iron,   steel,   copper,   aluminium,    coal, 

etc. ) is limited to a few tens of thousands of tons a year.   At present, 

no steel  section,  sheets or plates are being produced in the country. 

However,   there are   a few foundries,  in general of small si/.e, apart 

from two new factories,   recent installed in cooproduction with ano- 

ther Asian country.   These two steel mills should double their  current 

production by 1976. 

The base metal industries represent only  1% of the total value 

of industrial production,   while the metallic industries represent 

1. 5%. 

The five-year development plan foresees an annual increment of 

about 8% in this sector.  In particular, the development will be aimed 

at the small-scale industries, to be set up outside the greater Bang- 

kok area. 

3. 4 - There is not in the country,  at present,   an adequate support 

for basic industry. However,  due to the almost     total import   of 

machines, the ingenuity of people and its propensity for mechanical 

work,  it is to be recommended the installation of a few small facto- 

ries in the sector of amali-scale mechanisation. Initially, these 

would be only for assembly,  but with a progressive contribution in 

the time of local content.  This could be undertaken, particularly in 

the sector of : 10-12 HP power-tillers, with plows, rototillers, 

puddlers, sprayers and trailers of appropriate sizes; 5-30 HP die- 

sel engines, with a deep standardization of single component parts; 

centrifugal pumpt, 

Other machines which seem interesting for local production, gi- 

ven also their relatively simple construction,  are threshers,mobile 
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dryers with a production of 6-8 ton per day of paddy,and mobile works- 

shops. 

Local manufacture of such machines (studied through beforehand 

in technical and productive terms) must come about in cooperation 

with reputed,  well established foreign manufacturers. 

The development of such production (to which could be added the 

assembly of a 25-30 HP tractor,   both two and four-wheel drives)asks 

for preliminary analysis of the market and of costs and scales of pro- 

duction.   These studies  should define the optimum production levels, 

the needs of investment   and the models and sizes of the different ma- 

chines.  In the same time it is necessary to help the development, di- 

versification and production improvement of the existing small manu- 

facturers. 

It is possible roughly hypothisize an initial production of 3.000- 

4.000 power-tillers,   7-8.000 agricultural machines and implements, 

10-15.000 pumps,   1000-1200 threshers and 300-400 dryers and mobi- 

le workshops a year. 

To help manufacturers strengthening the existing research equip- 

ment   seems   necessary   to   create   an    agricultural     machi- 

nes and tractors design,   standardization,  adaptation and testing unit. 

In this frame   it is recommended to use the experience already acqui- 

red in various countries technologically developed and to limit the 

unit's activity to choice and adaptât foreign machines usefull for local 

conditions. 

4 - JiolJSY^toward f arm mechanization 

4. 1 - There is no predicted program of land holding rearrangement 

and the development plan furnishes information only for increases in #4 

irrigable areas and in yield production of different crops,  with gene- 

ral mention only of mechanization. 

To that end, the government intends to promote development of tech- 

nical   training for farmers,  both in the agronomical sector and for 

0/ 
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the use and repair of agricultural machines.  However development 

of the agricultural sector remains the main strategy of the third five- 

year plan,   currently being carried out. 

, Initiatives for courses to bring information up to data are being 

carried out at the Rice Machinery Training Center and the Agricul- 

f turai Research Center.   There is a Farm Equipment ,'jurvey as well. 

The Bank of Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives gives 3 

year loans at low interest rate for the purchase of agricultural 

machines,   with preference for cooperatives use. 

At present there exist only 991 cooperatives with different purpo- 

ses,  and 4196 farmers groups. 

The government intends to provide means for development of 

renting lands to   cooperatives and to aid rice-growing by means of 

price support systems.  For purchase of machines on the part of 

Cooperatives,  the government concedes   subsidie«   ùp  to 50% of 

the purchase price of the machines. 

Wider use of fertilizers is encouraged and new plants are planned 

for the development of local fertilizer production. 

4. 2 - Research in the agricultural machinery sector is carried out 

mainly by the Engineering Division of the Rice Department, depen. 

dent on the Ministry of Agriculture,  which is carrying out some re- 

search programe especially in the sector of prototypes construction 

and improvement of small machinée adapted to the local agricultural 

conditione. One such project has been the floating tractor for deep 

mud design. 

The same Inetitute is divided up into différents sections, among 

which there ie one for exteneion service. It operates in close coor- 

dination with ÏRRI and has a well-equipped workshop. 

A email number of field teets are carried out by the Rice Ma- 

chinery Training Center. However the exigency is felt for the deve- 

lopment of a testing center, which could be supported by the Enginee. 

t 
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ring Division of the Rice Department.  The center should develop its 

activity in the standardization and prototypes construction sector, 

to contribute to the rational development of the agricultural machi- 

nes manufacturers. 

Technical education   and university instruction are in a deve- . , 

lopment stage both in the mechanical and in the agricultural engi- 

neering fields. 

4. 3 - On the whole, the organization of repair and maintenance 

and Extension Services seem wanting.   These services are entrus- 

ted to the above mentioned Engineering Division.  The larger manu- 

facturers 07 ganize courses of technical instruction and provide the 

repair and maintenance service, not always meeting the farmers' 

favour. 

4. 4 - From the examination of ail the above, it is to be recommen- 

ded : 

- the necessity of a deep study to define optimal levels of mechani- 

zation, and models of machines consistent with the definition of 

the priorities truly of benefit to the farmers; 

. the provision for the creation of a research, testing,  de sign,pro- 

totype s adaptation and quality control center; 

. development of technical   •ducatli» of farmers and mechanics, 

other than repair and maintenance centers; 

- granting of greater loans facilities for farmers,   widening the 

terms and defining precise priorities in the choice of th« machi- 

nes for the concession of said loans. 

S. 1 - The current third fiva-year development plan intends to en- 

courage the development of «mall*scale industries with particular 

a 
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regard to those located in rural areas.  Industries for the manufactu- 

re of agricultural machines could be considered among these,  even 

though it is only in the Bangkok environs that all the necessary faci- 

** lities and a labour-force oriented toward mechanical work can be 

found. 

f There are planned,  in fact,  incentives for the introduction of in- 

dustries utilizing local labour and raw m ateríais; capable of suppor- 

ting the balance of payments; located in rural areas.   The creation of 

heavy industries with considerable local financial and administrati- 

ve participation is encouraged. 

Those incentives consist in the concession of low interest credits, 

tax holidays and technical assistance.   There is much and substantial 

aid from foreign .countries, as well. This aid consists of long term cre- 

dit at low (or in some cases, zero) rates of interest. 

The Industrial Finance Corporation of Thailand grants easy term 

loans of seven years for investment in the industrial sector, both by 

private entrepreneurs and for coproduction with qualified foreign in- 

dustries.   The existing law on investments provides for special,   sub- 

stantial facilities in tax exemptions for five-years,  and in the possi- 

bility of purchase from abroad duty free of raw materials, tool ma- 

chinery,  equipment and special parts not locally manufactured. These 

facilities apply     to industries of manufacture or assembly of tractors 

(at not less than 100 units per year) and for the construction of agri- 

cultural machines, with a capital investment of not less than 2 million 

bath (about $ 10.000) excluding circulations capital and that necessary 

for the purchase of soil. 

i 

I 
5. 3 - University and professional instruction in the mechanical sector 

is carried on locally through equipment which, on the whole, appears 

sufficient, though wanting in practical application. In this area, too, 

the government has planned a strong push toward strengthening the 

existing structures. 
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6 - Conclusions. 

With the aim of aiding a rational (though long term) development 

of the mechanization and of the local manufacture of machines ne- 

cessary for the present and future of the paddy areas,  as delineated 

in the previous chapters,  UNIDO assistance is deemed useful as ,•••* 

follows : 

1 - to assist the Government in the development of small-scale indus- 

tries for the production of power-tillers;  motors and implements, 

within a framework of very deep standardization of models and 

component parts , and with the carrying out of feasibility studies, 

definition of models of machines to be manufactured,  of possible 

local content and of the economies of scale. A team of 2 UNIDO 

Experts : an agricultural machinery engineer and a small scale 

industries expert; duration,  8 months each; course of the mission 

1974; 

2 - to assist the Government in strengthening the existing Engineering 

Division of the Rice Department,   with particular reference to test, 

design,  adaptation, prototypes construction and control of mate- 

rials,  for agricultural machines and tractors for paddy areas. One 

UNIDO Expert, duration, 4 month«; course of the mission 1975; 

3 - to assist the Government in the organization and the strenthening 

of the existing facilities for repair and maintenance, for techni- 

cal training for farmers,  and for the extension service. A UNIDO 

Expert; duration, 4 months; course of the mission 1976. 

Before sending on such experts,  it is advisable that three fellow- 

ships of a duration of 6 months each be granted to send abroad one 

mechanical engineer, and two agricultural machinery engineers to 

be used as counterparts by the proposed experts. /§ 
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